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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
Project  
Nos. 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain East is being redeveloped by Leichhardt Municipal Council as a 
public recreational area linking Council-owned parks to the north and south.  The site contains the J. 
Fenwick & Co. Boat Store, which is listed on the State Heritage Register (SHR #01396).  Portions of 
two historic lots are within the development site.  To the south of the Boat Store is Lot 2, the site of 
Hayes’ boatbuilding business from the mid to late 19th century.  The Boat Store is within historic Lot 
3 and prior to Fenwick’s occupation, it was Bell’s Shipwright’s yard from 1840 to 1883.  Prior to the 
development works, an archaeological excavation was undertaken by Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd in April 
2010 using a revised archaeological excavation methodology for the Heritage Branch approvals 
2009/S60/35 and 2009/S140/09.   
 
Main Archaeological Findings 
The archaeological excavation at 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain, produced evidence of the maritime 
industries that operated from the site in the 19th century.  The archaeological remains included 
structural evidence for workshops or sheds and artefacts associated with boatbuilding in two 
separate properties.  The following is a summary of the main findings: 

 Evidence of the original landscape.  The site sloped from west to east to the shoreline.  
There was some naturally flat platforms and terracing.  The natural landscape was modified 
during the latter half of the 19th century to accommodate the needs of the shipbuilding 
business located here.  

 Evidence of John Bell’s shipyard (Lots 3 and 4) included the remains of a timber shed or 
workshop constructed in the 1840s and demolished by 1875.  Copper alloy boat nails and 
other vessel-related artefacts were found in association with this structure. 

 Evidence of the boatyard owned by Francis Hayes from the 1870s (Lot 2) included the 
remains of a timber shed or workshop with some stone structural elements.  Numerous 
copper alloy boat nails and other vessel-related artefacts were also found in association 
with this building.    

 Artefacts associated with the houses fronting Weston Street became more frequent in the 
assemblage in the late 19th and early 20th century when Hayes’ boatyard and Bell’s shipyard 
had ceased operating.   

 Evidence for landscaping and filling events in the later 19th century and early to mid 20th 
century.  These layers contained maritime-related artefacts as well as domestic-related 
ones, and were formed after the boat and ship building activities on site had ceased.  The 
mixed nature of the fills demonstrates that late 19th and early to mid 20th-century 
development had an impact on the intactness of the earlier ship and boat building 
archaeological remains.    

 Fenwick & Co., a tug and water boat business, purchased Bell’s shipyard in 1880, and 
expanded to include the former Hayes’ boatyard in 1937.  The stone boat store and 
retaining wall was within the archaeological excavation area.  No further archaeological 
evidence directly associated with Fenwick & Co.’s occupation of the site was found.   
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Archaeological Investigation 
2-8 Weston Street, Balmain East 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 
1.1 Project Background 
Nos. 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain East is being redeveloped by Leichhardt Municipal Council as a 
public recreational area linking Council-owned parks to the north and south.  The site contains the J. 
Fenwick & Co. Boat Store, which is listed on the State Heritage Register (SHR #01396).  As part of 
the redevelopment works, the Boat Store building is to be conserved in order to allow for its 
adaptive reuse.  Removal of the accumulated fills from the west and south of the building was 
required in order to facilitate the conservation work.  In response to the proposed development, a 
Conservation Management Plan (CMP) and a Historical Archaeological Conservation Management 
Plan (HACMP) were prepared in 2008.1   
 
The CMP and HACMP were adopted by Council, and an Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) was 
prepared for the site in 2009.2  The AIA assessed the site as having the potential to contain 
archaeological remains dating from the 1840s.  Portions of two historic lots are within the 
development site.  To the south of the Boat Store is Lot 2, the site of Hayes’ boatbuilding business 
from the mid to late 19th century.  The Boat Store is within historic Lot 3 and prior to Fenwick’s 
occupation, it was Bell’s shipwright’s yard from 1840 to 1883.  The potential archaeological remains 
have been assessed as being of State (Lot 3 area) and local (Lot 2 area) heritage significance. 
 
The AIA recommended that an archaeological test excavation be undertaken on the site in the areas 
of proposed impact.  This work was carried out by Cosmos Archaeology Pty Ltd, also in 2009, under 
the conditions of archaeological approvals 2009/S60/35 and 2009/S140/09.3  The test excavation 
confirmed the presence of in situ archaeological remains, and it was recommended that a 
comprehensive archaeological investigation of areas to the south and west of the Boat Store be 
undertaken prior to the development work.4   
 
Using a revised archaeological excavation methodology for the approvals 2009/S60/35 and 
2009/S140/09, the archaeological investigation of these areas was undertaken by Casey & Lowe Pty 
Ltd in April 2010.5  The archaeological program included the detailed recording and careful 
excavation of features and deposits associated with occupation of the site from the 1840s, 
especially the maritime-related industries of Hayes and Bell.  Artefacts associated with the activities 
of these two shipbuilders were collected for analysis.  This report presents the results of the 
archaeological investigation.  This includes analysis and discussion of the physical archaeological 
remains, cartographic sources, historical records and the artefacts.  It also provides a response to 
the research questions formulated for the investigation as part of the approvals process, and 
reassesses the heritage significance of the archaeological remains.   
 
 

  

                                                           
1 NBRS+Partners 2008 and Cosmos Archaeology 2008 
2 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a 
3 Cosmos Archaeology 2009b 
4 Cosmos Archaeology 2009c 
5 Casey & Lowe 2010 
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Paul’s 
Lot 2 

Paul’s 
Lot 3 

1.2 Site Location 
The site is located at 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain East, NSW (Figure 1.1).  The land is Lot 1 DP 
722968 and Lot 1 DP 83357.  Lot 1 DP 722968 contains the J. Fenwick & Co. Boat Store building and 
is also part of land known as “Paul’s Lots 3 & 4”.  To the south of the building, within Lot 1 DP83357, 
the land is also known as “Paul’s Lot 2”.  For the archaeological excavation the site was divided into 
four areas.  Area 4 was located within Lot 3 to the west (rear) of the Fenwick building.  Areas 2 and 
3 were to the south of the building, within Lot 2.  Area 1 was the Fenwick Building (indicated by the 
arrow in Figure 1.2 below) and was not part of this archaeological investigation.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: The site is located at 2-
8 Weston Street, Balmain East 
(indicated by the red arrow) and 
just south of the ferry terminal.  
Google Maps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: The site location prior 
to demolition of the building on 
Lot 2 indicating the areas that 
were archaeological excavated.  
The arrow points to the Fenwick 
Boat Store.  The orange dashed 
line indicates the extent of the 
SHR listing for the Fenwick Boat 
Store, and most of the original 
“Paul’s Lot 3” (Lot 4 is to the 
north and continues beyond the 
photo border).  The yellow line 
indicates the boundaries of 
“Paul’s Lot 2”.  The black outlines 
locate Areas 2, 3 and 4 that were 
subject to archaeological 
excavation.  
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1.3 Heritage Significance 
Part of the site is within the curtilage of the SHR listing for the site of the J. Fenwick & Co. Boat Store 
building.  The potential for the site to retain archaeological remains is not mentioned in the listing.  
The listing’s Statement of Significance is:  

The site of the J. Fenwick & Co. Boat Store is significant because of its continuous 
association with the growth and development of maritime industries in Balmain, from the 
earliest days of Balmain’s subdivision.  This is due to the formation and operation of Bell’s 
Shipyard and the subsequent operations of J. Fenwick & Co. 

The site has important links with the development of the port of Sydney because of its 
association with the use of tug boats as an integral part of shipping operations (Howard, 
1993). 

The stone store is a rare surviving built element of Balmain’s former links with the maritime 
services industries of Sydney Harbour, and as such contributes to the cultural significance of 
the Harbour.  The stone store physically demonstrates the role of Balmain in the working of 
Sydney Harbour until recent times (Heritage Office). 

The stone store is an early surviving record of maritime industry, not only in Balmain and 
Sydney, but in New South Wales; and for its long association with the Fenwick Tug Boat 
Company, which was the earliest and pre-eminent tugboat operator on Sydney Harbour 
(McDonald, 1999).   

 
The heritage significance of the Fenwick & Co. Boat Store building is clear from the SHR listing.  The 
archaeological resource within the site of the Boat Store (Area 4 – Lot 3) was assessed by Cosmos 
Archaeology Pty Ltd as being State significant.6  The heritage significance of the archaeological 
resource within Areas 2 and 3 (Lot 2) was assessed by Cosmos Archaeology Pty Ltd as being of local 
significance.7   
 
The heritage significance of the archaeological resource is reassessed in Section 6 of this report, and 
takes into consideration the results of the archaeological excavation.   
 
1.4 Research Design 
A research design was developed for the investigation as part of the archaeological approvals 
process.8  The nature of archaeological remains in Areas 2 and 3 would contribute to knowledge 
about historic land-use in Lot 2, owned in the later 19th century by Francis Hayes, a boatbuilder.  
Although a small section of this lot was within the excavation limits, information regarding its 
industrial and, to a lesser extent, residential use was obtained from the archaeological 
investigation.  Research questions regarding Lot 2 set out prior to the fieldwork were as follows: 

 What evidence is there for residential use of the land? Do these include discernible 
underfloor deposits or other remains? 

 What evidence is there for maritime use of the land, including shipbuilding and ship repair 
or other industrial activities? 

 What was the original landform and how was it modified to allow for shore-based 
activities? 

 

                                                           
6 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 82 
7 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 86 
8 Casey & Lowe 2010: 5 
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Only a small portion of Lot 3, the area to the rear of the Fenwick Boat Store, was within the 
excavation limits.  However, the archaeological remains present can still address the research 
questions posed prior to the fieldwork, and these were as follows: 

 Is there evidence for land-use connected to the use of the Fenwick Boat Store building in 
this area? 

 What evidence is there for maritime use of the space, including shipbuilding and ship repair 
or other industrial activities? 

 What was the original landform and how was it modified? What was the nature of the 
various fill layers in the area? 

 
A response to these research questions is presented in Section 5 of this report.   
 
1.5 Artefacts 
The following is a list of archive boxes of artefacts and samples collected from Casey & Lowe’s 
excavation in 2010 and artefacts collected from the testing program undertaken by Cosmos 
Archaeology in 2009: 
 

Type No. of boxes  
C&L 

Ceramic 2 

Metal/BM 4 

Glass 2 

Misc 0.5 

Soil samples 0.5 

Organic 0.5 

 
The archaeological test excavation undertaken by Cosmos Archaeology resulted in the collection of 
a number of artefacts from contexts that were excavated as part of Casey & Lowe’s archaeological 
program.  These have been imported into Casey & Lowe’s recording system and entered into the 
specially-designed artefacts database for analysis.  
 
Cosmos Coroneos provided specialist input into the identification and cataloguing of the maritime-
related artefacts, and also analysed and wrote the report on these artefacts.  This report is 
reproduced as Appendix 3.  An overview of the artefact assemblage is presented in Section 4 of this 
report.  The artefact catalogue is included with this report as Appendix 5.   
 
1.6 Report Methodology 
This report is intended to respond to the standard conditions set by the NSW Heritage Council to 
produce a report presenting the results of an archaeological investigation.  The report includes: 

Section 1: Introduction  
Section 2: Historical Background 
Section 3: Results of the Archaeological Investigation 
Section 4: Artefact Assemblage 
Section 5: Response to the Research Design 
Section 6: Heritage Significance 
Section 7: References 
 
Appendix 1: Site Plans  
Appendix 2: Harris Matrix 
Appendix 3: Specialist Artefact Report: Fastenings and vessel-related artefacts.  Cosmos 

Coroneos. 
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Appendix 4: Excavation Registers – Contexts, Pollen and Soil Samples, Building Material 
Samples 

Appendix 5: Artefact Catalogue 
 
1.7 Authorship 
This report has been written by Abi Cryerhall, Associate Director, Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd.  Details 
from a preliminary trench report written by Nick Harrop have been incorporated into Section 3.  Jill 
Miskella and Amanda Dusting produced the site plans (Appendix 1).  Nick Harrop produced the 
Harris Matrix (Appendix 2).  The artefacts were catalogued by Rowan Ward (ceramics and glass), 
Robyn Stocks (Metals, Miscellaneous and Organics) and Dr Melanie Fillios (Animal Bone).  Cos 
Coroneos, Cosmos Archaeology Pty Ltd, provided specialist advice and input into the identification 
and cataloguing of the maritime-related artefacts, and is also the author of the report on these 
artefacts (Appendix 3).  Mary Semper was responsible for the data entry.  Sandra Kuiters was the 
post-excavation assistant for the project and was responsible for artefact and samples 
management, and producing the site registers (Appendix 4).  This report has been reviewed by Tony 
Lowe, Director, Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd.   
 
1.8 Limitations 
Adequate time and resources were available to undertake the archaeological fieldwork, analysis 
and reporting.   
 
1.9 Acknowledgements 
Cosmos Coroneos, Cosmos Archaeology Pty Ltd 
Margaret Lyons, Leichhardt Municipal Council 
Jacob Bennett, Leichhardt Municipal Council 
Don Wallace, NBRS+Partners 
Robert Stass, NBRS+Partners 
Lynette Gurr, NBRS+Partners 
Dr Mary Casey, Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd 
 
1.10 Abbreviations 
AIA  Archaeological Impact Assessment 
CMP  Conservation Management Plan 
HACMP  Historical Archaeological Conservation Management Plan 
LTO  Land Titles Office 
MDS  Metropolitan Detail Series 
ML  Mitchell Library 
NSWSR   New South Wales State Records 
SHR  State Heritage Register 
SLNSW  State Library of New South Wales 
SMWSDB Sydney Metropolitan Water Sewerage & Drainage Board 
 
1.11 Maritime-Related Terminology 
Terminology related to boat construction and vessel-related artefacts used throughout this report: 
 
Boatwright  A person who builds and repairs wooden boats (relatively small vessels). 
Bow   The front part of a ship. 
Carvel Hull Refers to a type of wooden boat and ship hull construction.  Planks are 

fixed to a frame so that the planks butt each other and form a smooth 
surface.  The joints are then caulked to make the vessel watertight.     

Clinker Hull Refers to a type of wooden boat and ship hull construction.  Clinker hulls 
are built by planking first. The planks are fastened to each other.  Referred 
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to as lap strake planking.  Lighter frames or battens are then added on the 
interior to provide strength. 

Copper Alloy Used to make various fastening and fittings (such as boat nails, tacks and 
spikes etc) for boats and ships, as copper alloy is a metal that has a high 
resistance against corrosion. 

Fastening Item used in the construction of the hull of a vessel, such as boat nails, 
roves and tacks.  

Fitting Item that are affixed onto vessels and that can be removed without 
compromising the structural integrity of the hull, such as tacks used for the 
decking, or sail rigging.   

Grommet  Is a ring inserted through a hole in fabric, such as a sail canvas.   
Hull  A hull is the watertight body of a boat or ship. 
Keel A keel is the large beam running from bow to stern around which a hull of a 

ship or boat is built.  
Lap Strake Planking Refers to the method of constructing a ship or boat hull by attaching the 

planks to themselves, then the frame, also known as clinker-built.   
Pintle Is a pin or a bolt that is used as part of a pivot or hinge that will hold the 

rudder on to a boat. 
Rove A rove is placed over the projecting point of a boat nail once it has passed 

through the pre-bored hole in the plank.  The projecting point is then 
hammered over the rove to secure the fastening.  This is process called 
riveting.  

Sounding Weight Is tied to a line and used to measure water depth. 
Shipwright A person who builds and repairs ships (usually larger vessels than boats). 
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2.0 Historical Background 
 
2.1 Brief Historical Background9 
A survey from 1788 marks Balmain East as “Ross’s Farm” (Figure 2.1).10  This land became part of 
the official 550 acre grant by Governor Hunter to Dr William Balmain in 1800.  He quickly 
transferred this property to Professor John Hay Gilchrist in the following year.  In 1836, the property 
was subdivided into 22 lots for sale (Figure 2.2).  The site at Weston Street was within Lot 5 and was 
purchased by George William Paul.11  In the late 1830s and early 1840s, coinciding with a land 
boom, Paul re-subdivided the property creating the Lots 2, 3 and 4 that are associated with this 
archaeological investigation (Figure 2.3).  Lots 3 and 4 were purchased by Harry Brabazon, who re-
sold it in August 1840 to John Bell, a shipowner (Figure 2.4).12  Lot 2 was purchased by Isaac 
Woodall, a stevedore and landowner, also in 1840.13   
 
Lot 2 – Post 1840 
In 1846 Woodall subdivided Lot 2 into two allotments.  One was sold to Piper, a boatbuilder, who 
sold it to Stewart, a ‘householder’.14  In 1849 he sold to G. Smith, a gentleman.15  Woodall held the 
other allotment until the mid 1850s when he sold to Mr McPherson.16  In 1860, this was sold to a 
waterman called Cooper.17  In the late 1870s, Francis Hayes purchased Lot 2 and established a 
shipyard on the site.18  He may have been leasing the lot since the 1860s.19  Both he and his son, 
James, were prominent boatbuilders in Balmain throughout the 1860s to 1890s.  The Weston Street 
business declined in the 1890s.  It was still occupied by his son until around 1920.20   
 
Lot 3 and 4 – Post 1840 
John Bell established his shipwright’s yard, constructing a stone wharf and house on the northwest 
corner of Lot 4 (intersection of Darling and Weston Streets) by the end of 1841 (Figure 2.4).21  In 
1843 he won the contract for the repair of a wooden government brig, the Governor Phillip.22  Bell 
died in 1847 but the shipyard continued to be operated by his widow and two sons.  The sons, 
James and Edward, continued to be listed as shipwrights and boatbuilders at the site into the 
1870s.23  In 1883, the Bell family sold the property to John Fenwick, who had been operating a 
water haulage and towing service based in Balmain since the 1870s.24  The stone store building, 
known as the ‘Fenwick & Co. Boat Store’ on the State Heritage Register, was constructed in the later 
1880s (Figure 2.6; Figure 2.7).  In 1901 Fenwick died and his sons continued the tug business.25    

                                                           
9 This is a summary of the detailed historical background written by Caroline Wilby for the archaeological assessment – 
Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: Section 2.   
10 Bradley 1969, reprint 
11 Reynolds & Flottmann 1976; Reynolds 1982; NSW LTO – Old Systems Title, Book 4, No. 371 
12 Reynolds 1982; NSW LTO – Old Systems Title Book T, No. 350 
13 NSW LTO – Old Systems Title Book S, No. 843; Reynolds 1982; Reynolds 1983 
14 NSW LTO Book S560, 10-582 & 10-828; Reynolds 1978 
15 NSW LTO Book 17-142; Reynolds 1978 
16 NSW LTO Book 40-269; Reynolds 1978 
17 NSW LTO Book 65-219; Reynolds 1978 
18 NSW LTO Book 167-377 and 166-623; Reynolds 1978 
19 Sands’ Sydney directory 1863-1869; Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1873-1900 
20 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1890s-1910s 
21 Advertisement by John Bell, Sydney Morning Herald, 4 January 1842 
22 Sydney Morning Herald, 2 October 1843, pg 2 
23 Sands’ and Kenny’s commercial and general Sydney directory 1858/1859-1861; Sands’ Sydney directory 1865-1869; 
maritime lease notations on C.A. Atchinson 1875 
24 NSW LTO – Old Systems Title, Book 276, No. 754 
25 NSWSR – Deceased Estate Records; Reynolds 1983 
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Figure 2.1: Chart dated to 1788 showing “Ross’s Farm” 
at Balmain East.  The approximate location of the site 
is indicated with the red arrow.  North is to the top.  
Bradley 1969, reprint. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Subdivision of Balmain 
East into 22 allotments with three 
streets (Darling, Johnston and 
Nicholson) by surveyor Armstrong.  
The location of the site is in red.  
Armstrong’s initial subdivision of 
the Balmain Estate, Bemi, 1836. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3: Plan showing the lot 
divisions of 1840.  Lots 2, 3 and 4 
are known as “Paul’s Lots” after the 
site owner prior to the 1840 sale. 
Lots 3 and 4 are ultimately bought 
by Bell and both lots are used as a 
shipwright’s yard.  Lot 2 is bought 
by Woodall, who subsequently 
subdivides it east to west.  
Reynolds 1982. 
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4 

3 

2 

 
 
 
Figure 2.4: The second subdivision of 
the site occurred in 1840 and this 
plan dates to 1843 and shows the 
“Paul’s Lots 2, 3 and 4”, and the 
newly laid out Weston Street.  This 
plan identifies Bell and the 
Shipwright’s Yard in “Paul’s Lots 3 
and 4”.  The entire site is outlined in 
red with the excavated areas in blue 
(rough location).  Anonymous 
subdivision plan, 30 September 

1843.26   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: The site overlaid on an 
1861 surveyor’s plan showing the 
buildings in “Paul’s Lots 2, 3 and 4” 
at this time.  The excavated areas are 
indicated with a blue outline.  Bell’s 
shipwright yard occupies Lots 3 and 4 
at this time.  Brownrigg, 1846, ML 
M4 811.1821/1846/1. 
  

                                                           
26 Reproduced in Rod Howard Heritage Conservation Pty Ltd, 1993, J. Fenwick & Co. Pty Ltd Site, 2-8 Weston Street, 
Balmain, report prepared for Davenport Campbell + Partners (Australia) Pty Ltd. 
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Figure 2.6: The site outline on the 
c.1883-1888 Metropolitan Detail 
Series – Balmain, Sheet 21.  The 
excavated areas are outlined in 
blue.  The Fenwick stone store 
building has been built at this stage 
(black arrow).  SLNSW, ML ZM Ser 4, 
811.17. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: The site and excavated 
areas on an 1887-1888 surveyor’s 
plan with detail of the cut rock face 
(black arrow) prior to the 
construction of the stone store 
building (green arrow).  This also 
details the structures fronting 
Weston Street in Lots 2 and 3, and 
also the buildings in the excavation 
area in Lot 2.  Sloman, 1887-1888, 
Leichhardt Library, Local History LH 
919.441/L347598. 
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2.2 Cartographic Analysis  
Development on the site can be traced using the historic plans.  A detailed analysis of all the 
available historic plans has been undertaken as part of the archaeological assessment for the site.27  
For the purposes of this report, buildings and landscape modifications recorded on four 19th-
century plans were examined in detail.  Information from historical records, such as the Sands’ 
Directory, regarding land ownership and usage has also been included in this analysis.  The four 
plans chosen were: 

 1846 – Brownrigg, W.M., Plan of the Town of Balmain.28 
 1861 – Brownrigg, W.M., Plan of the Town & Municipality of Balmain.29  
 1875 – Atchinson, C.A, Plan of Balmain.30 
 1888 – Sloman, T.B.U., Surveyor, PWD/Sydney Water Board’s Real Estate Maps, Balmain.31 
 
These four plans best demonstrate building construction, alterations and demolition, and landscape 
modification events that occurred on the site in the latter half of the 19th century.  To provide 
context for the archaeological remains within the specific excavation areas, such development 
across the entire site must be considered.   
 
Development – 1840s to 1850s 
The 1846 plan by Brownrigg is the first that records any building development on the site (Figure 
2.8).  Within Lot 2 there is some building development by the mid 1840s.  The lot was purchased 
from George Paul in 1840 by Isaac Woodall, a stevedore and landowner.32  In 1846 he subdivided it, 
creating two narrow east-west orientated lots.  This subdivision is recorded on the 1846 plan.  The 
southern lot was initially sold to Piper, a boatbuilder, who then sold it in the same year to Stewart, a 
householder.  In 1849, the southern lot was sold to a gentleman, Smith.33  Later in the 1850s, the 
property returned to the ownership of Stewart.34  There are two structures recorded on the 1846 
plan that may have been built by either Woodall prior to subdivision or by Stewart after he 
purchased in 1846.  The larger of the two is situated close to Weston Street and the smaller building 
close to the shoreline.  The northern subdivision of Lot 2 remained in the ownership of Woodall 
until 1855 when he sold to McPherson, a sawyer.35  On the plan, there is a long east-west 
orientated structure located on the boundary with Bell’s property, abutting the small structure.  The 
building appears to have access to Darling Street via the easement or pathway through Bell’s 
property.  Excavation Areas 2 and 3 are in the same location as this building.   
 
The building fabric and function of all the structures within Lot 2 are not indicated on the plan.  The 
southern lot was mostly owned by a ‘householder’ in the 1840s and 50s.  This may mean that the 
buildings within the lot were residential in nature, especially the larger one near the Weston Street 
frontage.  The long building in the northern lot owned by Woodall was more likely a shed or store 
building.  The 1846 plan, however, names ‘James’ across both lots.  This may refer to a lessee 
occupying the site rather than either of the lot owners.  It may be the case that this plan records the 
domestic dwelling and work (industrial) buildings of that lessee.  Also, though the subdivided lot 
was owned by two different people, it appeared to have just one occupant. 

                                                           
27 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 60-72.   
28 ML M4 811.181/1846/1 
29 ML ZM4 811.1821/1861/1 Sheet 2 
30 Reproduced in Rod Howard Heritage Conservation, 1993, J. Fenwick & Co. Pty Ltd Site, 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain – 
Conservation Plan. 
31 Leichhardt Library, Local History LH 919.441 / L347598 
32 NSW LTO – Old Systems Title Book S, No. 843 
33 NSW LTO Book 17-142 
34 Reynolds 1978 
35 NSW LTO Book 40-269 
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By the mid 1840s there were buildings in Lots 3 and 4.  These lots were owned by John Bell who 
established a shipwright’s yard on the property.  He built a stone house on the corner of Darling and 
Weston Streets, that later became the Shipwright’s Arms, a licensed hotel, run by the Bell family 
until the early 1850s.36  On the Brownrigg plan there is another structure, of unknown building 
fabric, fronting Darling Street by this time.  Both these structures are outside the study area.  
Between these two buildings, an easement or pathway is depicted leading from Darling Street to 
the rear of Bell’s property.  Within the development site, and excavation Area 4, a small east-west 
orientated building is located along the southern Lot 3 boundary with Lot 2.  There is no indication 
of the building material or function, although given its location within Bell’s shipwright yard it was 
likely a timber shed or store associated with the various functions of a shipbuilding business.  It 
would appear that the structures within Lots 3 and 4 were residential, commercial (hotel) and 
industrial during the 1840s and 1850s. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1846 
Lot 3 and 4 – blue border  Lot 2 – red border 

 

Figure 2.8: 1846 plan (left) and the development interpretation graphic (right) highlighting the key buildings 
with the study area outlined in red.  

 
 
Development – 1860s to 1870s 

The 1861 plan was also surveyed by Brownrigg (Figure 2.9).  In Lot 2, the owners remained Stewart, 
the householder, and Cooper, a waterman, throughout the 1860s.37  The northern subdivision was 
sold to Cooper in 1860.38  On the plan, the long east-west structure abutting the boundary with 
Bell’s property is still extant (though the recording on the plan is incomplete).  In the southern 
subdivision, the two previous structures have been removed and replaced with a long structure on 
the subdivision boundary.  There are changes recorded to the Weston Street frontage on both 
allotments.  There is a thick north-south line across the western section of the property, and this is 
interpreted as indicating a building fronting Weston Street, within which ‘Cooper’ is written.  This 
may refer to Cooper (waterman) who bought the northern subdivision, or G. Cooper, listed as a 

                                                           
36 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 16 
37 Reynolds 1978 
38 NSW LTO Book 65-219 
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grocer in the 1861 Sands as residing on Weston Street next to the Shipwright’s Arms.39  The position 
of the structure fronting Weston Street indicates that this functioned as a domestic dwelling, similar 
to the one recorded to the north in Lot 3.  ‘W. Kidd’ is written across both the Lot 2 subdivisions, in 
a similar fashion to the 1846 ‘James’.  Again this may refer to the lessee being Kidd.  No information 
is available regarding this occupant or what activities were undertaken on the site.  As with the 
previous decades, it can be inferred that both residential and industrial or commercial activity was 
taking place on the site during the 1860s and 1870s. 
 
The Bell family continued to occupy Lot 3 and 4 operating the shipwright’s yard.  The hotel was run 
by the Moran family from the mid 1850s to the 1890s.40  The plan shows that Bell’s property was 
largely unchanged from the mid 1840s.  The Shipwright Arm’s, a stone building, follows the same 
footprint with no obvious alteration.  The other building fronting Darling Street appears to be a little 
larger than the previous version, likely the result of a rear extension.  This building is also shaded, 
and given the Shipwright Arm’s, a known stone building, is not, it can be inferred that the shaded 
structures were made from a different material such as timber, iron or brick.  The small shed-like 
structure on the southern boundary with Lot 2 is still extant, though Brownrigg did not finish its 
illustration.  The easement or pathway is also still depicted.  There are two new structures recorded 
on Bell’s property.  One is another timber or brick structure in the centre of the property, and may 
be associated with the building fronting Darling Street.  There is a structure of similar dimensions on 
the 1846 plan in a similar location, and the 1860s one may be the same structure, or a rebuild.  The 
other new building depicted on this plan is a rectangular timber or brick building fronting Weston 
Street.  Given this location, the building was likely a residential one, perhaps occupied by a member 
of the Bell family.  Both Sarah and Edward Bell are identified on this plan.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1861 
Lot 3 and 4 – blue border  Lot 2 – red border 

 

Figure 2.9: 1861 plan (left) and the development interpretation graphic (right) identifying the new and 
continuing buildings.    

                                                           
39 Sands’ and Kenny’s commercial and general Sydney directory 1861. 
40 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 16-17 
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Development – 1870s to 1880s 
The eastern part of Lot 2 also included a portion of reclaimed land according to the 1875 plan 
(Figure 2.10).  This appears as a shaded area behind a seawall.  There is also a heavy north-south 
line drawn back from the new harbour edge that may indicate an earlier phase retention system for 
reclamation.  The long east-west building on the northern lot boundary first recorded on the 1846 
plan is still in existence.  It may have been altered or added to by this stage, as a small additional 
room is recorded at its southeast corner.  A new long east-west orientated building abuts the 
existing one and is built partially over the newly reclaimed ground.  It is unclear whether the 
structures fronting Weston Street recorded on the 1861 plan were still in existence at this point.  A 
long shed-like structure recorded on the 1861 plan in the southern half of Lot 2 seems to have been 
demolished.  Cooper and Stewart held the titles for Lot 2 until 1877 when Francis Hayes bought 
both portions of the lot.41  However, Sands records Francis Hayes and James Hayes on Weston 
Street, adjacent to Bell’s property, from 1863 onwards.42  Both Hayes are listed as boatbuilders.  It 
is likely that Lot 2 was being leased by one or both Hayes who operated the shipbuilding business 
throughout the 1860s and 1870s prior to Francis purchasing in 1877.  The lot, being owned and 
leased by different people in the 1870s, leaves it unclear as to who initiated or financed the 
reclamation work.  As Francis Hayes leased and later purchased the property, it is quite likely he 
undertook the reclamation to provide better facilities for his shipbuilding industry.   
 
The plan dating to 1875 shows that there was substantial changes to the eastern portion of Bell’s 
property, occurring at some point after the mid 1860s.  A portion of the foreshore appears to have 
been reclaimed, possibly in two phases.  A seawall now forms the eastern boundary of the lot (and 
current site) with the areas behind also shaded, indicating it has been, or was in the process of 
being reclaimed.  The original shoreline has also been included on this plan.  Between it and the 
new seawall is another straight heavy line, perhaps representing an earlier seawall and phase of 
reclamation.  To the west of this is another prominent line in a north-south orientation.  This is 
likely to indicate an escarpment in the bedrock, a result of excavations to level the land.  The shed 
that had existed on the southern boundary with Lot 2 from the mid 1840s appears to have been 
demolished as part of the excavation works.  This work created the dramatic height different still 
evident today between the western and eastern parts of Bell’s former property.  The building 
fronting Weston Street also appears to have been demolished.  The building fronting Darling Street 
still exists, as does the easement or pathway from the street to the boundary of Lot 2.  There are 
two names recorded in Lots 3 and 4: J. Bell and J. Fenwick.  Bell’s shipwright’s yard continued to 
operate in the 1870s.  The property is listed as vacant in 188243 and is sold to Fenwick in 1883.44  
Fenwick’s name may have been a later addition to the plan.    
 
 

                                                           
41 NSW LTO Book 167-377 and 166-623; Reynolds 1978 
42 Sands’ Sydney directory 1863-1869 
43 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1877-1882 
44 NSW LTO – Old Systems Title, Book 276, No. 754 
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1875 
Lot 3 and 4 – blue border  Lot 2 – red border 

 
Figure 2.10: 1875 plan (left) and the development interpretation graphic (right) identifying the new and 

continuing buildings, the sea walls and the modified escarpment.   
 
 

Development – 1880s to 1890s 
Ownership of the three lots had changed by the early 1880s.  At the beginning of the 1880s, Francis 
Hayes owned all of Lot 2 and was operating his shipbuilding business and living in a cottage fronting 
Weston Street.  This house may have been a new construction of the later 1870s or early 1880s, or 
an altered version of a house that had been on the site since the 1860s.  It is recorded on the plan 
as a timber structure.  It was unclear on the 1875 plan whether that was demolished or not.  The 
long east-west structure on the northern lot boundary since the 1840s still exists, though it appears 
to have been enlarged or added to on its southern side.  To the east the long shed-like building 
recorded on the 1875 plan has either been replaced or significantly enlarged (Figure 2.11).  On the 
plan, this building stretches to the wharf and jetty.  Along the southern lot boundary is a new long 
east-west orientated building, presumably a shed or store for Hayes’ business.  Close to the Weston 
Street frontage and also along the southern lot boundary a timber WC is recorded.   
 
The Bell family held the title for and operated a shipwright’s yard on Lots 3 and 4 since 1840.  In 
1883, John Fenwick purchased and moved his already established tug business to the Weston Street 
site.  There are no precise details of the configuration of the property and buildings at the point of 
ownership transfer in the historic record.  The Metropolitan Detail plan is dated between 1883 and 
188845 (Figure 2.6), though it is more commonly considered to be dated to the latter.  The Sydney 
Water Board plan from 1887-1888 records the same details for the site and may have been based 
on the Metropolitan Detail plan (Figure 2.7).  By the end of the 1880s, building development within 
Fenwick’s property included two houses fronting Weston Street in the southwest (Lot 3).  These are 
labelled “Waterside” and located at 1 and 3 Weston Street.  There are two WCs located in the 
corners of the respective rear yards.  These houses are recorded as being two storeys and 
constructed with brick.  The Shipwright’s Arms and other buildings fronting Darling Street remain 

                                                           
45 NSW Department of Lands/Sydney Surveyor General’s Office (c.1883-1888), City of Sydney/Sydney Metropolitan Detail 
Series – Balmain, Sheet 21.  SLNSW, Mitchell Library, ML ZM Ser 4, 811.17.   
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with some alterations, including small outbuildings in the rear yard.  Two large rectangular 
structures have been constructed on the recently levelled ground along the southern boundary with 
Lot 2.  The large stone store building (Fenwick & Co. Boat Store) has been constructed.  To the east 
of this is the other building, likely also to have been a shed or a store given its location close to the 
harbour and jetty, and it is also a new construction.  The easement or pathway from Darling Street 
established by 1846 is still depicted and a stone retaining wall has been constructed on the eastern 
side.  The earlier 1870’s escarpment has been drawn onto this plan, partially located below the 
Fenwick store building.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1888 
Lot 3 and 4 – blue border  Lot 2 – red border 

 
Figure 2.11: 1888 plan (left) and the development interpretation graphic (right) indentifying the new 

buildings, including the Fenwick Store and the retaining wall to its west.   
 
 

Summary of Land Use 
The site did not appear to have been utilised by any of its owners until after the second subdivision 
in 1840.  From this point on, the site, and its immediate environs, was used for several purposes 
throughout the rest of the 19th and most of the 20th century.  Most importantly, the site was used 
for maritime-related industry.  However, there was residential occupation along the street frontage, 
and commercial activity associated with the Shipwright’s Arms to the northwest of the site.  From 
the mid 1840s to the end of the century, Bell’s shipwright’s yard occupied the northern part of the 
site.  Shipbuilding was also the main activity for the southern part, with Hayes, also a boatbuilder, 
being the occupant from the 1870s to 1890s.  With a change in ownership in the late 19th century, 
the northern part of the site was redeveloped as the base for the tug operator, Fenwick & Co.  This 
also continued the site’s association with maritime industry.  The excavation area was located away 
from the main area of activity, on the periphery of Fenwick’s property.  Though the development, 
activities and material remains associated with Bell’s and Hayes’ shipbuilding and Fenwick’s tug 
businesses was the focus of the archaeological investigation, evidence of domestic occupation from 
the excavation was also considered.   
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3.0 Results of the Archaeological Investigation 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
3.1.1 The Site Prior to Excavation 
2-8 Weston Street was most recently used as the location of operations for Fenwick & Co. Pty Ltd.  
The Fenwick & Co. Boat Store building (Area 1) is extant and is on the SHR.  The rest of the site 
(Areas 2, 3 and 4) was used for vehicular access to the administrative building.  The surface material 
consisted of cement and bitumen, and was raised above the archaeological levels by levelling fills.  
Demolition of the road and building had occurred prior to the archaeological excavation program.   
 
3.1.2 Excavation Methodology 
The site was excavated using an ‘open-area stratigraphic’ methodology.  Initial clearance of the site 
was undertaken by a 7-tonne excavator under the supervision of the archaeologist.  Following the 
removal of 20th-century fills and other demolition material by machine, the team of archaeologists 
cleaned the site using hand-held tools.  This process facilitates the identification of archaeological 
features, deposits and structures.  For the archaeological testing program (undertaken by Cosmos 
Archaeology in 2009) the site was divided into four areas.  Areas 2, 3 and 4 were within the limits of 
the current archaeological investigation.   
 
Context numbers were allocated with reference to each archaeological area and individual features. 
Information regarding the archaeological features and deposits were recorded on context sheets.  
The context numbers used during this excavation were 11201 to 11271.  Interpretations and 
relationships between the features were established and recorded during excavation.  These 
associations form the basis of the archaeological analysis.  The relationships are displayed 
schematically in the Harris Matrix for the site (Appendix 2).  Other recording undertaken included 
digital photography of the archaeological levels, individual and associated features.  The site was 
also drawn to scale at 1:50.  Artefacts were collected according to context.  These were cleaned and 
processed off-site at the Casey & Lowe offices in preparation for further specialist analysis.   
 
3.1.3 Excavation Team 
The archaeological team from Casey & Lowe consisted of Abi Cryerhall and Tony Lowe, co-
excavation directors; Mike Hincks and Nick Harrop, supervisors; Beau Spry, senior assistant; 
Amanda Dusting, planner; and Lyle Douglas, student archaeologist.  Mechanical assistance was 
provided by Bob Stanton, Robert Stanton Excavations.   
 
3.1.4 Archaeological Areas and Historic Lots 
Resulting from the archaeological assessment and initial testing, the site was divided into four areas 
(Figure 3.1).46  The areas were devised according to archaeological potential and significance.  The 
area locations and corresponding historic lot number are detailed as follows: 
 

Area Description Historic Lot Modern Lot 

1 Fenwick Building (SHR) Part Lot 3 Lot 1 DP 722968 

4 Rear of Fenwick Building (SHR) Part Lot 3 Lot 1 DP 722968 

2 Southwest of Fenwick Building (former ramp) Part Lot 2 (northern 1846 
subdivision) 

Lot 1 DP 83357 

3 Southeast of Fenwick Building Part Lot 2 (northern 1846 
subdivision) 

Lot 1 DP 83357 

Table 3.1: Outline of archaeological areas and corresponding historic and modern lot numbers. 

                                                           
46 The archaeological area divisions were implemented during the testing program undertaken by Cosmos Coroneos in 
2009.   
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The investigation of Areas 2, 3 and 4 were the focus of the archaeological excavation.  No 
archaeological work within the State significant Fenwick building (Area 1) was undertaken during 
this archaeological program, though it was previously subject to archaeological testing.47  
 
Areas 2 and 3 were within historic Lot 2 (“Paul’s Lot 2”), and within the northern portion of the 
subsequent 1846 subdivision.  Area 4 is within historic Lot 3 (“Paul’s Lot 3”) and also the SHR 
curtilage associated with the Fenwick Store building.   
 
For the purposes of this report, the results of the archaeological investigation will be presented in 
terms of the historic lot divisions, thereby attributing the remains to the lot owners and/or 
occupants over time.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Aerial view of the site with the location of the historic lot divisions and the extent of the SHR 

cartilage in relation to the archaeologically excavated areas.  Google Maps, A Cryerhall.  

 
 
3.1.5 Archaeological Phases 
Archaeological phasing for the site is based on main historical developments, and is generally 
formulated as part of the archaeological assessment prior to the archaeological excavation.  Such 
developments should be present in the archaeological record as distinct changes in the material 
remains.  Adjustments to the phasing can be made during the excavation and in post-excavation 
analysis according to the archaeological evidence from the site.  The archaeological phasing is fairly 
broad due to the lack of intense or complex development on the Weston Street site.  The phasing is 
based on the initial subdivision, use and resale of the lots within the excavation site.  The 
archaeological phases are as follows: 

 
 
                                                           
47 Archaeological testing undertaken by Cosmos Archaeology Pty Ltd in August 2009.   
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Phase Description Date Range 

1 Natural Landscape, Early Land Use and First Subdivision  1788 to 1840 

2 Occupation, Hayes’ Boatbuilding and Bell’s Shipyard 1840 to 1880s/1890s 

3 Fenwick’s Tug and Water Boat Business 1880s to 1960s 

4 Redevelopment of Fenwick’s Property 1960s to 1980s 

Table 3.2: Table outlining the main phases of development associated with both Lots 2, and 3 and 4.  

 
 
These phases refer to both Lots 3 and 4 (Fenwick & Co.), and Lot 2 (various owners and Hayes’ 
shipyard 1870s+).  However, there are slight variations to the date range of Phase 2 and 3 for Lots 3 
& 4, and Lot 2.   
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3.2 Phase 1: The Natural Landscape, Early Land Use and First Subdivision 1788 to 1840 
 
3.2.1 Historical Background 
The harbour-side suburb of Balmain is located on a rugged Hawkesbury Sandstone landform.  This 
geology gives rise to shallow, sandy and infertile soils.48  Vegetation cover would have been typical 
Sydney sandstone open-forest, with trees such as Angophora costata (Sydney red gum or smooth-
barked apple) and Eucalyptus piperita (Sydney peppermint).49 
 
Balmain East may have been under some form of European occupation from as early as 1788.  A 
chart surveyed by Capt. John Hunter in 1788 identifies “Ross’s Farm” on the outline of the Balmain 
headland.50  There are no registered grants made to Robert Ross, the Lieutenant Governor and 
Commandant of the Marine Detachment, and therefore no details regarding the exact location, size 
and the nature of the land use at this time.51  Use of the land as a farm may have involved clearance 
of the natural vegetation and trees.  Though this may have begun from the offset, it is unlikely Ross 
invested a great deal in his farm, as he was transferred to Norfolk Island two years later and 
returned to England the following year.52 
 
In 1800 “Ross’s Farm” was part of an official grant to Dr William Balmain, Principal Surgeon of the 
Colony of NSW.  The 550 acre grant comprised of the modern suburbs of East Balmain, Balmain and 
Rozelle (excluding Glebe Island) from the natural high water mark to the southern line boundary of 
Rozelle.  Though Balmain was also involved in grazing and agriculture, it is unlikely he prepared his 
land for such uses as he transferred the grant to Professor John Hay Gilchrist less than two years 
after receiving it.   
 
Gilchrist was the head of Fort William College in Calcutta and had attended medical school in 
Edinburgh at the same time as Balmain.53  He never visited NSW and therefore it is likely that 
’Gilchrist Place‘, as the land was known as, was largely undeveloped and unutilised for the 30 years 
or so he owned the land.  This apparent natural state of the land during the early to mid 1800s can 
further be supported by the fact that the area was frequented by occasional hunting and fishing 
parties.54  
 
There was an unsuccessful attempt in 1823 to sell the land.55 By the 1830s, however, land was 
increasingly needed for the expanding population of Sydney.  Gilchrist’s agent, Frederick Parbury 
commissioned the subdivision of his estate resulting in 21 lots in what is now Balmain East.  The 
main streets, Darling, Nicholson and Johnston, were laid out at the same time.  All lots were sold in 
1836 at a public auction.  The current study area lay within Lot 5 and was purchased by George 
William Paul.56  With this first subdivision, the natural landscape of Balmain East and the site began 
its transformation, by the subsequent development, to an industrial and residential landscape with 
strong maritime links.  
 

                                                           
48 Benson and Howell 1990: 9. 
49 Benson and Howell 1990: 61 
50 Bradley 1969,reprint 
51 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 10 
52 Reynolds & Flottmann 1976 
53 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 11 
54 Reynolds 1971; Reynolds & Flottmann 1976 
55 Nicholls 1986 
56 Reynolds 1976; Reynolds 1982; NSW LTO – Old Systems Title, Book 4, No. 371 
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3.2.2 Archaeological Evidence 
The archaeological investigation at 2-8 Weston St revealed limited information regarding the 
natural landscape or its use prior the 1840’s subdivision.  However, some topographical features 
present provided a glimpse of what the natural environment of the site was prior to development.  
In general, the site sloped from the west to the harbour in the east.  A steeper gradient was evident 
at the Weston Street frontage (this was later filled and levelled in the 1960s).  A portion of the 
original alignment of the shore exposed in the southeast limit of the site (Area 2, Lot 2) appeared 
largely unaltered in historic times until structural development and filling events from the 1860s.  
Natural B-horizon clays overlaying bedrock were present in the western limits of the excavation 
(Area 3, Lot 2 and Area 4, Lot 3), with areas of intact subsoils pre-dating the historic period also 
identified.  Thick deposits of homogenous artefact-rich 19th-century topsoils were common on the 
Weston Street side of the site, but these thinned out closer to the harbour front.  Such soils can be 
the result of cultural activity, such as tilling and fertilising for kitchen gardens, and build-up due to 
disposal of household and industry waste.  Some evidence for vegetation existed within the topsoil. 
 
Bedrock and the Shoreline 
The underlying geology of the site consisted of Hawkesbury Sandstone bedrock (11271), which 
displayed a gentle eastward gradient to a somewhat steeper rocky shoreline.  Areas of relatively flat 
surfaces existed, creating a naturally terraced landform.  The survival of the upper reaches of the 
original shoreline was limited to the southeast of the site, in what was later to be Lot 2 (Figure 3.2).  
Here, the sandstone terracing steepened as it approached the harbour.  Displaying signs of 
weathering, the bedrock was exposed to the elements and likely devoid of any thick vegetation in 
its natural state.  In fact, only patches of intact natural soils were present within small crevices and 
depressions on the eastern rockface.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: View of the site from the east (harbour) showing the natural slope from the east and the steeper 

terracing of the upper reaches of the shoreline.  On the right is the Fenwick Boat Store.  At the top 
is Weston Street.    
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Though the outcropping at the shoreline was naturally terraced, there were signs that it may have 
been enhanced to form more stable stepped access to the harbour.  There were two points on the 
rockface where it was possible that localised cutting may have occurred (Figure 3.3).  There were 
other markings present, including linear marks, curved grooves and circular pitting lower down the 
slope (Figure 3.4).  While the pitting and the ‘enhanced’ steps may have been due to weathering, 
the linear and curved grooves were the result of cultural activity.  What was not possible to 
determine was at what point they were made, and as a result of what process.  This part of the site 
was filled or covered by a structure by 1861 so these events are most likely dated to between 1840 
and 1860.  These small areas formed the only evidence within the later Lot 2 of cultural intervention 
on the natural landform.  This is in contrast to the extensive excavation of the landscape and 
reclamation of the harbour frontage recorded in the neighbouring Lot 3.   
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3: View to the west 
of the bedrock outcropping in 
Area 2.  The possible ‘step’ 
cuts are indicated by the red 
arrows.  The dashed blue 
circle encompasses a 
concentration of industrial-
related marks.  Scale 1m. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Detail of the 
circular pitting and curved 
grooves towards the base of 
the exposed original 
shoreline.  Scale 1m.   
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In Lot 3 and 4, the original shoreline was quarried during the 1870s and its changing alignment was 
recorded on several historic plans (see Section 2.2).  Within the small area of Lot 3 archaeologically 
investigated, bedrock was exposed at the base of a machine-excavated test trench (Figure 3.5).  This 
test trench located back from the original shoreline identified a northward-orientated gully or 
trough in the underlying geology.  It was filled with up to approximately 1.8m of heavy plastic clays, 
identified as in situ natural B and C-horizon clays.  Overlying the sandstone was c.1.5m of creamy 
white clay with orange mottle created by decayed sandstone patching (the C-horizon).   
 
B-Horizon Clays 
Overlying the white C-horizon clay was a body of dense yellow clay forming the B-horizon.  This 
existed across most of the area investigated, except for the western limit of the outcropping 
forming the upper reaches of the shoreline.  Behind the Fenwick Boat Store, the clay was numbered 
11212 and consisted of 200 to 300mm of yellow clay with white clay mottle in places (Figure 3.7).  
In Lot 2, the yellow clay was more consistent in colour and texture (Figure 3.6).  Where it was 
investigated (western site limit) it was found to directly overlie the sandstone.  Here, the clay body 
was numbered 11247 and was a minimum of 100mm in depth at the break of the shoreline slope. 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.5: Narrow test trench 
through a white clay filled gully or 
trough in the underlying geology 
back from the original shoreline.  
The bedrock is located at the base 
of the trench.  To the right is the 
Fenwick Boat Store.  View to the 
north. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Yellow B-horizon 
clay overlying sandstone 
exposed on the southern side of 
the Fenwick Boat Store.  This 
clay was identified across most 
of the site except for over the 
outcropping near the water-
edge.  Photo taken looking east.   
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Figure 3.7: B-horizon clays to the rear of the 
Fenwick Boat Store contained more white clay 
mottling than further south.  This is due to its 
location overlying a white clay-filled trough or 
gully in the bedrock in this location.  View to 
the southeast with 1m scale.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
A-Horizon Soils 
Located above the yellow clays was a band of subsoil (A2 horizon), numbered 11246 in Lot 2 and 
11214 in Lot 3.  It was a sandy loam with fine clay particles throughout, of medium compaction, and 
light to mid greyish brown in colour with darker patches resulting from bioturbation.  It had a well-
defined limit with the B-Horizon clay.  This material was devoid of artefacts and is therefore 
interpreted as an old soil layer not exposed or modified during the historic period.  The subsoil was 
more notably present upslope in the western limits of the excavation area, where it was recorded 
as being up to 170mm in depth.  This petered out further east on approach to the shoreline break of 
slope.  This was also true of the humic topsoils (A1 horizon) overlying the subsoil.  Recorded in Lot 3 
as context 11213, the topsoil consisted of dark brown sandy clay loam with a pronounced yellow-
grey content (Figure 3.8).  Medium-grained sands dominated, but also included fine clay particles.  
The topsoil had a blurred limit with the topsoil, indicative of some form of soil rotation, either the 
result of cultural or environmental processes.  Up to 200mm in thickness, this topsoil layer also 
contained artefacts such as ferrous and copper nails, deposited within the layer during the 
occupation of the site from the 1840s.  This layer was numbered 11208 in Lot 2, and it displayed the 
same basic characteristics as that recorded in Lot 3 though it appeared to contain more artefacts in 
its upper limit (Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10).  Context 11278 also refers to the same topsoil as 11208, 
though this was the context number assigned to the artefacts collected from it during the program 
of testing undertaken by Cosmos Archaeology in 2009.  The topsoil 11208 and 11213 formed the 
ground surface material at the time of initial occupation, though after the second subdivision in 
1840 the layer was subject to different influences according to lot ownership and use.   
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Figure 3.8: Section at the western limit 
of excavation in Lot 3 showing the 
subsoil and topsoil overlying the yellow 
clay.  Scale 1m.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Close-up of a section of the 
topsoil 11208 in Lot 2.  The transition 
from topsoil to natural clay can be seen 
in the lower third of the section. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3.10: View of the topsoil layer 
(lower half of photo, below scale) from 
the west limit of the site.  The topsoil 
was thicker upslope than near the water.  
Scale 1m.   
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Artefacts in Topsoil 11208/11278 
Artefacts were only retrieved from the modified topsoil (11208/11278) in Lot 2, as the topsoil layer 
here was extensively exposed in plan and excavated.  It contained mostly copper alloy nails related 
to boatbuilding.  There were also a small number of ceramic fragments.  The boat nails were 
predominately square-shanked with sharp points, a type used for clenching lap strake planking on 
clinker-hulled vessels.57  Copper alloy roves, boat spikes, tacks and screws were also artefacts from 
this context associated with hull fastenings.  It also produced some remains of fittings that would 
have been fixed to the deck of a boat or its gunnels, such as a copper alloy horn cleat (Cat # 5416) 
for tying off a small rope, a stanchion base plate (Cat # 5417) and a small grommet (Cat # 5413) 
used in a sail or canvas sheet.58  These artefacts were most likely introduced, and mixed into the 
topsoil, after the 1840s in Phase 2 of the site’s development.  The artefacts may relate to the 
occupants of Lot 2 prior to Hayes’ boatbuilding operation in the 1870s.  
 
Vegetation 
Evidence for former vegetation, native or imported species, can be represented by archaeological 
features such as tree boles left after land clearance, other filled cavities and evidence for root 
systems within the original topsoil layer.  There were a very limited number of such features within 
the excavation areas.  An irregular-shaped ‘cut’ 11269 was identified within the topsoil 11208 (Lot 
2).  This feature, interpreted as a tree or shrub bole, was filled with 11270, a material very similar 
material to the surrounding topsoil, only slightly darker in colour.  It was not possible to determine 
whether this bole was the result of the first land clearance of native vegetation, or from the 
removal of a later planting.  Overall, there was little archaeological evidence for the vegetation, be 
it native or historic plantings, on this site.  As demonstrated in this section, post-1840 development 
did not impact greatly on the natural strata, so it may be that this area did not have dense or 
substantial native vegetation, and given the dominant industrial use of the site, it was unlikely any 
plantings occurred in the 19th century.   
 
Discussion of the Natural Landscape and Early Land Use 
The natural landscape and strata survived best in Lot 2, despite being continuously occupied from 
the 1840s.  Extensive landscape modification and construction in Lot 3 altered the natural landform.  
From the glimpse we did have, the natural attributes of the site would have been attractive to the 
early land owners and occupants intent on operating shipbuilding or other maritime-related 
businesses.  The site was naturally terraced, with initially enough flat platforms and gently sloping 
areas to construct sheds, workshops and stores.  These areas were located at a high enough level 
above the water not to be affected by normal tidal actions or indeed seasonally higher waters.  As 
demonstrated in Lot 2, access to the harbour was via a naturally, and perhaps culturally enhanced, 
stepped rock outcropping that formed the upper reaches of the shoreline.  The harbour at this point 
provided the depth of water required for vessels, at least initially.  There appeared to be little effort 
required to prepare the site for use, by way of vegetation clearance, land-filling or excavation of the 
escarpment forming the shoreline.  The initial subdivision and sale coincided with a land boom in 
the 1830s.  Modifications to the landscape, such as excavation for land-levelling and reclamation of 
the foreshore area to create better wharf and jetty, did not occur until the 1870s.  These 
modifications were the result of a combination of business success, in the ability to finance such 
earthworks, and business and technological developments driving the need for better facilities.  
Overall, there was very little archaeological evidence for early land use prior to 1840.   
 

  

                                                           
57 Coroneos 2012: 14, 18 
58 Coroneos 2012: 18 
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3.3 Phase 2: Subdivision, Hayes’ Boatyard and Bell’s Shipyard – 1840s to 1880s 
 
3.3.1 Historical Background 
While George William Paul purchased the land (Lots 5 and 6) in 1836 he did not appear to occupy or 
develop it in any way.  The end of the 1830s saw a land boom in Sydney and Paul held on to the 
land for a number of years while it appreciated in value.  In 1840 the land was re-subdivided in 
preparation for sale.  This process created 14 lots between Johnston Street, Darling Street and the 
harbour.  During the subdivision, two new roads were laid out: Weston Street and Pearson’s Road 
(later Paul Street).  Paul created a mixture of lot sizes; most appeared to have been designed with 
residential development in mind (Figure 2.3).  He also created four large lots fronting the harbour 
with access also from Weston Street; these lots are known as “Paul’s Lots 1 to 4”, with part of Lots 2 
and 3 being subject to this archaeological investigation.  From this point, the historical background, 
development and archaeological evidence for the site will be presented according to these historic 
lot divisions. 
 
Lot 2 – 1840 to 1890s (Hayes’ boatbuilding 1870s to 1890s) 
Isaac Woodall, a stevedore and landowner, purchased Lot 2 in 1840.  By 1846 he had subdivided 
and sold the southern portion to a boatbuilder, Piper, who in turn sold to Stewart, listed as a 
“householder”.59  It is however, the northern subdivided lot that was subject to archaeological 
investigation.  A map dating to 1846 records a structure on this lot, still in the ownership of Woodall 
at this time (Figure 2.8).  There is no information regarding the fabric or function of this structure in 
the historical record.  As it was initially the only recorded structure within the subdivided lot, it may 
have had a domestic function until the 1860s when the house fronting Weston Street was 
constructed.  However, the position of the structure set back from the street frontage and situated 
at the end of an easement through Lot 3 and 4 that would have allowed access to the jetty at the 
end of the Darling Street, would suggest that the structure was not solely domestic.  Cartographic 
analysis suggests that a structure existed in this location throughout the 19th century and into the 
early 20th (Figure 3.11).  
 
The northern subdivided lot was sold a couple of times in the 1850s, and again in the 1860s.60  
There is little direct historical information on its use in these decades, though from information on 
the occupations of the owners and from contemporary plans, it would seem that the site may have 
been used for both domestic and maritime-industry purposes.  By the 1870s Francis Hayes is listed 
as a lessee.61  Hayes was a prominent boatbuilder in Balmain from the 1860s to the 1890s.62  He 
purchased both portions of Lot 2 in 1877.63  At some point between the mid 1860s and the 1870s 
the harbour frontage was subject to reclamation, including the construction of seawall, wharf and 
shed/workshop over the new land.  This process is recorded in a plan dating to 1875 (Figure 2.10).64  
It is unknown who initiated and financed this reclamation and construction. Hayes was occupying 
the property at this time and operating his boatbuilding business though he did not purchase it until 
1877.  During the 1880s, he is recorded as residing at 5 Weston Street, in the northwest of the lot, 
just south of the site entrance at the time of the archaeological investigation.65  Contemporary 
plans show various phases of buildings fronting Weston Street, and shed or workshop-type 
structures within the lot (Figure 2.11, Figure 3.11).   
 

                                                           
59 NSW LTO Book S-560; Reynolds 1978 
60 NSW LTO Book 40-269; NSW LTO Book 65-219; Reynolds 1978 
61 Sands’ Sydney directory 1863-1869 
62 Reynolds 1983 
63 NSW LTO Book 167-377 and 166-623; Reynolds 1978 
64 Atchinson 1875 Plan of Balmain 
65 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1870s-1890s 
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Lots 3 and 4 – 1840 to 1880s (Bell’s shipwright’s yard) 
The chain of title for Lots 3 and 4 is somewhat simpler than that of Lot 2.  In 1840, John Bell 
purchased both lots and his family did not sell them until 1883.66  Development began almost 
immediately with the construction of a stone house on the corner of Weston and Darling Streets, 
and a stone wharf on the harbour front.  In 1842, his shipwright’s yard was advertised providing 
facilities including “a wharf with all the necessary apparatus for heaving down vessels of any 
tonnage” and with a constant supply of “ship’s timbers, planks, spars etc”.67  In 1844, Bell leased his 
stone house to William Walker who obtained a publican licence and opened the Dolphin Hotel.68  
Bell regained the hotel and the licence, renaming it the Shipwright’s Arms, in 1846.  Also this year, a 
plan records the wharf and a number of structures within the lots other than the hotel and another 
residential building fronting Darling Street (Figure 2.8).  Within the area archaeologically 
investigated, a shed-like structure had been built by the mid 1840s.  This was demolished between 
the mid 1860s and mid 1870s, around the time when a huge investment in reclamation and 
landscaping the site was undertaken.  John Bell died in 1847, and his widow and sons took over the 
shipyard and hotel business.69  The hotel was leased out again in the mid 1850s, the main licensee 
being Thomas Moran, followed by his wife in 1870 until 1890.70  Located just to the west of the 
excavation area (Area 4) and in the location of the site entrance during the archaeological 
investigation, a building fronting Weston Street had been constructed by the early 1860s.  This 
added a residential or domestic element to the mostly maritime industrial site.  Records show that 
members of the Bell family resided there during the 1860s and 1870s.   
 
Landscaping and reclamation undertaken between the mid 1860s and mid 1870s was a 
considerable investment.  James and John Bell Jnr took out a mortgage in 186971; the money 
presumably was used to finance these improvements to the property.  The waterfront was 
reclaimed behind two phases of seawall (the outer including a new timber jetty), while the sloping 
natural ground was also quarried or levelled.  These events are recorded on the 1875 survey (Figure 
2.10).  The Bell family continued to operate the shipyard, with evidence from photographs dating 
from the mid 1870s showing a large shed structure leading to the waterfront.72  By 1882, Bell’s 
shipyard had gone out of business and the site was listed as vacant.73  John Fenwick purchased the 
site in 1883 and moved his already established tug business there.   
  

                                                           
66 NSW LTO – Old System Title Book T, No. 350; Reynolds 1982; NSW LTO – Old Systems Title Book 276, No. 754 
67 Advertisement by John Bell, Sydney Morning Herald, 4

th
 January 1842 

68 NSW Archives Office – Licence Butts No. 15, 407, 557 – referenced in Reynolds 1982 
69 Reynolds 1978 
70 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 16-17 
71 Reynolds 1978 
72 This photo is reproduced and discussed in Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 21 
73 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1877-1882 
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Figure 3.11: Graphic reproducing the 
recorded buildings on three historic plans 
dating to 1846, 1861 and 1875.  The 
excavation areas within Lot 2 are 
highlighted in green.  A building is 
recorded here from the 1840s.  The area 
also includes part of a building 
constructed by 1875.  The investigated 
area of Lot 3, or Bell’s shipwright’s yard, is 
highlighted in blue.  Here a structure is 
recorded from the 1840s but appears to 
have been demolished by 1875.  A 
Cryerhall. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
3.3.2 Archaeological Evidence Overview 
The historical records provide an overview of ownership, occupation and use of the lots during this 
phase.  Lot 2 had various owners and occupants initially, but it is Francis Hayes’ boatbuilding 
business that was most prominent.  Lots 3 and 4 become one property with John Bell (and family) 
operating a shipwright’s yard on the site throughout this phase.  Archaeological evidence for both 
these maritime-related industries was a focus of the investigation.  What the historical records do 
not provide are details about the various structures, such as fabric and function, within Hayes’ and 
Bell’s shipyards.  Also, there is little known from the records about the nature of the residential or 
domestic occupation within the lots.  The areas subject to archaeological investigation were 
relatively small and not located in areas with direct association to the recorded domestic structures.  
However, within the fills were artefacts that may have originated from the occupation along 
Weston Street.  The dominant material remains, however, were associated with the site’s function 
as two adjoining shipwright’s yards, that of Hayes’ in Lot 2 and Bell’s in Lot 3 and 4.    
 
The archaeology will be discussed in terms of the historic lot divisions.  Firstly, within Lot 2, were 
the remains of the 1840s structure and associated deposits and fills relating to the occupation of 
the site until the 1890s when Hayes sold (Figure 3.12).  The excavation area within Bell’s property 
was within Lot 3, where there were also remains of a structure dating from the 1840s.  Several 
deposits and fills associated with its use and occupation until at least the early 1860s were present.   
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Figure 3.12: Detailed plan of the Phase 2 archaeological remains including the remains of two buildings 

dating from the 1840s.  A Dusting & J Miskella. 
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3.3.3 Lot 2 Archaeology – Hayes’ Boatyard 
Archaeological remains for part of the structure identified on the 1846 and subsequent plans were 
present within excavation Areas 2 and 3 (Figure 3.13).  The historic plans record a structure in the 
same location until redevelopment in the 1960s.  The size and the position of the building vary 
slightly and it was not clear from the plans if the structure was rebuilt or replaced, or whether the 
variations was due to inaccurate surveying.  The archaeological evidence suggests only one 
structure existed in this location.  Overall, the building was timber-framed with some sandstone 
elements, perhaps indicating alterations of additional structural support over time - this was not 
clear in the archaeological record.  The structure was given an overall context number, 11207, 
though several key elements were recorded individually.  Evidence for the occupation and use were 
found in discrete artefact-rich deposits located within the limits of the structural remains.  
Demolition-type material in association with the building was also present.  This too may be 
evidence for an alteration phase to the structure, rather than its demolition in the mid 20th century.   
 
Located at the eastern limit of the excavation area, a building is recorded on the 1875 and 1888 
plans.  Archaeological remains for this structure could not be identified during the excavation.  This 
building was constructed after reclamation of the waterfront.  It was likely built using a timber 
frame enabling the structure to straddle or span the differing levels created by the natural terracing 
bedrock below and across the newly reclaimed, and level, ground behind the new wharf.  This part 
of the site was cleared in 2009 prior to Casey & Lowe’s involvement.  Cosmos Archaeology 
monitored this work and reported that the area where this structure was located consisted of 1960s 
fill material containing sandstone rubble and machine-made bricks overlying patches of natural soils 
and bedrock.74  No evidence for the structure was encountered in that, or this phase of 
archaeological work.  It is likely that development works in the 1960s removed any evidence there 
may have been for the earlier building.   
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3.13: On the left is the 1846 plan with the excavated area of Lot 2 highlighted in green (Lot 3 
excavation area is in purple).  The arrow points to the portion of the building within the 
excavation.  On the right is the plan from 1875 also recording a building in this location along with 
another structure adjoining at the eastern end.  North is towards the top of the image.   

  

                                                           
74 Cosmos Archaeology 2009c 
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Structure 11207 
The partial remains of the structure (structure 11207) illustrated on historic plans from the mid 
1840s were located within the area excavated (Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15).  The plans indicate that 
more of the structure was located beyond the western limit of excavation, towards Weston Street.  
Approximately 11m of the building was within the excavation limits.  It was quite narrow, being just 
4m, or just over 13 feet, in width.  Located on the northern boundary with Bell’s property, it was 
constructed on the modified topsoil layer 11208 (see previous phase).  Archaeological evidence 
indicated that various structural elements formed the building: postholes for the timber frame, a 
cut to terrace part of the ground, and several sandstone blocks forming parts of an entranceway, 
possibly a fireplace and pad supports for internal wall or roof support posts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14: View of the archaeological remains of structure 11207 with the footprint highlighted by the 

dashed yellow lines (internal divisions are marked by the thinner lines).  The insert in the top right 
is the 1846 plan with the Lot 2 boundary highlighted in red and the excavation area outlined in 
green.  The arrow points to the structure.  Both are orientated east towards the harbour.   

 
 
Forming part of the main structural components to the building were several postholes.  Some of 
these were allocated context numbers and others recorded on plan (Figure 3.12, Figure 3.15, 
Appendix 2 - Plan 1).  The majority of the postholes were sub-rectangular or sub-square, and were 
between 250mm and 350mm in length by 200mm to 300mm in width.  The northern alignment of 
postholes, that once formed the substructure element for the northern wall of the building, were 
not numbered or extensively recorded, as they had been truncated by later 19th-century activity 
and modern services.  In all, a 50% sample of the postholes was investigated fully.  There was only 
one instance where a postpipe, the shape left by the timber post within the packing fill after its 
removal, was present.  The other postholes contained fill with inclusions similar to those within the 
later occupation deposit 11221, and perhaps demolition material 11206.  These postholes were 
perhaps re-filled as part of an alteration or demolition event of the building.  This may indicate 
posts were removed and/or replaced.  The table below presents the posthole descriptions and 
other details (Table 3.3). 
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Context  Descriptions Dimensions LxWxD Position 

11230 cut 
11231 pipe 
11232 packing 
11233 pipe fill 

Sub-square posthole, rounded corners, flat base. 
Sub-square pipe in NE corner, flat base. 
Compact, mid-brown clayey sand with ss brick frags. 
Friable grey-brown clayey sand with decayed wood. 

300x300x170mm 
140x140x170mm 

Southern wall 

    

11229 cut? Shallow depression or cut, gentle sloped sides, containing brown 
clayey sands with flat sandstone located centrally. Pad/posthole 
cut for timber post. 

600x530x130mm Southern wall 

11237 cut 
11238 packing 

Circular posthole, vertical sides, flat base. No pipe. 
Grey-white clays with occasional glass and iron frags 

430x400x210mm Southern wall 

11265 cut 
11266 packing 

Rectangular, vertical sides, flat base. No pipe. 
Brown sandy clay with inclusions of iron and copper nails. 
Truncated remains of posthole. 

250x200xmin100mm Southern wall 
(SE corner?)  

11227 cut 
11228 packing 

Sub-rectangular, vertical sides, flat base. 
Varied compaction, dark brown clayey sand with frequent ss 
brick, burnt shell, and small stone frags. Similar to demolition 
material 11209. No pipe. 

450x360xmin150mm Internal –
roof/wall 
support 
posthole 

11234 cut? 
 

Sub-rectangular cavity caused by removal of stone likely once a 
pad for timber post. Associated with linear arrangement of stone 
and ss brick adjacent to posthole 11225. Filled with orange clay 
and coarse grey sand (demo?). 

350x300xmin150mm Internal – 
roof/wall 
post-pad 
socket 

11225 cut 
11226 packing 

Sub-rectangular posthole, base of pipe in NE corner. 
Creamy clayey sand, inclusions of plaster? (demo?). 

400x250xmin100mm Internal – 
roof/wall 
support 
posthole 

11223 cut 
11224 packing 

Sub-square posthole, flat base. 
Grey-white compact sand with brown clayey sand, inclusions of 
glass, ss brick and iron frags (demo?) 

250x200xmin100mm Internal – 
roof/wall 
support nr 
entrance 

11267 cut 
 

Square posthole, vertical sides, flat base. No pipe. 
Dark grey-brown sandy loam, inclusions of charcoal. 

270x270xmin40mm 
Truncated.  

Internal – 
roof/wall 
support 
posthole 

11268 cut Triangular shaped cut (truncated square posthole or pad 
socket?), vertical sides, flat base.  Filled with dark grey-brown 
loamy sand.   

270x230xmin30mm 
Truncated.  

Internal – 
roof/wall 
post-pad  

11235 cut 
11236 packing 

Sub-rectangular cut, possible posthole(s). 
Brown clayey sand, infrequent charcoal, sandstone. 

750x500mm 
Unexcavated. Truncated.  

Internal 
roof/wall 
support  

Table 3.3: Table providing detailed descriptions of the individual postholes that formed part of the 
archaeological remains for the 1840s+ structure 11207 in Lot 2.  

 

 
 
Figure 3.15: Detail from the scale plans drawn of the archaeology within Lot 2 highlighting the postholes (in 

red), sandstone pads and low walling 11219 (in grey) and the sandstone threshold 11220 (in 
yellow).  The outline of the structure is indicated with a dashed red line.  The building’s eastern 
limit is at the break of slope in the bedrock of the original shoreline.  North is towards the top of 
the graphic, as is Fenwick’s Boat Store. 
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11239 

11219 

Deposit 11221 

Threshold 11220 

On the southern side of the building were the remains of a cut (11239) within the topsoil 11208 
(Figure 3.16).  This appeared to have been the result of ground levelling or terracing for structure 
11207.  It was 3m in length, though it may have been more extensive and had been truncated by 
more recent activity on the site.  It was roughly linear and vertical-sided, with a maximum depth of 
190mm.  The level ground within the footprint of the structure can be considered to be part of the 
same cut. 
 
Within the cut were several roughly cut, rectangular and squared, flat stones (sandstone) that 
functioned either as pads for timber posts or informal footings for walling.  These were numbered 
collectively as 11219.  These were typically roughly rectangular, with dimensions ranging from 
300mm by 300mm by 150mm to 650mm by 250mm by 150mm.  Most were in a roughly linear 
arrangement along the south side of the structure, adjacent and internal to cut 11239.  Toward the 
east end of this arrangement, an in situ group of blocks intruded into the interior of the structure 
(Fig. 3.17).  This may have been associated with a fireplace, or perhaps a stairs or some other 
unknown internal feature.  Elsewhere, the sandstone blocks were isolated or in pairs, and some of 
these have been interpreted as functioning as pad supports for timber posts. 
 
The entrance to the building was on the southern side and was indicated by two large rectangular 
blocks (11220) set into the topsoil 11208 (Figure 3.18).  These were located just on the southern 
side of wall alignment, and therefore likely to have formed the steps or threshold in front of the 
door.  They were laid side by side, 8m from the east end of the building.  The northern-most of the 
pair was in alignment with the south side of the structure.  It measured 540mm by 200mm by 
140mm, while the southern of the two was 1.1m by 280mm by 140mm.  The latter exhibited wear 
on the top surface, providing further evidence of use as a threshold.  The threshold stones were set 
within the topsoil layer and were notable at a higher level than the interior ground level.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16: View of the southern 
wall remains with the terracing cut 
11239 and the sandstone structural 
elements 11219.  In the 
background is the threshold 11220 
located at a higher level than the 
ground level within the building.  
View to the west with 1m scale.  
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Figure 3.17: Sandstone 
blocks from an internal 
feature, possibly a 
fireplace.  View to the 
north with 1m scale.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3.18: Detail of the 
sandstone blocks forming 
the threshold on the 
southern side of the 
building.  The smoother 
surface of the southern 
stone can be seen at the 
bottom of the image.  View 
to the north with 1m scale.   

 
 
 
 

 
 
Occupation-Related Deposit 11221  
Within the footprint of structure 11207, and located immediately above the construction level was 
a thin and patchy deposit (11221).  It extended over an area roughly 3m east-west by 2.5m. It 
abutted and surrounded the sandstone structural elements 11219 and was located directly over 
topsoil deposit 11208 (Appendix 2 - Plan 2).  Deposit 11221 was up to 30mm in depth and consisted 
of a mix of friable, mid-brown, silty sand and white/cream material, possibly originally a whitewash 
or similar material, with frequent inclusions of charcoal (Figure 3.19).  A small number of ceramic 
fragments, window glass, and some ferrous items were also found within 11221.   
 
Copper nails were abundant within the deposit.  There were 23 square-shank blunt point copper 
alloy boat nails recovered from this deposit.  There was also one clench nail which had a circular 
section with a sharp point (Cat # 5236) of the type used to fasten lap strake planks by clenching as 
well as fastening planks to frames.75  There were six roves recovered of the type that could have 
been used for riveting lap strake planking.  A small number of ferrous nails and bolts were also 
found within context 11221.  These were unlikely to have been used for boat building and were 

                                                           
75 Coroneos 2012: 15; see Appendix 4 
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more likely used in the construction of a terrestrial timber structure.  The remains of a knife or saw 
blade (Cat # 5250) and a lid from a pail (Cat # 5251) may represent some of tools and storage 
containers used in boat building.76 
 
Though there was no archaeological evidence for flooring within the building.  It was likely that a 
typical timber floor structure rather than a dirt floor was used.  A formal floor structure would have 
created a level surface over the sloping natural ground below.  If it was set at ground level at the 
western extent of the building, it would have been located just on top of the sandstone elements 
11219 and the threshold 11220.  The deposit 11211 is interpreted as occupation-related and 
possibly an underfloor deposit.   
 
The artefacts within this occupation-related deposit were predominately related to boatbuilding or 
other construction-related activities, and there was no evidence to suggest a domestic function for 
the structure.  In general, the artefacts date from the 1830s, and the window glass up to the 1870s.  
It was noted during the excavation that this deposit was likely to have been contaminated by the 
later demolition or filling event (see context 11206 below), therefore it is unclear if it is related to 
occupation by the boatbuilder Hayes from the 1870s, or one of the earlier occupants, also likely to 
have been involved in a maritime industry.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19: The occupation deposit 11221 survived best along the interior of the southern wall, 

accumulating and abutting the sandstone structural elements 11219.  View to the south with 1m 
scale.  

 
 

Fill 11206 – Evidence for Occupation, and Demolition or Repair 
Widespread across the interior of the structure, but not completely sealing the structural elements, 
was a demolition-type fill, context 11206 (same as 11277 – the context number assigned to 
artefacts collected during the testing program undertaken by Cosmos Archaeology in 2009).  It was 
located immediately above the occupation deposit 11221.  Fill 11206 was compact and contained 
inclusions of small rubble pieces, such as sandstock brick, shell and sand mortar, and window glass.  
The colour of the fill was white and yellow speckles within olive brown sandy clay.  The colour was 
caused by the frequency of crushed sandstone and sandy shell mortar.  The fill was a maximum of 
200mm in depth.   

                                                           
76 Coroneos 2012: 15; see Appendix 3. 
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Also within the fill were frequent occurrences of copper alloy nails boat nails, other vessel-related 
items and occasional ferrous nails (Figure 3.20).  The most common type of boat nail was square-
shanked with a blunt or blunted point.  Blunt pointed nails were used for riveting planks of clinker 
hulled boats or fastening planks to frames of carvel hulled boats.77  Two sizable copper alloy 
fastenings were recovered from this context, which were used in the more substantial timbers of a 
hull, principally those around the keel, stem and stern post.78  Copper alloy roves, tacks, sheeting to 
protect against rubbing, a hexagonal nut and a sail grommet (Cat # 5467), a crude lead weight, a 
sounding lead (Cat #5357) and a copper alloy boat spike, 10 galvanized ferrous spikes (Cat # 5369) 
and a galvanized pintle (Cat # 5384) likely from a rudder were also items from this context related 
to boatbuilding or associated tools and equipment.   
 
Also within this context were several ferrous fastenings that do not necessarily relate to 
boatbuilding.  There were fragments of a tin can, a saw, bolts, nails, a spike and a hook, a brass 
switch and a hinge.  These may have been used for a variety of industrial, or even domestic, 
applications.79  There were a number of ceramic and bottle glass fragments.  A fragment of a 
celluloid smoking pipe mouthpiece (Cat # 5136) and a child’s marble were also collected from the 
context.  Notable artefacts were an 1889 British halfpenny and an 1857 token stamped “Robert 
Hyde & Co.” and “Melbourne” around the rim, and “general marine store” and “shippers of rags, 
glass, and metal” in the centre (Cat # 5142) (Figure 3.21).   
 
The fill (context11206/11277) clearly contained demolition-related material such as window glass, 
sandstock brick, mortar and sandstone fragments.  However, the structure that it was within was a 
lightweight timber-framed building (context 11207).  There was no archaeological evidence that the 
superstructure was made from brick, stone or mortar.  The material may be associated with the 
demolition of a nearby residential building, such as the one fronting Weston Street within this lot, 
recorded on the 1861 plan, but apparently absent on the 1875 plan.  It also contained many boat 
nails and other vessel-related artefacts, associated with the boatbuilding yard in this location in the 
mid to late 19th century.  This fill is a mixed deposit containing both demolition-type material and 
artefacts relating to the maritime industrial use and occupation of the lot.  It is unlikely that this 
material is the result of the demolition of structure 11207, rather that it is a mix of fill and 
occupation-related material, perhaps used to level and compact the ground as part of a repair or 
alteration event.  Large-scale landscaping works were known to have occurred on the site between 
the mid 1860s and mid 1870s as excavation and reclamation took place within both Lots 2 and 3-4.  
This period is when the lot is leased and then bought by Francis Hayes to operate his boatbuilding 
business.  

 
 
 
 
Figure 3.20: Examples of copper 
alloy boat nails, roves and tacks 
from multiple contexts 
including 11206/11277.  Russell 
Workman 10cm scale.  

  

                                                           
77 Coroneos 2012: 13 
78 Coroneos 2012: 13 
79 Coroneos 2012: 17 
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Figure 3.21: Artefacts from context 
11206/11277.  Left top is grommet #5467; 
sounding lead #5357; top right is token 
#5164 from Robert Hyde’s General 
Maritime Store; bottom right is celluloid 
smoking pipe mouthpiece #5136.  Russell 
Workman.   

 
 
 
 
 

 
Discussion of the Structural Remains 
Remains of the external walling consisted of several postholes, sandstone blocks and irregular-
shaped stones used as pads, or perhaps informal ‘footings’ for the superstructure.  The postholes 
were, in general, fairly small and the sandstone pads and ‘footings’ somewhat insubstantial.  It 
would appear from the remains that the structure was lightweight: a timber-frame with perhaps 
either wood-panelling or tin/iron sheets used as walling material, though no archaeological 
evidence for the walling material was found during the investigation.  It is therefore assumed that 
the structure was single storey.  Within the interior of the structure, there was evidence for timber 
posts and these are likely to have acted as supports for the roof, rather than indications of formal 
internal room dividing walls.   
 
Within the building was likely a timber floor structure, though no direct evidence survived for this.  
Occupation-related material in the form of frequent copper alloy boat nails and other vessel or 
industrial-related items is consistent with the use of the site for boatbuilding, first recorded 
historically from the early 1870s with Francis Hayes’ occupation.  There were very few artefacts 
typically associated with domestic occupation.   
 
There was evidence for rebuilding or repair within the structure.  The internal roof (or wall) 
supports represented by postholes 11234, 11225, 11223 and 11267 form two north-south 
alignments close together.  It may be that posthole 11234 was a replacement for 11225, or vice 
versa, and 11223, on north-south alignment with 11234, a replacement for 11267, or vice versa 
(Figure 3.22).  Many of the postholes also contained a mix of demolition-type material and lacked 
postpipes.  This may have been the result of a repairing or replacement during the lifespan of the 
building.  The main fill 11206 associated with the structural remains contained a mix of demolition-
type materials and occupation-related artefacts.  This material is interpreted as being evidence of a 
repair or alteration to the building in the late 19th century, and associated with Hayes’ occupation.  
The building is recorded on plans from the mid 1840s and was demolished in the 20th century.  The 
plans also indicate that the structure was altered during this time.   
 
Overall, the archaeological remains of this building are consistent with the interpretation formed 
from the historical research and cartographic analysis, that this was a shed or workshop space 
associated with boatbuilding activities.  The artefacts from associated deposits and fills date from 
the mid to late 19th century.  It is likely they are associated with Hayes’ occupation and use of the 
site as a boatyard from the 1870s to 1890s.  There was no distinction in the archaeological evidence 
for the earlier occupation of the site or for an alternative use such as domestic or another industrial 
function.  
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Figure 3.22: Detailed plan of Phase 2 structures and Occupation Deposits.  A Dusting & J Miskella.   
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3.3.4 Lot 3 Archaeology – Bell’s Shipyard 
Archaeological remains for part of the east-west orientated structure illustrated on the 1846 and 
1861 plans were present within excavation Area 4 (Figure 3.23).  This structure is not present on the 
plan dated to 1875, and by the early 1880s the land had been excavated, and the Fenwick & Co. 
Boat Store constructed in roughly the same location (Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10).  The 1861 plan depicts 
the structure in a slightly different place, though this is the result of inaccurate surveying 
capabilities and perhaps that Brownrigg, who produced both plans, copied information from the 
earlier version.  It would appear the building on the 1846 plan survived until demolition sometime 
prior to 1875.  The archaeological evidence confirms the existence of only one phase of 
construction in this location.  The remains of the building were given an overall context number, 
11222, though several key elements were recorded individually.  The archaeological remains 
consisted of part of the floor structure, a posthole, remains of some walling and an artefact-rich 
occupation-related deposit or fill.  All the features associated with building 11222 were internal and 
not representative of the external structure.  This evidence was not present due to truncation from 
the major excavation work and construction of the boat store in the early 1880s, and from the 
services trenches cut through in the later 19th and 20th century.  There is therefore no direct 
archaeological evidence to indicate what building materials were used, though it was likely a 
timber-framed structure.  It can be inferred from the 1861 plan that the building was either timber, 
iron or brick (but not stone).   
 
Structure 11222 Overview 
The partial remains of the building illustrated on the mid 19th-century plans (structure 11222) were 
located within the area excavated (Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24, Figure 3.25, Appendix 2 - Plan 1).  The 
historic plans indicate that more of the structure was located east towards the harbour, now the 
location of the extant Fenwick & Co. Boat Store.  In all only a 3m length of the building survived, as 
it was truncated to the east by the boat store construction cut and to the west by a 20th-century 
service trench before reaching the western limit of our excavation area.  The western limit of the 
building was located, and is represented by the truncated remains of a terracing cut.  The extent of 
the remains were 5m in width, though this cannot be seen as the exact width of the building, as the 
area was truncated by the construction cut for the 1880s retaining wall to the north, and by a 
service trench to the south on the boundary with Lot 2.  The historic plans depict the building 
abutting its contemporary in Lot 2; its minimum width therefore can be calculated at roughly 5m, or 
just over 16 feet.  This is somewhat wider than the building recorded in Lot 2, a fact not apparent 
on the historic plans.  
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Figure 3.23: On the left is Brownrigg’s 1846 plan with the portion of Lot 3 excavated outlined in purple.  The 
red arrow points to the structure the archaeological remains 11222 belong to.  On the right is the 
plan, by the same surveyor, dated to 1861.  This plan does not show the complete structure, 
however, it indicates that it still exists at this time.   

 
 
Terracing and Retaining Wall 
An intact area in the northwest corner of the building survived subsequent truncation, and within 
this area was the remains of a north-south orientated cut, 11241.  The slightly irregular cut was 
through the in situ topsoil 11213 and ended at the yellow B-horizon clay 11212 (Figure 3.24).  This 
created a relatively flat platform on which the building was constructed.  A similar terracing event 
was recorded for the contemporary structure in Lot 2 to the south.  The surviving dimensions of the 
cut were 2m in length and about 100mm in depth.  It had gradually sloping sides with no discernible 
break of bottom slope, with a flat, yet somewhat irregular base in the clay 11212.  Within the cut, 
and abutting the inside face, were a number of sandstone blocks, numbered 11240 (Figure 3.24).  
This feature consisted of six weathered and broken roughly cut rectangular stones that created a 
north-south aligned wall of at least one course in height.  It appeared to form a retaining wall 
against the cut and therefore is part of the structure of building 11222.  The total surviving length 
was 1.5m and the wall had a width of 370mm.  There was no bonding material evident and the wall 
rested on the yellow clay 11212.  The stones were displaced at the northern limit of the wall.   
 
Floor Structure 
Remains of the floor structure consisted of several stakeholes and post/pad bases that formed a 
north-south alignment.  These were located just on the western side of the walling 11240 and to 
the south.  The details of these features are presented in Table 3.4.  Not all the features were 
assigned context numbers and several other similar features within the alignment were recorded in 
plan (Figure 3.25, Appendix 2 - Plan 1).  More stakeholes and post/pad bases were found to the 
east, and these are likely associated with the floor structure of the building (Figure 3.26, Figure 
3.27).  With such a small area of the building surviving, it was hard to establish patterns and 
alignments to these features.  However, they did appear to be on north-south or east-west 
alignments and fall in to two categories based on shape: rectangular or square stakeholes and sub-
rectangular post/pad bases.  These are also detailed in the table below (Table 3.5).  Again, not all 
the features were assigned context numbers, and several others are depicted on the plan only 
(Figure 3.25, Appendix 1 - Plan 1). 
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services 

services 

Topsoil  
11213 

Clay 
11212 Cut 11240 

Wall 
11241 

Also within the yellow clay 11212 were linear cuts or impressions associated with the bearers of a 
floor structure (Figure 3.26).  These were, for the most part, located adjacent to the stakehole and 
post/pad base alignments.  The linear impressions were orientated east-west and were of similar 
dimensions: a minimum of 3.2m in length (truncated at both ends) by between 150mm and 300mm 
in width.  They were spaced between 750mm and 1m apart.  The details of the individual linear 
impressions are presented in Table 3.6.  The stakeholes, post/pad bases and the linear impressions 
all formed the remains for the floor structure of building 11222.  The linear impressions were 
formed as a result of the floor structure weight on the bearers resting on the clay.  The shallow 
stakeholes and post/pad bases were likely the remains of extra underfloor support for the bearers 
and joists.   
 
Within most of the linear impressions and other structural features were the very thin and decayed 
remains of timber planks (Figure 3.28, Figure 3.29).  These remains are also discussed below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.24: View to southeast of the remains of the terrace cut 11240 into the intact topsoil layer 11213 

that created a relatively flat platform on the yellow clay 11212 for the structure 11222.  Also in the 
photo is the retaining wall remains 11240 built on the inside of the terrace cut.  The building in the 
top left of the photo is the rear of the Fenwick Boat Store.  Scale 1m.   
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Context  Descriptions Dimensions LxWxD Position 

11248 cut 
11249 pipe 
11250 packing 
11251 pipe fill 

Sub-rectangular, gradual sloping sides, flat base. 
Diamond shape in plan, decayed wood at base. 
Mottled dark brown clayey sand with yellow clay. 
Brown coarse sand with ss brick, Fe, glass, shell. 

600x300xmin400mm 
300x250x400mm 

NS alignment 
with 11240 

11242 Stakehole, circular, tapers to point, filled with loose 
silty coarse grey sand. 

80x80x400mm NS alignment 
with 11240 

11253 Pad/pier impression, rectangular, partial– west side 
absent, shallow, vertical sides, flat base. 

140x120x20mm NS alignment 
with 11240 

11254 Stakehole, rectangular, tapered to point at base, 
contained timber frags towards base. 

150x100xmin260mm NS alignment 
with 11240 

11256 Rectangular impression (pier/pad base?), vertical 
sides, flat base. In EW alignment with 11257. 

500x240x50mm NS alignment 
with 11240 

11259 Sub-rectangular pad/pier impression, sloping sides, 
concave base, contains brown sand and yellow clay 
with inclusions of iron/iron oxide nodules. 

610x350x50mm NS alignment 
with 11240 

Table 3.4: Details of posthole, stakeholes and pad/pier bases that formed a north-south alignment with 
walling 11240.   

 
Context  Descriptions Dimensions LxWxD Position 

11255 Rectangular stakehole, vertical sides, not fully excavated, 
contains large frags of timber, EW aligned with 11254. 

70x60xmin220mm Internal to 
11222 

11258 Sub-circular impression (pad/pier base), steep sides, concave 
base, EW aligned with similar feature to west. 

120x120x70mm Internal to 
11222 

11260 Rectangular stakehole, tapering to a point. 110x70x150mm Internal to 
11222 

11261 Sub-rectangular stakehole, tapers to a point. 70x60x80mm Internal to 
11222 

11262 Sub-rectangular stakehole, steep sides, concave base. 70x50x60mm Internal to 
11222 

11263 Sub-rectangular impression (pad/pier base), vertical sides, flat 
base. 

530x430x50mm Internal to 
11222 

Table 3.5: Details of the stakeholes and pad/pier bases within the bounds of building 11222.  These 
features likely form part of the floor structure.   

 
Context  Descriptions Dimensions LxWxD Position 

11244 Linear, irregular edges and sides, mostly flat base, filled with 
brown silty sand, clay, Fe and decayed wood. 

1.5mx150mmxmax170m
m 

N extent of 
11222 remains 

11245 Linear, irregular V to U shaped profile, filled with brown sand, 
clay, stone and timber frags, Fe and Cu nails. 

2.6mx200mmxmax200m
m 

S of 11244, 
also cutting 
11213  

11252 Linear, irregular profile with undulating base, N side has 
overhang, includes 3 stakehole/pad bases, filled with brown 
sand, clay with incls of Fe and Cu, timber frags.  

2.4mx280mmxmax230m
m 

S of 11245 

11257 Linear impression, shallow, in two sections, steep sides, flat 
base, filled with brown sand and clay with brown sand, clay, Fe 
and Cu nails, timber frags. 

2.5mx360mmxmax70m
m 

S of 11252, E 
of 11256 

11264 2 adjoining linear impressions containing heavily decayed 
timber remains, both vertical sides, flat at base. 

Total= 
3.2mx170mmx40mm 

S of 11257 

Table 3.6: Details of the linear impressions that form the remains of the floor structure for building 11222.  
These were for the most part found within the terraced platform within clay 11212. 
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11245 
11252 11257 

11264 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25: Detail from the site plan of 
the archaeological remains of structure 
11222 in Lot 3 to the rear of the Fenwick 
Boat Store (to right).  The floor bearers 
left linear impressions in the clay below.  
North is towards the top.  A Dusting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.26: Remains of a timber floor structure were represented by linear impressions in the clay 11212.  
Some of these were more prominent than others.  Several in this photo were given context 
numbers, and there are 2 faint impressions just indicated by arrows.  Looking east.  Scale 1m.  
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Figure 3.27: Three detail photos of the floor remains.  On the left is the pad/pier base 11256 below the 
stakehole 11254.  Top right is the western extent of the linear impressions 11245 and 11252 below 
with a stake or pad impression within.  Bottom right is a detail of the decayed timber 11264.  Scale 
1m.   

 
 

Occupation-Related Deposits 
Within the bounds of building 11222 were three fills that appeared to be contemporary with its use 
from the 1840s to its demolition by the mid 1870s.  The fills were 11259, 11217 and 11243.  Firstly, 
overlaying the clay 11212 was a shallow depression filled with 11259.  The extent of this material 
was 610mm by 350mm and was 60mm in depth.  It consisted of a compact mix of red-orange clays 
and mid-brown sands, with a cluster of ill-defined rusted metal objects.  This fill was possibly 
deposited for levelling purposes.   
 
Located above 11259 and the clay was a more widespread deposit, context 11217 (same as 11280 – 
the context number assigned to artefacts collected during the testing program undertaken by 
Cosmos Archaeology in 2009).  This material consisted of very dark brown sandy silt with a high 
content of decaying timber (Figure 3.22, Figure 3.28, Figure 3.29, Appendix 1- Plan 2).  The timber 
content has been interpreted as the remains of the decaying floor structure, sealed by backfill after 
the structure was demolished in the early 1880s.  Within the deposit were frequent metal artefacts, 
both copper and ferrous, and mostly tacks and nails.  Context 11217 was up to 70mm in depth and 
the high silt and artefact content would indicate that it accumulated as a result of occupation and 
was likely to be the remains of the underfloor deposit.  As the deposit existed at the base of 
eastward sloping ground, the silt may also be the result of wash from the upper terracing.  This 
deposit was therefore the result of perhaps three processes: underfloor accumulation during the 
use of the building, deposition of external material washed-in from higher ground, and deposition 
of decayed floor material after demolition and backfilling associated with Fenwick’s occupation.   
 
The majority of the artefacts within deposit 11217/11280 were related to maritime industry.  Of the 
113 copper alloy boat nails most had a rose head and a blunt point.  Some of the nails had their 
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heads pinched off, indicating that these fastenings had been recovered for recycling from earlier 
hulls.80  Several clench nails, boat spikes, tacks and a decking screw were also within this context.  A 
notable artefact was a single cast copper allow oval ring bolt used to fasten the painter (tow or 
mooring line) to the inside bow of a timber hulled-boat.81  Another was a pulley wheel (Cat # 5652), 
a common fitting associated with sail rigging on yachts and dinghies.82  There were also a small 
number of ceramic and bottle glass fragments, a fragment of a poison bottle dated between 1850 
and 1870 (Cat # 94987), a graphic pencil fragment, a brass door knob and a fragment of a brass 
Jew’s harp (Cat # 5189).  These artefacts relate the occupation and use of the building during Bell’s 
shipyard phase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.28: Remains of an underfloor deposit mixed with decaying timber flooring, deposit 11217, filling 

and sealing the linear bearer impressions and the post/pad bases.  View to the north with 1m 
scale. 

 

                                                           
80 Coroneos 2012: 22, 24 
81 Coroneos 2012: 22 
82 Coroneos 2012: 24 
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Figure 3.29: More detailed photo of the decaying timber elements in deposit 11217 within the linear bearer 

and pad/pier cavities.  View to the east with 1m scale.   

 
 
Demolition and Backfill 
Located at the same physical level as deposit 11217 was fill 11243.  This was a localised deposit of 
material overlaying the clay 11212 in the northeast of the excavation area, measuring 1.5m by 1m 
by 60mm in depth.  It consisted of compact yellow clay with clinker and charcoal inclusions.  There 
were also small stones within the fill.  The base of the fill appeared to be banded with coarse-
grained buff coloured sand, likely the result of water-action between it and the clay surface below.  
Within the fill were several copper and ferrous nails or other objects.  The fill sealed linear features 
11244 and 11245, and also a sand-filled tree root gully within clay 11212.  These three linear 
features were located on a higher physical level than the other linear features that formed part of 
the floor remains.  The fill contained several artefacts: a mix of boat nails and ferrous nails, some 
window glass and ceramic fragments.  This material may have been deposited as part of the 
demolition and backfill of the building area as it sealed the evidence for the flooring.  The building 
had been demolished by the mid 1870s.  
 
Discussion of Structure 11222 
The archaeological remains of this building, existing on the site from the 1840s to the mid 1870s, 
are associated with the use of the site by John Bell (and family) as a shipwright’s yard.  Due to 
considerable truncation from the construction of the boat store in the late 19th century and 
installation of sewer and waste-water pipe in the mid 20th century, very little of the earlier structure 
survived.  The two properties in the northern part fronting Darling Street, the hotel The Shipwright’s 
Arms and a residential property, are not directly associated with the shipbuilding business.  
According to the historic plans, this was the only building located in the southern part of Bell’s 
property and it likely functioned as a shed, store and/or workshop associated with the shipbuilding 
(and repair) activities.  Supporting this, the artefact assemblage associated with the occupation of 
the building is dominated by boat nails.  The structure was erected on a terraced platform within 
relatively gently sloping ground overlooking a larger flatter yard area to the north and east with 
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access to the harbour.  The building site was probably located on the most naturally flat area, given 
the general view of the natural topography established just to the south in Lot 2.  This was 
enhanced by terracing efforts, cutting away the natural strata prior to the installation of the 
structure, and its flooring.  A similar effort to terrace the sloping ground to facilitate the buildings 
was also recorded in neighbouring Lot 2.  As no evidence for the external and load-bearing 
elements to the building survived the later truncation, it is not possible to be certain about the 
building materials or techniques.  However, it is very likely this building was timber-framed with 
either timber or iron cladding, similar to its contemporary in Lot 2.  There was no evidence of 
inclusions, such as brick or stone rubble, from the associated fills to suggest otherwise.  
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3.4 Phase 3: Fenwick’s Tug and Water Boat Business 1880s to 1960s 
 
3.4.1 Historical Background 
Reclamation of the waterfront was undertaken on both properties, Hayes’ (Lot 2) and Bell’s (Lots 3 
& 4), at sometime prior to 1875.  Major landscaping in the form of quarrying and excavation was 
undertaken by Bell.  This created a larger area of flat ground level with the reclaimed wharf area.  
The historic plans record this, and the archaeological evidence confirms that this type of extensive 
landform modification was not undertaken on Hayes’ property.  By the early 1880s, the Bell 
property was sold to John Fenwick, and by the end of the 1890s Hayes sold to a Mr. Jones.83  The 
records suggest that Bell’s business had struggled leading into the early 1880s, and that Hayes also 
had financial difficulties prior to selling in the early 1890s. 
 
This phase primarily concerns John Fenwick’s occupation of Lots 3 and 4 from the 1880s.  In the 
early decades of the 20th century, development and industrial activity within the small allotments 
along Balmain East’s waterfront declined and properties fell into disrepair.84  The archaeological 
evidence for Lot 2 supports this view.  However, Fenwick’s tug and water boat business appears to 
have been successful, and in 1937 the company purchased Lot 2 and expanded the business 
premises.85  Very little of Fenwick’s premises was within the excavation limits, and this small area 
was located on the periphery, offering little archaeological evidence for occupation and activity 
during this phase.  Historic plans confirm that there was no structural development within the 
archaeological site between the late 1880s and 1960s.   
 
Lot 2 – 1890s to 1960s (end of Hayes’ shipyard, various occupants, purchase by Fenwick)  
During the mid 1880s Hayes’ business struggled financially resulting in the mortgaging of the 
southern section of Lot 2 in 1885 to Mrs Want and the northern section in 1886 to Mrs Kater (land 
only).86  Hayes appeared to continue operating his business from the property.  After defaulting on 
his mortgage in 1893 Kater sold the land to a Mr. Jones, and in the same year Hayes sold the 
buildings, jetty and slip to Jones also.87  The Sands directories record Hayes as the occupant of 5 
Weston Street throughout the 1890s.88  By the middle of the 1890s, the waterfront facilities had 
been removed, signifying that the maritime business operated by Hayes from the early 1870s on 
the site had come to an end.89  A plan dated to 1894 recorded the building on the waterfrontage as 
a “very old shed” and also confirms that the structure within the archaeological excavation area was 
indeed timber (Figure 3.30).  
  

                                                           
83 Reynolds 1978 
84 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 48 
85 NSW LTO Books 1773-450; V1018F225; V1075F155; Reynolds 1978 
86 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 44 
87 Reynolds 1978 
88 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1880s-1890s 
89 The jetty and other waterfront structures are not depicted on the 1896 MDS Sheet 21 plan for Balmain.   
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Figure 3.30: On the left is the 1894 plan depicting Lot 2 just after Hayes sold the land.  The buildings are 

identified as being timber (W for wood) and also labelled “very old”.  The building (context 11207) 
within the excavation area is arrowed.  On the right is a plan dated to 1896, showing the same 
buildings (structure 11207 arrowed).  Sloman 1894, Sydney Water records: FB 1122 and 1896 MDS 
Sheet 21, SLNSW ML ZM Ser 4 811.17. 

 
 
Hayes died in 1897 and by 1900 the southern section of Lot 2, owned by Mrs Want, was sold to 
Jones, the owner of the northern section.90  James Hayes, presumably a son, continued to occupy 5 
Weston Street until the 1910s91, but little is known of the use of the buildings within the middle of 
the lot and on the waterfront.  James Hayes is listed as a boatbuilder, and perhaps he continued 
some form of business on the site.  There was no significant development on the site through the 
first half of the 20th century.  Sewerage services were installed between 1898 and 1903.92   
 
After James Hayes, various occupants are recorded as living in the Weston Street fronting house, or 
‘off’ Weston Street.93  This may mean that there were separate occupants in the house fronting 
Weston Street and the rest of the waterfront lot.  In the early 1920s, a shipwright named William 
Wheatley is listed as occupying the property off 6-8 Weston Street.94  This may indicate that some 
form of boatbuilding was still associated with this allotment.   
 
A sewerage detail plan from c.1930s to 1960s has the buildings included (Figure 3.31).  However a 
photograph dating between late 1920s and late 1930s shows that all the shed structures within the 
lot have been demolished (Figure 3.32).  Jones sold the lot to Fenwick & Co. in 1937 and perhaps 
the clearance of the structures was undertaken shortly after the sale.  The lot remained unused 
until redevelopment in the 1960s.  
  

                                                           
90 Reynolds 1978 
91 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1890s-1910s 
92 Sydney Water records – Government Contract 139 WAE, 21 April 1898; Contract 378 WAE, 16 December 1903 
93 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 48 
94 Sands’ Sydney, suburban and country commercial directory 1900-1920s 
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Figure 3.31: 1930s-1960s Sewer Detail Sheet with the 
structure 11207 arrowed.  The outline of the buildings 
within Lot 2 can be seen (albeit faint).  SMWSDB, Sewer 
Detail Sheet 131 – Leichhardt, Sydney Water Plans Room 
– BW 131 Inspector’s Sheets.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.32: Photograph 
dating to between 1920s 
and late 1930s.  The arrow 
indicates Lot 2 which 
appears to be vacant land 
with no buildings.  View to 
the southwest.  Hood, 
1920s-1930s, Aerial view 
of shipping at Pyrmont 

and Balmain Points.95  

 
 
 
Lot 3 and 4 – 1880s to 1960s (Fenwick’s tug and water boat business) 
By the time Fenwick purchased the Bell property in 1883, he had already established a successful 
and expanding tug boat company.  Around this time technological developments led to the 
introduction of a new range of vessels to NSW, and Fenwick had been one of the first to buy one of 
these iron tugs.96  There is a gap in the historic plans for the site around the time of the sale and 
details regarding what facilities and buildings existed at the time of purchase are not known.  
Significant investment in landscaping and reclamation had already been made, as the 1875 plan 
indicates.  The next plan is dated between c.1883 and 1888 (Figure 3.33).  This shows two new two-
storey brick houses, named “Waterside 1 and 3”, fronting Weston Street with outbuildings to the 
rear, and abutting the western limit of the excavation area.  At the harbour frontage was a new 
square building, likely a shed or workshop, which on a later plan is noted as being of iron.  Also on 
this plan is the limit of the excavation undertaken to create more yard space at wharf level.  The 
stone boat store is not recorded, though another plan dated to 1887-1888 records the boat store 
along with a retaining wall, indicating that the earlier excavation limit had been extended further 
west (Figure 3.33).  At the waterfront this plans shows that a new jetty had been built.  It is much 
more likely that it was Fenwick who invested in the new buildings after he bought in 1883 rather 
than the Bell family, whose shipyard business had been in difficulty leading up to the sale.  Fenwick 
appears to have updated the property to accommodate the tug boat business.  He replaced the old 
timber shed (structural remains 11222) with the substantial sandstone building that still exists 
today.  Also, he appears to have undertaken a little more excavation work, creating more level yard 
space, and retaining it with a substantial wall, again of sandstone.   

                                                           
95 SLNSW ML PXE 789 (v.21), Image No. 19 (a230015h) 
96 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 23 
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Figure 3.33: The plan on the left is dated between 1883 and 1888.  The part of Fenwick’s property within 

the study area is highlighted with the red dashed line.  Two new houses front Weston Street and a 
shed has been built adjacent to the wharf.  The green arrow indicates the limit of the excavation to 
level the yard area to that of the wharf.  On the right is the plan dated to 1887-1888.  By this time 
the stone boat store (blue arrow) has been built and further excavation to the west is retained by a 
wall (purple arrow).  1883-1888 MDS Sheet 21, SLNSW ML ZM Ser 4, 811.17 and Sloman 1887-1888, 
Leichhardt Library, Local History LH 919.441/L347598. 

 
 
Fenwick’s purchase in 1883 led to a substantial phase of development that included the 
construction of these new buildings, jetty and completion of excavation works.  Not much changed 
in terms of building configuration on the site throughout the early 20th century.  In 1887, Fenwick & 
Co. purchased the property to the south (Lot 2).  By the 1940s, the shed fronting the wharf had 
been demolished, and in the late 1950s the northern part of the property (most of the historic Lot 
4) was acquired by the Government to create a bus turning circle.   
 
In the latter years of the 19th century, Fenwick & Co operated a successful tug business and owned 
at least three tugs.97  By the beginning of the 20th century, the company had opened an office in the 
city and purchased another vessel, enlarging the fleet to five.  John Fenwick died in 1901 and the 
business was taken over by his sons James and Andrew, though several other members of the 
family were recorded as “additional people in (the) business”.98  Investment in upgrading the fleet 
continued throughout the early to mid 20th century.99  The business remained successful and 
further investment in enlarging and developing the property at Weston Street was made in the mid 
century, as outlined above. 
 
Members of the Fenwick family also lived on the site for a period of time.  The Waterside terraces 
were let to Norman William and John Yule, a shipwright, in the 1880s.100  However, in the early 
1890s Andrew Fenwick is recorded as living at No. 1.101  In 1901 Peter Fenwick had moved into No. 

                                                           
97 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 29 
98 NSW State Records/Archives Office – Index to Register of Firms, Packet No. 02263, Item No. [2/8527] 
99 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 29 
100 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1886-1892 
101 Sands’ Sydney and suburban directory 1893 
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3.102  The houses were leased to different people a few years later, and from 1905 various tenants 
occupied the Waterside terraces, including a proprietor of the Shipwright’s Arms.103   
 
3.4.2 Archaeological Evidence Overview 
The 1880s saw the beginning of a change in use of the site, initially Lots 3 and 4, followed towards 
the end of the century with Lot 2.  Shipbuilding activities ceased as Fenwick & Co redeveloped Bell’s 
shipyard as the location of his tug boat business.  Archaeological remains associated with Bell’s 
shipyard were affected by this redevelopment.  Fills were imported and spread over the structural 
remains 11222.  This may have happened as part of the previous phases’ landscaping works by the 
mid 1870s, but the fills were modified throughout the later 19th century.  By 1888, the area was 
truncated by the construction of the boat store, and the extra excavation and construction of the 
retaining wall (Appendix 2 - Plan 3).  In the 20th century, services were installed across the site, 
further truncating the area.  The structure in Lot 2 appeared from the historical records to be 
demolished by the late 1930s.  The archaeological evidence from the previous phase (pre 1890) 
includes a likely filling or ground levelling event represented by the demolition-rich deposit 11206.  
This was sealed with a more extensive fill, context 11209.  Context 11209 also sealed the remains of 
the structure 11207.  
 
3.4.3 Lot 2 Archaeology 
There was no evidence for further structural development during this phase within the excavated 
part of this lot.  Demolition of the building (11207) that existed on the northern boundary with Lot 3 
had occurred by the 1930s according to historical records.   
 
Filling or Landscaping Event 
A filling event within the bounds of the building was recorded in the previous phase of activity 
(fill/demolition 11206).  Sealing this material was an extensive fill, 11209 (same as 11276 – the 
context number assigned to artefacts collected during the testing program undertaken by Cosmos 
Archaeology 2009).  Fill 11209 also sealed the structural remains 11207 and the in situ topsoil 11208 
(Figure 3.35).  It consisted of varied blackish brown clayey sand with sandstone and brick rubble.  
Within the fill were frequent inclusions of copper alloy boat nails and other vessel-related 
fastenings and fittings.  Also were numerous ferrous nails, bolts and spikes, more associated with 
terrestrial timber structures.  There were also occurrences of animal bone, ceramics, glass (bottle 
and window), and other typically domestic items such as a bone toothbrush handle fragment (Cat # 
5145) (Figure 3.36), a porcelain doll leg (Cat # 5147) and marbles.  The soil matrix was quite similar 
to a topsoil and the inclusions and artefacts were a mixture of rubble building materials, maritime-
industry and domestic related.  During the excavation, this material was removed by machine.  
Artefacts were collected during this process (context 11209) and from test trenches in 2009 
(context 11276). 
 
By the end of the 19th century, Hayes’ boatbuilding business had ceased, the waterfront facilities 
removed and there were residential houses fronting Weston Street.  There was little development 
between the 1880s and 1930s, when the sheds were demolished.  The artefacts from fill 
11209/11276 ranged in date from the mid 19th century to the early 20th, and were a mix of items 
related to boatbuilding and domestic occupation.  It therefore likely, that the landscaping event 
represented by this fill took place after demolition of the sheds, sometime between the late 1920s 
and 1930s, probably when Fenwick purchased the lot in 1937.  The fill contained a mix of domestic 
rubbish from the house (or houses) fronting Weston Street and material from the sites earlier 
function as a boatyard.    
  

                                                           
102 Sands’ Sydney, suburban and country commercial directory 1901 
103 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 29 
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Figure 3.34: Detailed plan of Phase 3 and 4 archaeological features.  A Dusting & J Miskella.  
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Figure 3.35: Removal of the Phase 3 fill 11209 was done by machine.  The upper surface of the fill had later 

1960s sandstone rubble-rich levelling fill pressed in.  This photo is a progress shot of the removal of 
two phases of twentieth-century fill, the lighter coloured material being from the 1960s 
development and the blackish brown material below being from the 1930s.  Photo taken looking 
east.  Scale 1m.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.36: Handle of a bone toothbrush ‘THE CHAMPION’ brand, Cat #5145.  Russell Workman 10cm scale. 

 
 
3.4.4 Lot 3 Archaeology 
To the rear of the boat store archaeological remains from this phase consisted of an imported 
topsoil-like fill that was subsequently truncated by the construction cut for the boat store and a 
retaining wall in the 1880s.  The area was further truncated by service trenches that are recorded 
on plan in the 1930s.   
 
Imported Topsoil 11202 
Sealing the structural remains 11222 and the occupation-related material 11217 was imported 
topsoil 11202 (same as 11275 – the context number assigned to artefacts collected during the 
testing program undertaken by Cosmos Archaeology in 2009).  This consisted of friable mid-brown 
clayey sand with frequent charcoal flecking and occasional flecks of yellow clay giving a mottled 
appearance (Figure 3.37).  Within the fill were lenses and accumulations of coarse brown sand 
indicative of water-action.  The fill sloped from west-to-east in keeping with the general topography 
of the site.  Context 11202 contained many artefacts including copper alloy boat nails and tacks, 
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ferrous nails, ceramic, slate, oyster shell, animal bone, bottle glass.  There were also lenses of 
charcoal concentrations with pins and fish bone.  Several trouser buttons (Cat #s 5161, 5162, 5163, 
5182), a brooch (Cat # 5164), slate pencil and clay pipe stems fragments, and children’s toy items 
such as a toy jug (Cat # 5187) and a rubber ball (Cat # 5188), were also found within this context.   
 
Context 11202 was likely imported to level the ground after the 1870’s landscape modifications, 
and it may have occurred prior to Fenwick purchasing the property in 1883.  The topsoil contained 
some copper alloy artefacts that are associated with the previous phase of use as a shipwright’s 
yard by the Bell family.  Also within the fill were numerous domestic-related artefacts such as 
animal bone, shell, alcohol and condiment bottle glass, children’s toys, ceramic fragments, and 
patches of fire-waste, pins and fish bones.  After the construction of the boat store and the houses 
fronting Weston Street in the 1880s, context 11202 formed the ground surface in between these 
buildings.  The domestic-related artefacts and dumps of fire-waste are likely to have accumulated 
throughout the late 19th and early 20th century, and could be associated with the occupation of the 
houses Waterside 1 and 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.37: Imported topsoil 11202 formed the upper archaeological level of the excavation.  It contained 

maritime-industrial and domestic-related artefacts, along with spreads of fire-waste.  It was cut by 
the construction of the boat store and the retaining wall, though it continued to form the ground 
surface to the rear of the buildings throughout the first part of the twentieth century.  Photo taken 
looking north with 1m scales.   

 
 

Fenwick & Co.’s Boat Store Construction 
The boat store (context 11204) was built by 1888 (Figure 3.38).  The two-storey sandstone building 
has a footprint of 12m by 7m (c.40ft by 23ft).  Various alterations and repairs had been made to the 
building in recent times, such as a new roof and the re-pointing of sections of wall with cement.  
The original mortar was white coarse sand with charcoal flecking.  To facilitate its construction, 
further excavation west into the natural ground was required to create level ground.  As outlined in 
Phase 1, the natural ground at the rear of the building consisted of 1m+ deep layers of clay 
overlying sandstone bedrock.  The cut to the rear of the building was numbered 11210.  It was 
irregular, but roughly parallel to the rear of the building.  From the top of the imported topsoil 
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11202 the cut was around 2m deep, with the gap between the building and the cut ranging from 
900mm to 2.2m.   
 
The cut was also evident to the south of the building on the boundary with Lot 2.  Here the building 
was constructed 500mm north of the cut edge.  The sandstone bedrock was higher along the 
southern side of the building, and there was less clay.  The excavated face of the bedrock created a 
solid edge, however, above the rock the natural clay was retained by a sandstone wall, 11218 
(Figure 3.39).  A similar retaining wall was absent at the rear of the building (west) and the cut sides 
showed signs of slumping, weathering and erosion.  The retaining wall 11218 was set on the 
bedrock and survived as a seven-course high (1.2m) wall at the west end, and one-course (200mm) 
at the eastern limit.  The wall was 400mm in width, consisting of two interlocking rows of stones.  It 
was constructed of roughly cut sandstone blocks, average size 400mm by 200mm by 200mm, 
bonded by a grey sand and shell mortar.  This retaining wall is not depicted on the historic plans, 
though it is likely roughly contemporary to the construction of the boat store.   
 
 

Figure 3.38: The Fenwick & Co. Boat Store from the northeast.  The excavation areas are located to the left 
of and behind this building.   
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Figure 3.39: The retaining wall 11218 was built on 
the bedrock and against the natural clays on the 
southern side of the Fenwick boat store along the 
boundary with Lot 2.  Photo taken looking west 
with 1m scale.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Retaining Wall 11205 
The substantial retaining wall that exists along the western limit of the levelled ground was 
illustrated on plans from the late 1880s.  This wall was numbered 11205 and the east-west aligned 
section at the rear of the boat store formed the northern limit of the archaeological investigation 
(Figure 3.40).  The wall extended west from the northwest corner of the boat store for roughly 7m 
before turning to the north and continuing towards Darling Street.  The construction cut (11211) 
was 200mm-400mm south of the wall and was through the imported topsoil 11202.  The trench was 
backfilled with clay and sandstone rubble.  The wall consisted of rough-cut sandstone blocks and 
irregular coursing and appears to have been constructed in three stages.   
 
The lowest courses were bonded with a buff sand mortar with few inclusions.  Above this, a light 
grey sand and lime mortar was used.  The transition between these two bonding techniques was 
roughly at the contemporary ground level.  It is probable that the above-ground section was re-
pointed at a later date.  The upper section of the wall does appear to have been constructed much 
later than the lower two sections.  The upper few courses consisted of larger and more regularly cut 
sandstone than the rest of the wall, and was bonded with a cement mortar.  These sections had a 
combined height of several metres, but the lower two sections were 2.5m in height and would have 
stood c.1.4m above ground level on the south side.  A loose collection of sandstone blocks occupied 
a gap between the base of 11205 proper and the base of cut 11210, adjacent to the boat store 
building.  This sandstone was probably part of the wall, deliberately left loose for drainage 
purposes. 
 
Ground Levelling Fill 11203 
A large amount of fill was imported during this phase to level the ground between the boat store 
and the houses fronting Weston Street.  The material, numbered 11203 (same as 11274 – the 
context number assigned to artefacts collected during testing by Cosmos Archaeology), consisted of 
a several distinct bands of fill.  The main body of the fill consisted of crushed yellow and rubble 
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sandstone with lenses of charcoal, clinker and coke (Figure 3.41).  Within the fill were fragments of 
machine-made bricks and stoneware stout bottles, perhaps originating from the adjacent pub.  The 
fill was a maximum of 500mm in depth and a compact crust formed its upper surface.  This raised 
the ground level to match that of the area directly south in Lot 2, allowing for better access across 
the lot boundaries.  The surface created on top of the fill is also reflected in the retaining wall 
11205, at the base of the third phase of wall.  Services (context 11215 for the cut and 11216 for the 
fill) installed between the 1930s and 1960 cut this fill.  The artefacts and inclusions within the fill are 
late 19th and early 20th century in date.  This filling event and surface level has been associated with 
the purchase of Lot 2 by Fenwick & Co. in 1937.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.40: View of the retaining wall 11205 from the south showing the contemporary ground level 

(foreground), the construction cut and the Fenwick boat store (right).  Photo taken looking north 
with a 1m scale.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.41: Removal of sandstone rubble fill 11203.  This was located below the 1960s surface (green 

arrow) and it formed a surface that has been dated to the 1930s (red arrows).  The fill 11203 was 
over the late nineteenth-century level (yellow arrows) consisting of topsoil 11202.  The various 
ground levels are also reflected in the retaining wall’s coursing.  View to the northwest.   
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Discussion of the Lot 3 Phase 3 Archaeology 
Only a small area of Fenwick’s property was investigated, consisting of an outside area to the rear of 
the boat store and above the level of the main yard and activity area.  It would appear that there 
was limited or no access from the main area of Fenwick’s activity to this part of the site; it was a 
peripheral area.  Aside from the construction-related features associated with the boat store and 
the retaining wall, the only other archaeological material from the area consisted of two fills.  The 
first was imported topsoil (11202) that formed the ground level between the 1880s and 1930s.  This 
contained a mix of material that had originated from the site’s previous owner Bell and its use as a 
shipyard, along with domestic-related artefacts that are likely associated with the occupants of the 
Waterside terraces.  It is possible that this imported topsoil also contained artefacts associated with 
the occupants surrounding the property, from Hayes’ shipbuilding site to the south, or indeed other 
residential houses.  Overlying the imported topsoil was a mix of fills that can be associated with the 
late 1930s amalgamation of Fenwick’s property and Lot 2.  This material is also a mix of fills and 
artefacts that cannot be securely associated with Fenwick’s occupation.  The predominance of stout 
bottles and machine-made bricks within this fill, and from within the backfill of the 1930s to 1960s 
service trenches, would suggest again a mix of material and artefacts from the surrounding area.  
The archaeological deposits and artefacts from this phase cannot therefore be securely associated 
with the use of the site by Fenwick & Co.   
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3.5 Phase 4: Redevelopment of Fenwick’s Property 1960s to 1980s 
 
3.5.1 Background 
The northern part of Fenwick & Co.’s property had been acquired by the Government in the late 
1950s to create a bus turning circle.104  Having already purchased the land to the south in the late 
1930s, Fenwick & Co. had room to move the focus of the business premises.  In 1963, the Waterside 
terraces and the house to the south (street front of Lot 2) were demolished in order to build a new 
administration building and create a driveway from the street (Figure 3.42).  Importation of fill 
created a steadier gradient from the street to a parking area at the front of the new building facing 
the water.  Two retaining walls were built along the east and western curves of the ramped part of 
the driveway.  In 1986, Fenwick & Co. became part of the Brambles Group, who also purchased the 
Weston Street property.105  In 2007 Leichhardt Municipal Council acquired the site and initiated the 
current development.106   
 
3.5.2 Archaeological Evidence 
Detailed recording of the material remains associated with this late phase of development was not 
part of this archaeological investigation.  Fills across the site associated with ground levelling and 
driveway construction were mostly removed during a previous phase of archaeological work.107  
Machine-work conducted during this phase of work removed the remaining late 20th-century fills; 
any artefacts collected during this process were numbered 11201.  This number was also used for 
artefacts of uncertain provenance, such as those collected during hand-clearance from the top 
levels of archaeology after the machine-work.  A section of the northern strip footing for the 
administration building formed the southern limit of the excavation and was recorded in plan 
(Figure 3.34, Appendix 1 - Plan 3).  A portion of the eastern retaining wall on the ramp was also 
recorded on plan.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.42: Photograph dated to 1964 showing the Fenwick & Co. property.  The boat store is indicated by 

the red arrow and the new administration building by the blue arrow.  The ramp at the front of the 
building was created using fill and retained with a sandstone wall.  The area between the two 
buildings was the area archaeologically excavated (Lot 2).  Photograph source: Fenwick Holdings 
Limited Seventh Annual Report for year ending 30 June 1964.  Courtesy of Mr Ian Fenwick, 
reproduced in Cosmos Archaeology 2009a:34.  

                                                           
104 NSW LTO Book V7424F191; Reynolds 1978 
105 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 34 
106 NBRS+Partners 2007 
107 Cosmos Archaeology 2009c: 2-3 
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3.6 Summary of Archaeological Results 
 
The archaeological excavation at 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain, produced evidence of the maritime 
industries that operated from the site in the 19th century.  The archaeological remains included 
structural evidence for workshops or sheds and artefacts associated with boatbuilding in two 
separate properties.  The following is a summary of the main findings: 

 Evidence of the original landscape.  The site sloped from west to east to the shoreline.  
There was some naturally flat platforms and terracing.  The natural landscape was modified 
during the latter half of the 19th century to accommodate the needs of the shipbuilding 
business located here.  

 Evidence of John Bell’s shipyard (Lots 3 and 4) included the remains of a timber shed or 
workshop constructed in the 1840s and demolished by 1875.  Copper alloy boat nails and 
other vessel-related artefacts were found in association with this structure. 

 Evidence of the boatyard owned by Francis Hayes from the 1870s (Lot 2) included the 
remains of a timber shed or workshop with some stone structural elements.  Numerous 
copper alloy boat nails and other vessel-related artefacts were also found in association 
with this building.    

 Artefacts associated with the houses fronting Weston Street became more frequent in the 
assemblage in the late 19th and early 20th century when Hayes’ boatyard and Bell’s shipyard 
had ceased operating.   

 Evidence for landscaping and filling events in the later 19th century and early to mid 20th 
century.  These layers contained maritime-related artefacts as well as domestic-related 
ones, and were formed after the boat and ship building activities on site had ceased.  The 
mixed nature of the fills demonstrates that late 19th and early to mid 20th-century 
development had an impact on the intactness of the earlier ship and boat building 
archaeological remains.    

 Fenwick & Co, a tug and water boat business, purchased Bell’s shipyard in 1880, and 
expanded to include the former Hayes’ boatyard in 1937.  The stone boat store and 
retaining wall were within the archaeological excavation area.  No further archaeological 
evidence directly associated with Fenwick & Co.’s occupation of the site was found.   
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4.0 Artefact Assemblage 

 

4.1 Overview 
As expected, the artefact assemblage from the excavation is dominated by items related to boat or 
ship building and repair.  Bell’s shipwright’s yard was located in Lots 3 & 4 from the 1840s to the 
1880s and catered for all sizes of vessels and had a good supply of “ship’s timbers, planks, spars 
etc”.108  To the south of Bell’s shipwright’s yard and located in Lot 2 from around the 1860s until the 
1890s was Francis Hayes’ boatbuilding business.  The majority of the artefacts retrieved from both 
these properties were copper alloy boat nails.  This is not surprising, as such nails would have been 
used in large quantities in the construction and repair of boats and ships.  Other vessel-related 
artefacts included copper alloy tacks and roves, rudder pintles, sounding weights, grommets and a 
pulley wheel associated with sail rigging.   
 
Domestic-related artefacts are also represented in the assemblage.  From the 1860s there were 
houses fronting Weston Street.  Though these were outside the excavation area, the domestic-
related artefacts are likely to be associated with occupants of these houses.  The artefacts 
associated with domestic occupation include tableware ceramic fragments, drinking and condiment 
bottle fragments, clay and glass marbles, a bone toothbrush handle, sewing pins, cutlery, a gilded 
copper alloy brooch, a purse frame and a pendant fragment 
 
The majority of the artefacts came from the contexts listed in the table below (Table 4.1).  These 
contexts are also the most relevant when considering the artefact assemblage.  The artefacts 
collected from each context should be considered to be a sample.  The majority of the contexts had 
been subject to disturbance and mixing, such as the modified topsoil layers in both lots and the 
mixed fill and demolition layers dating from the later 19th century.  As such 100% artefact collection 
was not undertaken for these contexts.  The occupation-related deposits in both properties were 
excavated by hand and all the artefacts were collected during this process.  The deposits were not 
sieved as they were not extensive, and were likely to have been contaminated by later 19th and 
early 20th-century activity.  
 

  Phase 1 – 1788 to 1840s Phase 2 – 1840s to 1880s Phase 3 – 1880s to 1960s 

Lot 2 Hayes’ Boatyard 11208 – modified topsoil 11221 – occupation deposit 11209 – mixed fill & topsoil 

  11278 – same as 11208 11206 – fill with demo 11276 – same as 11209 

   11277 – same as 11206  

Lot 3&4 Bell’s Shipyard 11213 – modified topsoil 11217 – occupation deposit 11202 – mixed fill & topsoil 

   11280 – same as 11217 11275 – same as 11202 

Table 4.1: Details of important contexts associated with either Hayes’ boatyard or Bell’s shipyard in each 
phase.   

 
 
4.2 Maritime-Related Artefacts 
Identification and detailed analysis of the fastenings and other vessel-related artefacts was 
undertaken by Cosmos Coroneos, specialist maritime archaeologist.  His report is reproduced as 
Appendix 4.  The following discussion of the maritime-related artefacts is based on his analysis, 
interpretation and significance assessment of the assemblage.  See also Figures 4.1 to 4.5 below.  
 
4.2.1 Hayes’ Boatyard – Lot 2 
Only a small portion of Hayes’ boatyard was subject to this archaeological investigation.  Contexts 
from three phases of occupation contained boat fastenings and other vessel-related artefacts.   
 

                                                           
108 Advertisement by John Bell, Sydney Morning Herald, 4

th
 January 1842 
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Phase 1 – 1788 to 1840s 
The main context from this phase was the modified topsoil layer, context 11208.  This topsoil 
formed the surface during this phase and was modified by activity on site during Phase 1 and the 
earlier years of Phase 2 (after 1840).  Hayes’ boatyard was not established on the site until the 
1860s or 1870s.  The maritime-related artefacts from this layer may have been associated with 
earlier (1840s to 1860s), and unrecorded, boatbuilding on the site, or related to Bell’s shipwright’s 
yard, established in the early 1840s, in the adjacent property.  It may also be the case that the 
artefacts are associated with Hayes’ occupation and were mixed into the topsoil layer.  This context 
was recorded and removed mechanically, with a number of artefacts collected during this process.  
It is the same as context 11278, the number given to the same layer with test trenches hand-
excavated during the testing program in 2009. 
 
Artefacts from Modified Topsoil 11208 
The majority of the artefacts from the modified topsoil layer were copper alloy boat nails.  The nails 
were predominately square-shanked with sharp points, a type used for clenching lap strake 
planking on clinker hulled vessels.109  Copper alloy roves, boat spikes, tacks and screws were also 
artefacts from this context associated with hull fastenings.  It also produced some remains of 
fittings that would have been fixed to the deck of a boat or its gunnels, such as a copper alloy horn 
cleat (Cat # 5416) for tying off a small rope, a stanchion base plate (Cat # 5417) and a small 
grommet (Cat # 5413) used in a sail or canvas sheet.110   
 
Phase 2 – 1840s to 1880s/1890s 
Phase 2 is mostly associated with Hayes’ boatyard that occupied the site from the 1860s/1870s.  
There were two main contexts in this phase containing artefacts associated with boat building.  The 
first was a small occupation-related deposit (context 11221) within the shed structure.  This deposit 
was sealed by a more extensive fill layer, context 11206.  This material contained a mix of vessel-
related artefacts, some demolition-like materials, and some domestic-related artefacts.  This fill is 
associated with the Hayes’ occupation, and repairs or modifications he undertook to the shed or 
workshop that the fill was within.  It is the same as context 11277, the number given to the fill 
during testing program. 
 
Artefacts from Occupation Deposit 11221 
There were 23 square-shank blunt point copper alloy boat nails recovered from this deposit.  There 
was also one clench nail which had a circular section with a sharp point (Cat # 5236) of the type 
used to fasten lap strake planks by clenching as well as fastening planks to frames.111  There were 
six roves recovered of the type that could have been used for riveting lap strake planking.  The 
remains of a knife or saw blade (Cat # 5250) and a lid from a pail (Cat # 5251) may represent some 
of tools and storage containers used in boat building.112 
 
Artefacts from Mixed Fill 11206 
The most common type of common type of boat nail from this fill was square-shanked with a blunt 
or blunted point.  Blunt pointed nails were used for riveting planks of clinker hulled boats or 
fastening planks to frames of carvel hulled boats.113  Two sizable copper alloy fastenings were 
recovered from this context, which were used in the more substantial timbers of a hull, principally 
those around the keel, stem and stern post.114  Copper alloy roves, tacks, sheeting to protect 

                                                           
109 Coroneos 2012: 14, 18 
110 Coroneos 2012: 18 
111 Coroneos 2012: 15; see Appendix 4 
112 Coroneos 2012: 15; see Appendix 4. 
113 Coroneos 2012: 13 
114 Coroneos 2012: 13 
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against rubbing, a hexagonal nut and a sail grommet (Cat # 5467), a crude lead weight, a sounding 
lead (Cat #5357) and a copper alloy boat spike, 10 galvanized ferrous spikes (Cat # 5369) and a 
galvanized pintle (Cat # 5384) likely from a rudder were also items from this context related to 
boatbuilding or associated tools and equipment.  A notable artefact from this context related 
maritime industry and trade was an 1857 token stamped “Robert Hyde & Co.” and “Melbourne” 
around the rim, and “general marine store” and “shippers of rags, glass, and metal” in the centre 
(Cat # 5142) (Figure 3.21).   
 
Phase 3 – 1880s to 1960s 
Maritime-related artefacts were also retrieved from a later Phase 3 fill.  Hayes’ boatyard had gone 
out of business by the 1890s and it is not clear from the historical records or the archaeological 
evidence what the boatyard site was used for prior to its purchase by the tug operator Fenwick & 
Co in the 1930s.  The context containing vessel-related artefacts from this phase was an extensive 
fill layer context 11209.  This contained a mix of material sourced from the site and surrounding 
area and was used to level the land after the demolition of the workshop or shed structure.  The 
artefacts from this fill are likely to be associated with Hayes’ boatyard rather than with continued 
boatbuilding activity on the site in the late 19th and early 20th century.  Context 11276 was the 
number given to this layer during the testing program.   
 
Artefacts from Mixed Fill 11209 
The most common boatbuilding-related artefacts from this context were copper alloy square-
shanked sharp point nails.  There were also larger boat spikes from this context which would have 
been used for more substantial boat construction.  Other fastenings from this fill were used on the 
more substantial timber element of a vessel, such as the clench or drift bolt Cat # 5288, that may 
have been used to fasten frames to a keel and keelson or in the stern or bow section of a vessel.  
This object had been salvaged from a timber hull of a vessel larger than a boat.115  A small copper 
alloy pintle, Cat # 5290, could have only been fitted onto the rudder of a small boat.  A circular 
ferrous plate, Cat # 5231, appears to have been a bilge outlet plate (Figure 4.1).  This would have 
been most likely installed on a vessel, which had a steam-powered pump.  A number of ferrous 
fastenings were recovered from the context.  The collection of nine bolts and spikes, 15 nails, one 
brad, and one screw would have been more suitable for terrestrial timber structures, though it is 
possible they may have been used for cheaper hulls.  A sounding lead was also found within this fill 
(Cat # 5289).  This was not used in boat construction but would have been a piece of equipment 
carried on a completed vessel.116 
 
Interpretation117 
It would appear that the majority of the larger copper alloy fastenings, such as clench bolts and the 
possible rudder pintle, as well as some fittings, have been salvaged from derelict hulls.  The intact 
drift bolt, Cat # 5288, seems to have been cut away from the timbers it fastened, or perhaps was 
recovered from the ashes of burnt timbers.  Most of the boat nails, especially the sharp point nails, 
have not been used, and with a significant minority of these fastenings show signs of having been 
removed from timbers. 
 
The chronological distribution of the vessel construction artefacts shows no remarkable patterns.  
There is a higher concentration of blunt point boat nails, clench nails and boat spikes in the fill and 
demolition context (11206 and 11277) of Phase 2 when Hayes’ Boatyard was in operation, while 
there is a relatively higher concentration of sharp point boat nails in the earlier, pre-1840s phase of 
occupation (Phase 1).   

                                                           
115 Coroneos 2012: 16 
116 Coroneos 2012: 16 
117 This section has been written by Cosmos Coroneos.  Coroneos 2012: 18-19.  Appendix 3.   
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Before any meaning is attached to the above observations, it has to be clearly stated that the 
amount of fastenings recovered across all the contexts would not be sufficient to fasten a single 
small rowboat.  With such a small sample size, any conclusions about the nature of the boat 
building that took place on the site must be highly qualified.  Having stated this, from the above 
observations, it can be suggested that early boat building on the site may have concentrated on 
small boat construction of the clinker hull variety using possibly softwoods, while towards the end 
of the use of the area as a boat building yard, larger carvel hulled boats with possibly greater use of 
hardwoods may have been built.   
 
An alternative view of the collection from Phases 2 and 3 is that it represents odds and ends that 
had accumulated on-site either because better quality materials had become available or they had 
been salvaged.  They may have been set aside for their scrap value only to be not considered worth 
removing when the buildings associated with Hayes’ boatyard were demolished in the late 19th 
century. 
 
4.2.2 Bell’s Shipyard – Lots 3 & 4 
Only a very small portion of Bell’s shipwright’s yard was subject to this archaeological investigation.  
There were two main contexts from two phases of occupation that contained boat fastenings and 
other vessel-related artefacts.   
 
Phase 2 – 1840s to 1880s/1890s 
Bell’s shipwright’s yard operated from the early 1840s until the 1880s.  There was a small 
occupation-related deposit (context 11217) within the remains of a shed or workshop structure 
(context 11222) that was constructed by the mid 1840s and demolished by the mid 1870s.  This 
material contained mostly copper alloy boat nails and tacks, and also some ferrous items.  Context 
11217 and context 11280 (testing program) are the same.   
 
Artefacts from Occupation Deposit 11217 
The majority of the artefacts within this deposit were related to boatbuilding or repair.  Of the 113 
copper alloy boat nails, most had a rose head and a blunt point.  Some of the nails had their heads 
pinched off, indicating that these fastenings had been recovered for recycling from earlier hulls.118  
Several clench nails, boat spikes, tacks and a decking screw were also within this context.  A notable 
artefact was a single cast copper allow oval ring bolt used to fasten the painter (tow or mooring 
line) to the inside bow of a timber hulled-boat.119  Another was a pulley wheel (Cat # 5652), a 
common fitting associated with sail rigging on yachts and dinghies.120  There were also a small 
number of ceramic and bottle glass fragments, a fragment of a poison bottle dated between 1850 
and 1870 (Cat # 94987), a graphic pencil fragment, a brass door knob and a fragment of a brass 
Jew’s harp (Cat # 5189).  These artefacts relate the occupation and use of the building during Bell’s 
shipyard phase. 
 
Phase 3 – 1880s to 1960s 
Bell’s shipyard had gone out of business by the 1880s and the property was purchased by Fenwick & 
Co., a tug and water boat operator.  Substantial land modification and development occurred by the 
1880s.  The shed had been demolished and fill and topsoil was introduced into the area (context 
11202) in the 1870s.  This mixed material also contained artefacts associated with timber 
boatbuilding.  These artefacts were associated with the previous activities of Bell’s shipyard rather 
than Fenwick & Co.  Context 11206 and context 11275 (testing program) are the same.   

                                                           
118 Coroneos 2012: 22, 24 
119 Coroneos 2012: 22 
120 Coroneos 2012: 24 
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Artefacts from Mixed Fill 11202 
The most common fastening from this context was copper alloy boat nails with blunt points, 
standard boat blunt point nails.  There were also sharp point nails.  Blunt pointed nails were used 
for riveting planks of clinker hulled boats or fastening planks to frames of carvel hulled boats. Larger 
fastenings were also within this context.  Copper alloy boat spikes were used in larger timber 
vessels of heavier construction and were used to clench two relatively think planks while clench 
nails were used for both riveting and clenching lap strake planking as well as fastening planks to 
frames.121   
 
Interpretation122 
The overwhelming majority of boat fastenings within Lot 3 (Bell’s shipyard) are unused boat nails.  
The presence of some nails, which have had their heads removed as well as some tacks with copper 
sheathing attached indicates that this stock of fastenings had been augmented by some salvage of 
older timber hulls.  When comparing Lot 3 (Bell’s shipyard) with the findings of Lot 2 (Hayes’ 
boatyard) there is little difference in the variety and proportions of the smaller type of fastenings.  
There is however an absence of galvanized iron and larger salvaged copper alloy fastenings and 
fittings.  Given the relative low numbers of these objects, little meaning can be drawn from this 
observation. 
 
The chronological distribution of vessel construction artefacts shows that the overwhelming 
majority of the fastenings were found in contexts associated with the Bell’s Shipyard and Hayes’ 
Boatyard phase.  With such a small sample size from Lot 3, little more can be said other than the 
fastenings recovered could point to the construction of both clinker and carvel small boat hulls 
within Phase 2.  
 
An alternative view of the collection from Phases 2 and 3 is that it represents odds and ends that 
had accumulated on-site either because better quality materials had become available or they had 
been scrounged.  They may have been set aside for their scrap value only to be not considered 
worth removing when the buildings associated with Hayes’ boatyard were demolished in the late 
19th century. 
 
4.2.3 Significance123 
The collection of boat and ship fastenings from the former site of Hayes’ boatyard provides 
information on boatbuilding activities in Sydney during the second half of the 19th century.  Such 
archaeological information on this industry within the Sydney region is currently rare, if not unique.  
From the limited sample size, it can be seen that the yard stored salvaged fastenings from older 
hulls possibly for re-use or for its scrap value.  If the boat nails and spikes found were actually 
intended for use in construction of boats it can be dimly perceived that both clinker and carvel hulls 
were built using both hard and imported softwoods.  It may be weakly argued too, that there may 
have been a shift from small clinker hulls to larger carvel and clinker hulls over time.  This may 
represent a shift in the clientele of the yard, skill levels of the boatwrights and/or taking advantage 
of demands in the market.   
 
This collection has potential for further analysis.  A closer examination of the shank lengths and 
diameters of the boat nails and spikes could lead to more definitive statements about the size of 
vessels that could have been constructed in the yard.  A metallurgical analysis of the fastenings 
could say much about the quality of materials available to a mid-size boatyard in Sydney in the 
second half of the 19th century.  

                                                           
121 Coroneos 2012: 22 
122 This section has been written by Cosmos Coroneos.  Coroneos 2012: 25.  Appendix 4.   
123 This section has been written by Cosmos Coroneos.  Coroneos 2012: 25.  Appendix 4. 
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4.3 Domestic-Related Artefacts 
There were no in situ domestic-related deposits from either Lot 2 or Lot 3.  The two deposits 
(contexts 11221 and 11217), identified as occupation-related with the shed or workshop structures, 
did contain some artefacts typically associated with domestic activities.  However, both these 
contexts were also interpreted as being contaminated from the extensive fills that sealed them.  
The artefacts collected from this site were mostly from Phase 2 fills and Phase 3 mixed fills that 
were used for levelling purposes following redevelopment in the later 19th century when both Bell’s 
shipyard and Hayes’ boatyard had ceased operations.  Houses fronted Weston Street from the 
1860s and the domestic-related artefacts are likely to be associated with the occupants of these 
houses, though this cannot be determined with certainty.  Given that the contexts were not 
domestic-related, the artefacts cannot be securely associated with any one household or occupant, 
therefore more detailed analysis of these artefacts was not undertaken.   
 
Artefacts relating to children were found in both Lots from contexts dating from the 1840s (Figure 
4.6).  These consisted of clay and glass marbles, a Jew’s harp, rubber ball and toy bone china mug.  
The fragments of slate and lead pencils found in both Lots may relate to children or clerical activity.  
A number of women’s jewellery items were also found from the site.  These were an elaborate 
gilded copper alloy brooch from context 11202 in Lot 3, a copper alloy purse frame and a gilded 
moulded black glass frame of a pendant.  A number of cutlery items such as a knife from context 
11276, a teaspoon, a fork and a bone handle from context 11203 are most likely associated with 
household tableware.  A number of sewing pins were found in mixed topsoil 11202 in Lot 3.  A 
number of buttons from men’s trousers found could be associated with either a nearby household 
or the men who worked in the yards.  The same can be said regarding the smoking pipe fragments.  
From context 11236 in Bell’s shipyard was a clay pipe stem fragment (cat # 5143) with ‘Squatters 
Budgeree’ written on it.  These were made in the UK for the colonial market between 1840 and 
1880.   
 
 

Figure 4.1: On the left is an iron bilge outlet from context 11209 (cat # 5231).  On the right is a collection of 
mostly copper alloy boat hardware, wire and offcuts.  Front: clinch bolt (11276/5288). Left row 
front-back: rub plate (11206/5472), offcuts (11206/5472). Middle row: wire coils (11273/5425, 
11206/#5471). Right row: cut bolt (11206/5469), escutcheon plate (11217/#5524), small and large 
rudder pintles (11276/5290, 5288). Russell Workman, 10cm scale. 
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Figure 4.2: On the left is a collection of copper alloy boat hardware. Left row front-back: cleat 
(11278/5416), eyebolt (11277/5355, nozzle (11201/5205), 2nd row: grommets (11278/5414, 
11206/5467), steam dome (11272/5419). 3rd row: pulley wheels (11201/5200, 11280/5652). 4th 
row: stanchion baseplate (11278/5417), ring bolt (11217/5514).  On the right are cast and rolled 
lead weights, obverse. Front row left-right: broken weight (11275/5633), weight or sinker 
(11201/5206), cylindrical sounding lead (11277/5357), conical sounding lead (11276/5289). Back 
left: small scored weight (11206/5466).  Russell Workman, 10cm scale. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.3: On the left are two sounding leads, side view with casting impressions. Left-right: cylindrical 
(11277/5357), conical (11276/5289).  On the right is a collection of copper alloy boat nails and 
tacks, sheathing tacks and roves. Front row left-right: sheathing tacks, two with sheathing 
fragments (11217/5530, 11277/5331 (2), 11217/5529 (2), 11277/5465). 2nd row: tacks with roves 
(11201/5668, 11217/5669 (2)), nails with roves (11206/5486, 11243/5588, 11275/5613). Third row: 
conical roves 11206/5473, 11208/5210, 5209. Russell Workman, 10cm scale. 
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Figure 4.4: Copper alloy and galvanised 
iron boat spikes, bolts and screws. Left 
row front-back: cast spikes (11209/5224, 
11276/5385, 11208/5222, 11276/5297 (3). 
2nd row: cast bolts (11276/5294, 
11206/5468, 11273/5423). 3rd and 4th 
rows: wood screws 11279/5427, 
11208/5208, 11276/5295, 11236/5261, 
11278/5410), two with lead washers 
(11276/5296). Russell Workman, 10cm 
scale. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Copper alloy boat nails and tacks. Range 
of wire-drawn square shanks with rose, flat and 
countersunk heads. One hand-wrought. Front row 
left-right: nails (11276/5313, 11278/5392, 
11277/5338 (4), 11206/5487, 5475), hand-wrought 
large nail/spike (11202/5439), large nails/spikes 
(11202/5440, 11206/5474). 2nd row: two nails in 
concretion (11208/5223), tacks (11277/5334, 
11243/5589, 11279/5426). 3rd row: nails 
(11206/5502 (1), 5501 (4), 5505, 11276/5329, 
11206/5494 (12), 11277/5344 (3)), tacks 
(11277/5341 (5)). Russell Workman, 10cm scale. 
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Figure 4.6: Miscellaneous group of artefacts from the site. Left row front-back: marbles of Bennington 

glazed porcelain (11209/5139), early machine-made glass (11201/5132, 11276/5146), local hand-
rolled stoneware and clay (11209/5138, 11201/5131). 2nd row: elaborate gilt copper alloy brooch 
with inlay missing from claw setting (11202/5164), copper halfpenny 1857 token of Robert Hyde 
and Company, General Marine Store, Melbourne (11206/5142), trouser buttons one marked 'BEST 
SOLID RING' (11201/5133, 11228/5141). 3rd row: schist hone or whetstone (11279/5161), broken 
bone toothbrush 'THE CHAMPION' brand (11276/5145), two clay pipes one with plain bowl and 
another stem made by Duncan McDougall in Glasgow (11278/5157, 11201/5130), rectangular lead 
pencil fragment (11217/5174), bisque porcelain doll leg with painted high heeled shoe 
(11276/5147), celluloid faux tortoiseshell pipe mouthpiece (11206/5136). Russell Workman, 10cm 
scale. 
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5.0 Response to Research Design 

 
5.1 Research Design 
The archaeological remains from this site can contribute to knowledge about historic land-use in 
two allotments in the 19th century.  Lot 2 was owned from the 1870s by Francis Hayes, a 
boatbuilder.  A small section of this lot was subject to this archaeological excavation and it yielded 
some information regarding its industrial use as a boatyard.  A small portion of Lot 3, to the rear of 
the Fenwick Boat Store, was within the excavation limits.  Bell’s shipwright’s yard operated in Lot 3 
from the 1840s to the 1880s when it was bought by Fenwick & Co., a tug and water boat operator.  
The archaeological evidence provided some further information regarding the site’s use as a 
shipyard.  The following are the research questions formulated for the archaeological excavation: 
 
Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard - Research Questions  

 What was the original landform and how was it modified to allow for shore-based 
activities? 

 What evidence is there for maritime use of the land, including shipbuilding and ship repair 
or other industrial activities? 

 What evidence is there for residential use of the land? Do these include discernible 
underfloor deposits or other remains? 
 

Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipwright’s yard – Research Questions 

 What was the original landform and how was it modified? What was the nature of the 
various fill layers in the area? 

 What evidence is there for maritime use of the space, including shipbuilding and ship repair 
or other industrial activities? 

 Is there evidence for land-use connected to the use of the Fenwick Boat Store building in 
this area? 

 
5.2 Response to Research Design 
Shipbuilding was one of Sydney’s earliest industries, employing a large workforce directly and in 
ancillary industries.  The first British vessel built in Sydney was the Rose Hill Packet in 1789.  This 
was a Government-owned vessel and it was the first Parramatta River trade ferry, purpose-built to 
carry passengers, cargo and mail between Sydney and Parramatta (initially known as Rose Hill).  As 
more settlements were established along the coast and rivers, there was an increased need for 
shipbuilding and repair.  The Government shipyard was established, to build and repair vessels, on 
the western side of Sydney Cove in 1796.  By 1810 two private shipyards, Underwood’s and 
Campbell & Co., were also established on the western side of Sydney Cove.  
 
By the 1830s, the focus for the shipbuilding industry had shifted from Sydney Cove to Darling 
Harbour, Johnstons Bay, Pyrmont and Cockatoo Island.  During this decade, there was increased 
demand for coastal shipping as settlements along the north coast multiplied.  This led to a need for 
smaller tonnage vessels.124  More shipyards were established along the river routes and the coast 
where good quality timber was available.  The ships produced and/or repaired in Sydney’s and 
NSW’s shipyards carried supplies and people to and from the settlements, and in turn the 
availability of coastal shipping facilitated the increase in settlements.  This increase in demand for 
goods and passenger transport led to an expansion of the shipbuilding industry in the 1840s and 
1850s.125  By the end of the 1850s, the shipbuilding industry was thriving, no doubt also stimulated 
by the Gold Rush.  In Sydney, the main hub for shipbuilding and repair now also included the 

                                                           
124 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 74 
125 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 76 
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Balmain peninsula.  By the late 19th century, Sydney had become one of Australia’s busiest ports, 
serving a variety of international, intercolonial, island and coastal trading vessels.     
 
The boat yards and ship yards of 19th-century Sydney have not been archaeologically investigated to 
any great detail.  While much academic focus has been on locally-built vessels that worked the 
coastal or inter-colonial trade, less attention is given to the smaller craft that never went to sea.  
Such craft serviced jetty landings of individual land owners along river systems, bays, lakes and 
estuaries, conveying produce, commodities and people to and from the regional transportation 
hubs.  At these hubs, like Darling Harbour or Walsh Bay, punts and lighters carried cargoes to and 
from vessels unable to find a berth in busy times.  These vehicles were an integral part of the 
communications network of the colony and essential for the functioning of 19th-century Sydney as a 
trading port.  The remains of such vessels are rarer than those of more substantial sailing vessels 
built in Australian shipyards.  Boat yards also produced fishing boats and pleasure craft, activities 
which can sometimes be a forgotten backdrop of Sydney Harbour in the 19th century.126 
 
Ship and boat building and repair were a major industry on the Balmain peninsula during the 19th 
century and an integral component of shipping in NSW.  By the end of the 1850s, these industries 
were at their peak and there were about seven shipbuilders and shipwrights on the Balmain 
peninsula, including Bell’s shipyard.  There were also five boatbuilders (Francis Hayes’ boatyard was 
later, dating to the 1870s to 1890s).  The principal shipbuilder in Balmain from this time was 
Thomas Chowne, and another was Beattie located south of the Weston Street site at Peacock Point 
(now now the Illoura Reserve).127    
 
Both Bell’s shipyard and Hayes’ boatyard were not subject to a complete excavation, as only small 
portions of these two properties were within the site limits.  Nevertheless, the archaeological 
evidence, in particular the boat fastenings and other vessel-related artefacts, adds to information 
regarding these two important maritime-related businesses and the type of vessels that were built 
and/or repaired in the yards.   
 
 
Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard – Response to Research Questions 
 
What was the original landform and how was it modified to allow for shore-based activities? 
The archaeological excavation exposed the natural strata.  The underlying geology of the site 
consisted of Hawkesbury Sandstone bedrock.  At the western limit of the site, natural clay horizons 
existed over the bedrock, and towards the harbour such strata were not present.  This lot displayed 
a gentle eastward gradient to a somewhat steeper rocky shoreline.  The survival of the upper 
reaches of the original shoreline was limited in this lot.  Here, the sandstone terracing steepened as 
it approached the harbour.  Displaying signs of weathering, the bedrock was exposed to the 
elements and likely devoid of any thick vegetation in its natural state.  In fact, only patches of intact 
natural soils were present within small crevices and depressions on the eastern rockface.   
 
There were signs that the rocky shoreline above the high water level may have been enhanced to 
form more stable stepped access to the harbour.  There were two points on the rockface where it 
was possible that localised cutting may have occurred.  There were other markings present, 
including linear marks, curved grooves and circular pitting lower down the slope.  While the pitting 
and the ‘enhanced’ steps may have been due to weathering, the linear and curved grooves were 
the result of cultural activity.  What was not possible to determine was at what point they were 
made, and as a result of what process.  This part of the site was filled or covered by a structure by 

                                                           
126 This paragraph is from Coroneos 2012: 2 
127 Cosmos Archaeology 2009a: 76 
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1861, so these events are most likely dated to between 1840 and 1860.  These small areas formed 
the only evidence within the later Lot 2 of cultural intervention on the natural landform.  This is in 
contrast to the extensive excavation of the landscape and reclamation of the harbour frontage 
recorded in historic records in the neighbouring Lot 3.   
 
The natural landform of Lot 2 and Hayes’ boatyard was typical of this part of the Balmain peninsula.  
The boatyard and shipyard structures along the foreshore needed to be adapted to this landscape 
and this can be illustrated in the 1870s/1880s photograph in Figure 5.1 below.  The image shows a 
boat within a rudimentary timber boat shed that is constructed within the small space between the 
base of the steep hill and deeper harbour water.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Photograph of 
the “Zerelde” on the stocks 
at a boatyard in Balmain 
dated to the 1870s-1880s.  
This image shows a boat 
shed at the base of a steep 
hill constructed in the small 
space between it and the 
water.  SLNSW Image No. 
BCP 02017. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
What evidence is there for maritime use of the land, including shipbuilding and ship repair or 
other industrial activities? 
After the first subdivision of this land in 1840, Lot 2 was sold a number of times through the 1850s 
and 1860s.  There is little direct historic information regarding the use of the land by either the 
owners or tenants during these decades.  It appeared that the site was used for both domestic and 
maritime-related industry purposes.  The lot was purchased in the 1870s by Francis Hayes, a 
prominent boatbuilder in Balmain between the 1860s and 1890s.  Within the area of Lot 2 
excavated, there is a long building set back from the shoreline recorded on historic plans from the 
1840s until the early 20th century.  Archaeological remains of this building were uncovered during 
the excavation.  Though this building existed from the mid 19th century, there was no discernible 
evidence for its occupation and use prior to the 1870s when Hayes’ boatyard had been established 
here.  The building had a timber frame and was likely clad with lightweight material such as iron 
sheeting and perhaps partially open.   
 
Within the structure was a small occupation-related deposit that contained a variety of artefacts, 
mostly related to boat building.  The copper alloy boat nails and roves that were found were used to 
fasten and rivet lap strake planking used to construct clinker hull vessels.  Also within the deposit 
were ferrous artefacts used for terrestrial-based construction, possibly indicating industry other 
than maritime-related.   The artefacts within this occupation-related deposit were predominately 
related to boatbuilding or other construction-related activities, and there was no evidence to 
suggest a domestic function for the structure.  In general, the artefacts date from the 1830s, and 
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the window glass up to the 1870s.  It was noted during the excavation that this deposit was likely to 
have been contaminated by the later demolition or filling event, therefore it is unclear if it is related 
to the occupation of the boatbuilder Hayes from the 1870s, or one of the earlier occupants, also 
likely to have been involved in a maritime industry.   
 
There was cartographic and archaeological evidence to suggest that in the later 19th century, and 
during Francis Hayes‘ occupation, that the building was altered, repaired or modified.  An extensive 
fill layer associated with this construction phase also contained many artefacts related to 
boatbuilding.  The most common type were copper alloy boat nails that would have been used for 
riveting planks of clinker hulled boats or fastening planks to frames of carvel hulled boats.  Other 
fastenings from this fill were used in the more substantial timbers of a hull, principally those around 
the keel, stem and stern post.  Items from the sails, sheeting to protect against rubbing, a rudder 
pintle and sounding leads were also found.  All these artefacts relate to Hayes’ boatbuilding 
activities that involved the construction and repair of smaller vessels, of either clinker or carvel 
hulled construction.  An 1857 token from a marine store, Robert Hyde & Co., in Melbourne suggests 
the extent of trade or other connections enjoyed by this boatbuilder or his customers.   
 
The structural remains and the associated artefacts suggest that this building was a shed or 
workshop within the boatyard.  It was located on gently sloping ground that led to the steeper 
rocky shore.  It was not a boat shed, as this was the building that was recorded on historic plans 
from the 1860s as abutting its eastern face and extending to the water’s edge.  There was no 
archaeological evidence for this structure.   
 
The collection of boat and ship fastenings from the former site of Hayes’ boatyard provides 
information on boatbuilding activities in Sydney during the second half of the 19th century.  Such 
archaeological information on this industry within the Sydney region is currently rare, if not unique.  
From the limited sample size, it can be seen that Hayes’ boatyard stored salvaged fastenings from 
older hulls possibly for re-use or for its scrap value.  If the boat nails and spikes found were actually 
intended for use in construction of boats, this can suggest that both clinker and carvel hulls were 
built using both hard and imported softwoods.  It may be weakly argued too, that there may have 
been a shift from small clinker hulls to larger carvel and clinker hulls over time.  This may represent 
a shift in the clientele of the yard, skill levels of the boatwrights and/or taking advantage of 
demands in the market.128   
 
What evidence is there for residential use of the land? Do these include discernible underfloor 
deposits or other remains? 
Houses fronting Weston Street were constructed by the 1860s.  There was some historical evidence 
to suggest domestic occupation of the shed-like structure within the excavation area prior to this 
date.  However, no archaeological evidence, such as underfloor or occupation-related deposits 
within this structure suggesting a domestic function was found.  Items that are associated with 
domestic occupation were more common in the early 20th-century fill that was used to level the 
ground after the demolition of the shed structures.  This material was mixed with a range of 
artefacts related to boatbuilding as well as a variety of ceramic, glass and brick fragments.  Several 
artefacts relating to women and children are more indicative of domestic occupation nearby than 
other retrieved artefacts such as smoking pipe fragments and men’s trouser buttons, as these could 
very well be associated with the men who worked in the boatyard.  The types of domestic-related 
artefacts found in Lot 2 are typical of the range of items found in household rubbish dumps, usually 
located in the rear yards or gardens.  There were no rubbish pits found and the household items 
may have been introduced into the boatyard during sporadic and informal dumping events.  The 
deposits and fills associated with Hayes’ occupation have less domestic-related artefacts and may 

                                                           
128 This paragraph has been written by Cos Coroneos.  Coroneos 2012: 25.  Appendix 3.   
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indicate a clearer demarcation of the lot between the domestic space fronting the street and the 
industrial space fronting the harbour.   
 
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipwright’s yard – Research Questions 
 
What was the original landform and how was it modified? What was the nature of the various fill 
layers in the area? 
Historic and cartographic records attest to substantial landscape modification and reclamation in 
Lots 3 and 4 in the 1870s.  There was a very small part of Bell’s shipyard within the excavation area.  
This area represented a small patch of the original landform, quarried to the north and cut to the 
east for the Fenwick Boat Store (1880s).  The bedrock was exposed at the base of a machine-
excavated test trench.  This test trench was located back from the original shoreline and identified a 
northward-orientated natural gully or trough in the underlying geology.  It was filled with up to 
approximately 1.8m of heavy plastic clays, identified as in situ natural clays.   
 
There was no evidence within the excavation area of extensive or substantial modification to the 
natural landform in Bell’s shipyard prior to the 1870s.  It was likely that the natural landform of the 
shipyard was similar to that exposed in the lot to the south (later Hayes’ boatyard), and consisted of 
gently west-to-east sloping land that culminated in a rocky shoreline.  There was evidence for minor 
terracing of the sloping land to construct the shed-like building in the 1840s.  The remains of a 
shallow terracing cut retained by a low sandstone wall formed the eastern edge of the building.  
The original topsoil layer was removed and the floor rested on exposed natural clay.  This minor 
modification to the original topography corrected the slope to create level ground for and within 
the building.  A similar terracing technique was utilised for the contemporary construction of the 
shed-like building in the lot to the south.   
 
Extensive landscape modification in the form of quarrying, levelling and reclamation occurred in the 
later 19th century.  Forming the northern limit of the excavation area was a substantial sandstone 
retaining wall built against the edge of the quarry-face.  Located to the north and northeast, outside 
the limits of this excavation, the quarried area created a large open and level yard that was utilised 
by Fenwick & Co for their tug and water boat operations.  To the east of the excavation area, the 
natural clay and rock was also quarried and cut in order to construct the large sandstone boat store.  
The construction cut on the eastern side was not formally retained was backfilled.  On the southern 
side, along the boundary with Hayes’ boatyard, a sandstone retaining wall was built on top of the 
bedrock to prevent erosion of the intact natural soils.   
 
Following the quarrying, levelling, reclamation and construction of the Fenwick boat store, the 
excavation area became a very small parcel of land that was peripheral and essentially cut-off from 
the rest of the Fenwick & Co property.  This was an area between the tug and water boat yard, and 
the houses fronting Weston Street.  Imported topsoil, domestic refuse and fills were introduced into 
this area.  This process had started in the 1870s prior to Fenwick’s purchase and continued through 
the early to mid 20th century.  The imported topsoil sealed the earlier structural remains and 
contained domestic-related artefacts along with some maritime-related items.  This area was 
unlikely to have been extensively utilised though may have been a garden associated with the 
houses.  Informal and sporadic dumping of domestic-related waste occurred in the later 19th 
century and in the 1930s large dumps of sandstone rubble-rich fill was introduced to make level 
ground behind the boat store.  This is associated with redevelopment following the purchase of Lot 
2 (former Hayes’ boatyard) by Fenwick & Co.  In the 1960s redevelopment of the site, the surface 
level behind the boat store was again raised with the introduction of more fills.   
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What evidence is there for maritime use of the space, including shipbuilding and ship repair or 
other industrial activities? 
This site was part of Bell’s shipwright’s yard between the 1840s and early 1880s when it was 
purchased by Fenwick & Co.  The excavation area examined only a very small part of this property.  
Historic maps indicate that a long east-west orientated building was constructed here by 1848 and 
demolished by the mid 1870s.  The archaeological remains of a small part of this structure were 
within the excavation area.  Evidence for the external walls did not survive later 19th and 20th-
century development impacts so it was not possible to determine what materials the 
superstructure was constructed with, though it was likely a timber-framed building.  The building 
was not a boat shed as it was set back from the shoreline on higher and sloping ground.  It is likely 
that the building was used as a storage shed or a workshop.  
 
Decayed remains of a timber floor structure survived as well as a possible occupation-related 
deposit.  In association with the structure were many copper alloy boat nails and other vessel-
related artefacts.  Of the 113 copper alloy boat nails most had a rose head and a blunt point.  Some 
of the nails had their heads pinched off, indicating that these fastenings had been recovered for 
recycling from earlier hulls.129  Several clench nails, boat spikes, tacks and a decking screw were also 
within this context.  A notable artefact was a single cast copper alloy oval ring bolt used to fasten 
the painter (tow or mooring line) to the inside bow of a timber hulled-boat.  Another was a pulley 
wheel, a common fitting associated with sail rigging on yachts and dinghies.   
 
The overwhelming majority of the boat fastenings found in association with Bell’s shipyard are 
unused boat nails.  The presence of some nails, which have had their heads removed as well as 
some tacks with copper sheathing attached indicates that this stock of fastenings had been 
augmented by some salvage of older timber hulls.  As there was such a small sample size from Bell’s 
shipyard, little more can be said other than the fastenings recovered could point to the construction 
of both clinker and carvel small boat hulls.  An alternative view of the collection from Bell’s shipyard 
is that it represents odds and ends that had accumulated on-site either because better quality 
materials had become available or they had been salvaged.130   
 
Is there evidence for land-use connected to the use of the Fenwick Boat Store building in this 
area? 
The excavation area consisted of a very small parcel of land within the Fenwick & Co property.  It 
was on the periphery and was between the back for the Fenwick boat store and the back of the 
houses fronting Weston Street.  To the north was the sandstone retaining wall against the quarry-
face, with no access to or from the main yard.  To the south, a shed or workshop constructed in the 
mid 19th century against the property boundary existed until demolition the early 20th century.  
Therefore, this part of Fenwick’s property had restricted access.  During the later 19th and early 20th 
century the area was used perhaps as a garden and/or informal dumping ground more likely 
associated with the houses fronting Weston Street.  Services associated with the houses truncated 
the space.  In the 1930s, fills were introduced and a level surface formed behind the boat store.  
Fenwick & Co purchased the property to the south, demolished the building on the boundary and 
redeveloped.  These works created a workable or useable space with access behind the boat store.  
There was no evidence for the use of this space by Fenwick & Co prior to the 1930s.  There was no 
archaeological evidence for what the new ground level was used for following the 1930s 
redevelopment.   
 

                                                           
129 Coroneos 2012: 22, 24 
130 This paragraph is based on the interpretation of the boat-related artefacts from Bell’s shipyard presented in Coroneos 
2012: 25, Appendix 3. 
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6.0 Heritage Significance 

 
6.1 Assessment of Heritage Significance131 
The Fenwick & Co. Boat Store site, 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain East is listed on the NSW State 
Heritage Register (SHR 01396).  It is significant because of its continuous association with the 
growth and development of maritime industries in Balmain.  It was the site of Bell’s Shipwright’s 
yard from 1840 and subsequently the site of Fenwick & Co., the earliest and pre-eminent tug and 
water boat operator on Sydney Harbour.  The Fenwick & Co. sandstone boat store built in the early 
1880s is a rare surviving built element of Balmain’s former links with the maritime service industries 
of Sydney Harbour and is an early surviving record of maritime history in Balmain, Sydney and NSW.   
 
The significance of the archaeological remains from 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain East can be defined 
by applying the significance guidelines: 
 
Criterion (a): Historic Significance - (evolution)   

an item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the 
cultural or natural history of the local area); 

Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
This lot is associated with both residential and maritime industrial use of the locale.  This allotment 
is among the earliest subdivisions and occupation in the Balmain area.  The close proximity of the 
lot to Darling Street and the harbour frontage allowed for the development of small maritime 
industries.  This contributed to the character of Balmain as the first industrial suburb of Sydney in 
the 1830s-1840s.   
 
Throughout the 19th century, shipbuilding, repair and associated services formed a major industry in 
Balmain, and this signified the importance of Sydney Harbour and water transport during these 
years.  The shipyards were also one of the elements that contributed to the initial development of 
Balmain.  The yards attracted workers and their families, who in turn settled in the suburb.  These 
people contributed to the establishment of other commercial and community services and facilities.   
 
There was little archaeological evidence from the excavation associated with the early subdivision 
and occupation, residential or maritime-industrial, in Lot 2.  The archaeological remains and 
artefacts from Lot 2 were mostly associated with Hayes’ boatyard, 1870s to 1890s.  Building and 
repair of smaller vessels were an important component of the shipping industry, in Balmain and 
throughout Sydney Harbour during the 19th century.  While no features related to the residential 
use of the lot were identified, there was a noted increase in the number of domestic-related 
artefacts within the later 19th and early 20th-century fill layers.  The archaeological remains may 
therefore also be associated with a decline in small boatyards producing timber-hulled vessels in 
Balmain, and an increase in the density of residential occupation in these years.   
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeology, both structural remains and artefacts, from this part of the site is associated 
primarily with its long use as a shipyard by John Bell and family between the 1840s and 1880.  John 
Bell was one of the earliest British occupants in East Balmain, and his shipyard was one of the first 
along the Balmain shore.  Little information survives in the historical record regarding the operation 

                                                           
131 This assessment of the significance of the archaeological remains from 2-8 Weston Street is based on the assessment 
of significance undertaken by Cosmos Archaeology Pty Ltd in 2009 as part of the Archaeological Impact Assessment.  See 
Cosmos 2009a: 73-86 
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of Bell’s shipyard.  He was, however, known and well regarded as a shipwright, and he undertook 
repairs to notable vessels, including the NSW Government brig, the Governor Phillip.   
 
Shipbuilding and repair was a major industry in Balmain throughout the 19th century and signified 
the importance of Sydney Harbour and water transport during these years.  The shipyards also 
contributed to the development of the suburb as workers and their families settled in Balmain, 
creating demand for other commercial and community services and facilities.   
 
After Bell’s shipyard, the site was purchased by John Fenwick.  John and Thomas Fenwick were 
among the earliest and largest providers of shipping towage, a vital service in shipping operations, 
throughout Port Jackson in the later 19th century.  John Fenwick became a well-known and 
respected tug operator and Fenwick & Co. continued to operate successfully for over a 100 years, 
becoming the longest running and last remaining traditional waterfront industry in Balmain.   
 
The lot 3 archaeological remains have associations with some of the earliest and long-standing 
maritime industrial development in Balmain.  The early industries of Balmain were important in the 
development of the region and both shipbuilding/repair and towage services were integral 
components in the operation of shipping throughout Sydney Harbour during the 19th and early 20th 
centuries.   
 

***** 
 
Criterion (b): Associative Significance – (association) 

an item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of 
persons, or importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history 
of the local area); 

Lot 2 –Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The archaeological remains in this lot are associated with the boatbuilders Francis Hayes & family, 
who are among the earliest and prominent maritime-industrial figures in Balmain.   
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeological remains are associated primarily with John Bell and his family.  Bell was one of 
the earliest residents and shipwrights in Balmain.  The shipyard operated from the 1840s to 1880.  
The site is also associated with John Fenwick, one of the earliest and largest tug operators in Sydney 
in the late 19th and early 20th century.  Both these industries were crucial components in shipping 
operations throughout Sydney Harbour.   
 

*** 
 
Criterion (c): Aesthetic Significance - (scenic qualities / creative accomplishments)  

an item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of 
creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the cultural or natural history of the local 
area); 

Lot 2 –Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The archaeological remains from Lot 2 do not possess significant aesthetic characteristics, creative 
or technical achievement. 
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeological remains from Lot 3 do not possess significant aesthetic characteristics, creative 
or technical achievement. 
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*** 
 
Criterion (d): Social Significance - (contemporary community esteem) 

an item has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in 
NSW for social, cultural or spiritual reasons (or the cultural or natural history of the local 
area); 

Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The archaeology of Lot 2 has associations with the development of maritime industries in Balmain 
and the greater Sydney area through the mid 19th and 20th centuries.  The archaeology may possess 
some cultural value to local residents and waterfront communities.   
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeological remains have associations with the early industrial occupation and development 
of Balmain and greater Sydney through the 19th century.  The archaeology may possess some 
cultural value to local residents and waterfronts communities.   
 

*** 
 
Criterion (e): Technical/Research Significance - (archaeological, educational, research potential 

and scientific values) 
an item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s 
cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area); 

Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The structural remains and artefacts provided information on boatbuilding and the operations of a 
boatyard in the later decades of the 19th century.  Ship and boat building was a major industry on 
the Balmain peninsula during the 19th century and an integral component of shipping NSW.  
Historical information and tangible remains relating to these industries in NSW are not exhaustive 
and the archaeological remains improve our understanding of these important trades.  The 
archaeological structural remains provide site-specific information regarding the type, size, 
construction fabric, use of a store-type building within Hayes’ boatyard.  The artefacts provided 
information regarding the type of boats being constructed and/or repaired in the yard.  The 
artefacts also have the potential to provide further information on the quality and availability of 
boat fastenings and fittings to a mid-size boatyard in Sydney during the second half of the 19th 
century.   
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeological remains from Lot 3 provided information regarding shipbuilding and the 
operations of a shipyard in the mid to late 19th century.  Shipbuilding was a major industry on the 
Balmain peninsula during the 19th century and an integral component of shipping NSW.  Historical 
information and tangible remains relating to these industries in NSW are not exhaustive and the 
archaeological remains improve our understanding of these important trades.  The archaeological 
structural remains provide site-specific information regarding the type, size, construction fabric, use 
of a store-type building within Bell’s shipyard.  The artefacts provided information regarding the 
type of boats being constructed and/or repaired in the yard.  The artefacts also have the potential 
to provide further information on the quality and availability of fastenings and fittings to a shipyard 
Sydney during the mid to late 19th century.   
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Criterion (f): Rarity 
an item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural 
history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area); 

Lot 2 –Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The archaeological remains are mostly associated with the use of the site for maritime industry, 
specifically boatbuilding.  Maritime industrial sites are comparatively rare in NSW but were 
common occurrences with the broader Port Jackson region (including Balmain, Pyrmont, Glebe, 
Woolloomooloo, Darling Harbour and Millers Point) during the 19th century.  Many of these sites 
have been substantially impacted on by 20th-century development.  Only nine maritime industrial 
sites, including boatyards, are listed on heritage databases in NSW, and only four of these are 
located within Port Jackson.  Archaeological remains of the maritime industrial development of 
Balmain are also considered to be rare.   
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeological remains from this lot are mostly associated with the use of the site for maritime 
industry, specifically shipbuilding, in the mid to late 19th century.  Maritime industrial sites are 
comparatively rare in NSW, and maritime sites spanning such a long period of continual use are 
uncommon throughout Sydney.  Only nine maritime industrial sites, including boatyards, are listed 
on heritage databases in NSW, and only four of these are located within Port Jackson.  
Archaeological remains of the maritime industrial development of Balmain are also considered to 
be rare.   
 

*** 
 
Criterion (g): Representativeness   

an item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s 
cultural or natural places of cultural or natural environments (or the cultural or natural 
history of the local area); 

Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The archaeological remains of Hayes’ boatyard may be considered to be a representative example 
of a maritime industrial site in Balmain in the second half of the 19th century.    
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
The archaeological remains of Bell’s shipyard may be considered to be a representative example of 
a maritime industrial site in Balmain in the mid to late 19th century.    
 

*** 
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Intactness  
Intactness refers to the physical condition of an item.  It is particularly relevant to 
archaeological sites in the sense of ‘undisturbed’ sites or areas which may be expected 
to yield well-provenanced archaeological deposits, amenable to investigation and 
interpretation.  An archaeological site or other heritage place may also need to retain 
sufficient integrity that it is able to convey its significance to people in the present.  This 
could derive from factors unrelated to ‘research potential’ such as location, setting, 
design, materials, workmanship, association.132 
 

Lot 2 – Hayes’ Boatyard 1870s to 1890s 
The archaeological evidence, such as the structural remains and boat-related artefacts, were 
clearly associated with the occupation and use of this site by Francis Hayes, a boatbuilder, 
between the 1870s and 1890s.  There was some degree of impact from later 19th and 20th-
century development and layers dated to this phase contained a mix of domestic-related 
material with the earlier artefacts from the boatyard.  The artefacts relating to boatbuilding 
are in good condition and have the potential for further analysis, such as metallurgical 
analysis, beyond what has been undertaken during this investigation.  This may provide 
additional information about the size of vessels that could have been constructed in the yard, 
and the quality and availability of boat fastenings at the time.   
 
Lot 3 – Bell’s Shipyard 1840s to 1880s, Fenwick’s Tug Yard 1880s to 1960s 
Much of Bell’s shipyard was impacted on by Fenwick’s redevelopment in the 1880s.  
Quarrying and reclamation works changed the landscape of the site.  The excavation area 
represented a small part of a much larger site.  Though substantially truncated by the later 
19th-century landscape modifications and development, this small area of intact archaeology, 
containing structural remains and artefact-rich deposits, was associated with Bell’s shipyard.  
The artefacts relating to shipbuilding and repair are in good condition and have the potential 
for further analysis, such as metallurgical analysis, beyond what has been undertaken during 
this investigation.  This may provide additional information about the size of vessels that 
could have been constructed in the yard, and the quality and availability of ship fastenings at 
the time.   
 

*** 
 
Does the site: 
 (a) contribute knowledge which no other resource can? 
The archaeology of Hayes’ boatyard and Bell’s shipyard provided further information regarding the 
construction technique, materials and use of the shed or store structure recorded on historic plans.  
The archaeological remains, including artefacts, from the excavation provided information about 
how the boatyard and shipyard operated.  The artefacts provided technical information regarding 
what type of vessels were constructed on the site, and how they may have changed over time as 
the business grew or demand changed.  This information is not available in any other source.   
 
 (b) contribute knowledge which no other site can? 
Shipyards and boatyards in Sydney have not been archaeologically investigated in any great detail.  
The survival of archaeological remains of 19th-century shipyards in Sydney region has been reduced 
due to 20th-century development, and in the case of the Bell’s shipyard site, late 19th-century 
development.  Recently, Henry Bass’ shipyard was excavated at the Barangaroo South development 
site.  Very little survived 20th-century development impacts and there were virtually no boat-related 
artefacts except for a small number of copper alloy boat nails.   

                                                           
132 Heritage Branch, Department of Planning 2009:9. 
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(c) is the knowledge relevant to general questions about human history or other substantive 
problems relating to Australian History, or does it contribute to other major research 
questions? 

The significance of Australia’s maritime heritage is well-established.   Ship and boat building, repair 
and services were crucial industries in the 19th century.  Local, intercolonial and international 
transport, trade and communications relied on the shipping industry.  The archaeological remains 
from 2-8 Weston Street, Balmain provides additional knowledge regarding the operations and 
products of a mid-sized boatyard and a shipyard in mid to late 19th-century Sydney.   
 
6.2 Statement of Heritage Significance  
The archaeological remains of Hayes’ boatyard in Lot 2 are of local significance due to the 
association with the maritime industrial development of Balmain.  The remains are also associated 
with Francis Hayes and family, prominent boatbuilders in the suburb in the second half of the 19th 
century.  The site’s archaeology provides information regarding the operations of the boatyard and 
the type of fastenings and fittings used, and the type of boats constructed or repaired.    
 
The archaeological remains of Bell’s shipyard in Lot 3 are of State significance due to a combination 
of the direct physical and cultural association with the ‘Fenwick & Co. Boat Store’ site listed on the 
State Heritage Register.  This site is significant because of its continuous association with the growth 
and development of maritime industries in Balmain.  It was the site of Bell’s Shipwright’s yard from 
1840 and subsequently the site of Fenwick & Co., the earliest and pre-eminent tug and water boat 
operator on Sydney Harbour.  The Fenwick & Co. sandstone boat store built in the early 1880s is a 
rare surviving built element of Balmain’s former links with the maritime service industries of Sydney 
Harbour and is an early surviving record of maritime history in Balmain, Sydney and NSW.   
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Appendix 1: Site Plans 

 
Plan 1:  Phase 2 – Occupation, Hayes’ and Bell’s Shipyards – 1840 to 1880s/1890s. 
 Structural Remains in Lot 2 and Lot 3 dating from the 1840s.  
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Plan 2:  Phase 2 – Occupation. Hayes’ and Bell’s Shipyards – 1840 to 1880s/1890s. 

Structural remains in Lot 2 and Lot 3 dating from the 1840s and occupation related 
deposits and material up to 1880s/1890s. 
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Plan 3: Phase 3 – Fenwick’s Tug and Water Boat business – 1880 to 1960s. 

Fenwick’s boat store and retaining walls (1880s), including evidence for landscape 
modification dating from 1870s and Phase 4 (post 1960s) footings. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The following report presents an examination of boat and ship building related artefacts 
recovered during the excavation of Lots 2 & 3 of 2 – 8 Weston St, Balmain, by Cosmos 
Archaeology (CA) in 2009 and Casey & Lowe (C&L) in 2010.   

The categories of artefacts considered in this report are: 

 Copper alloy fastenings and fittings.   

 Ferrous fastenings and fittings 

 Tools and equipment 

The boat/ship building assemblage analysed comprises 742 complete and fragmentary artefacts 
from a total of 24 identified contextual units across 4 excavation areas within Lots 2 and 3. This 
report is laid out in the following manner: 

 Section 2.0 outlines research objectives of the analysis; 

 Section 3.0 presents a description of the cataloguing and analysis methodology; 

 Section 4.0 provides some background on the differences between clinker and carvel 
hulled boats and how the hulls were constructed;  

 Section 5.0 lists and describes the variety of fastenings and fittings found; 

 Section 6.0 provides summaries of the individual contexts where these artefacts were 
found; 

 Section 7.0 discusses the condition and distribution of the artefacts; 

 Section 8.0 summarises the key findings and its significance. 
 

2.0  Research Direction 

The boat and ship yards of 19th century Sydney, and for the rest of NSW, have not been 
archaeologically investigated to any great detail.  The importance of shipbuilding to the colony 
and the potential significance of this site have been discussed previously.133   

While much academic focus has been on locally built vessels that worked the coastal or inter 
colonial trade, less attention is given to the smaller craft that never went to sea.  Such craft 
serviced jetty landings of individual land owners along river systems, bays, lakes and estuaries 
conveying produce, commodities and people to and from the regional transportation hubs.  At 
these hubs, like Darling Harbour or Walsh Bay, punts and lighters carried cargoes to and from 
vessels unable to find a berth in busy times.  These vehicles were an integral part of the 
communications network of the colony and essential for the functioning of 19th century Sydney 
as a trading port.  The remains of such vessels are rarer than those of more substantial sailing 
vessels built in Australian shipyards.  Boat yards also produced fishing boats and pleasure craft, 
activities which can sometimes be a forgotten backdrop of Sydney Harbour in the 19th century. 

The main research direction of this report is to obtain an understanding of the boat building 
resources – quality and variety – at the disposal of a boat yard on the Balmain peninsula in the 
second half of the 19th century, and whether it is possible to make valid inferences about the 
quality and variety of boats produced by the yard.    

                                                           
133 Cosmos Archaeology, March 2009  2 – 8 Weston Street East Balmain, NSW, Proposed Excavation For 
Archaeological Investigation & Confirmation Of Site Conditions - Archaeological Impact Assessment. : 74  
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3.0 Recording & Analysis 

The recording of the collection was undertaken in the following manner: 

 

Stage 1 – Cataloguing and definitions  

Two days in early August were spent at the Casey and Lowe offices with Robyn Stocks examining 
unique and representative artefacts from the excavation that may be associated with boat or 
ship building.  It was determined at the start to focus attention on copper alloy artefacts as they 
would most likely have a marine application because of their relative resistance to corrosion as 
opposed to ferrous alloys.  As the excavation area covers a former shipyard and boatyard it is 
likely that the majority of copper alloy fastenings and fittings are associated with the 
construction and repairs of watercraft, while ferrous fastenings would most likely be used in a 
terrestrial structure.  

Data entry commenced with the primary intention of creating new General and Specific 
Function categories for these maritime related artefacts within the well established C&L 
database.  For artefacts that were associated with a watercraft the General Function was 
recorded as Trans (Transport).  For such artefacts the following sub-categories or Specific 
Functions were created: 

 

v/hull (vessel hull) –  relates to artefacts, primarily fastenings, that can be found in the 
hull of a vessel. 

v/superstructure –  relates to artefacts, primarily fastenings, that can be found in 
timber elements of a vessel, such as internal partitions, above deck 
cabins etc….whose removal would not compromise the integrity of 
the hull. 

v/fittings –  relates to artefacts that are affixed onto vessels and can be 
removed without compromising the integrity of the hull. 

A nomenclature of fastening types was agreed on using such references as M. McCarthy’s article 
‘Ship’s fastenings: a preliminary study revisited’.134   

 

Stage 2 – Completion of cataloguing and photography 

The remainder of the artefacts were entered into the C&L artefact database by C&L staff 
throughout August/September.  Select artefacts were photographed based on their 
representativeness or as unique objects. 

 

Stage 3 – Analysis and reporting 

An Excel spreadsheet of the database, for these artefacts and the selected photographs, were 
provided for the undertaking of the analysis.  Using a text specific to boat building, H. Chapelle’s 

                                                           
134 McCarthy, M. 1996 ‘Ship’s fastenings: a preliminary study revisited’.  The International Journal of 
Nautical Archaeology Vol. 25.3 
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Boatbuilding: A Complete Handbook of Wooden Boat Construction first published in 1941, the 
dataset was further refined, especially with regards to the different types of plank fastenings 
present in the collection (Figure 1).135   Chapelle’s publication has been used with the awareness 
that it discusses American boat building traditions of the early 20th century.  It is believed, 
however, that the general principles of boat building discussed in the book can be applicable to 
Australian boat building in the second half of the 19th century. 

Some difficulties were encountered in the analysis as research undertaken subsequent to Stage 
1 revealed some new information about the fastenings in the collection, particularly that there 
were boat nails deliberately made with blunted points (see Figure 1).  During Stage 1 it was 
assumed that all the blunted nails in the collection were once sharp pointed nails, which had 
become blunted through use.  Not having access to the collection during this Stage, the written 
description in the Excel spreadsheet and the selected examples which were photographed were 
relied on to determine whether nails were made with blunt points or had become so through 
use.  It is therefore likely that misidentification of some nails may have occurred. 

 

Figure 1 – Types of plank fastenings (in Chapelle, 1962:Fig64) 

 

4.0 Notes on Clinker and Carvel Hulls 

There are two main types of wooden boat hulls that were constructed in the 19th century – 
clinker or clincher and carvel (Figures 2 and 3).  Clinker hulls were built by planking first; the 
planks fastened to each other by overlapping, referred to as the lap strake method.  Lighter 
frames or battens were then added on the interior to provide strength to the hull.  For carvel 
hulls, the frames were arranged first and the planks then attached to them.  The planks butt 
each other and the seams between them are caulked with a variety of materials to make the 
hull watertight. 

                                                           
135 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962.  Boatbuilding: A Complete Handbook of Wooden Boat Construction: 241-246 
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The advantages of a clinker hull was that as it does not require bulky internal frames, it 
maximizes its carrying capacity.  The hull is more flexible and more resistant to rolling.  The 
disadvantage of the clinker hull is that there is an upper limit to how big the vessel can be.  This 
is mostly due to the added wetted surface produced by the overlapping planks, which increases 
skin friction thereby reducing its speed.136  Hull strength is also an issue, which is another reason 
why larger sea going sailing vessels were carvel built.  Clinker built hulls also require more and 
wider planks than carvel hulls, more skill to build, and repairs are much more difficult.137  The 
planks are also relatively thinner for clinker hulls, which coupled with the effort to repair, makes 
this type of hull less useful for a work boat. 

 

 

Figure 2 – Lap strake hull (in Chapelle, 1962:Fig 
131) 

Figure 3 – Frame first for carvel planking (in 
Chapelle, 1962:Fig 44) 

 

Figures 4 and 5 show the interior of a clinker built hull of the oyster cutter Caprice, at Mt Dutton 
Bay, South Australia.  Wrecked around 1928, it appears to have been built in the early 1900s or 
late 19th century.138  The remains of the hull show the overlapping strakes with frames, 
partnered with lighter battens, spaced at regular intervals.    

 

 

 

                                                           
136 Kemp, P. (ed)  1988  The Oxford Companion to Ships and the Sea.  Oxford University Press.  Oxford. 
137 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 441 
138 National Historic Shipwreck Database. www.environment.gov.au/heritage/shipwrecks/database.html 
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Figure 4 – Exposed interior section of hull of Caprice (n.d. - 1928) (courtesy Flinders University, 2011) 

 

Figure 5 – Close up of frames and battens overlaying lap strake planking of hull of the Caprice (n.d. - 
1928) (courtesy Flinders University, 2011) 
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5.0 Lot 2 and All 

 

5.1 Variety of fastenings, fittings and other vessel construction related artefacts. 

 

For reference please refer to Annex 1. 

 

Fastenings  

The most common boat construction related artefact found in Lot 2 was the copper alloy boat 
nail, which is to be expected given they are used in large numbers for the building of any timber 
boat.  Boat nails are used to fasten planks, either to each other (as in lap strake planking) or to 
frames.  There is hull planking and deck planking, however it is the creation of the boat hull that 
take up the overwhelming majority of boat nails.  Boat nails can also be used for fastening floors 
and frames for a round bottom carvel hull less than 12 m in length.139 

Fastening using boat nails is done in one of two ways – riveting or clenching (Figure 6).  Riveting 
two pieces of timber, such as lap strake planking, involves passing a boat nail with a blunt point, 
into a hole bored through two planks. A rove – of which a relatively small number were found in 

Lot 2  is placed over the projecting point, which is then snipped leaving enough to form a 
‘head’ over the rove.  The ‘head’ is then hammered over the rove.  CN 5486 (Context 11206) is a 
good example of such a process, as it still has its rove attached. The hull of the Caprice provides 
some good example of riveted nails used to fasten lap strake planks (Figures 7 and 8). 

The process of clenching is similar to riveting in that the nail is passed through a pre-bored hole.  
The point of the nail is bent over and driven back into the timber. Sometimes a rove can be 
placed over the point before the nail is bent over.140 

                                                           
139 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 367 
140 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 454 
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Figure 6 – Riveting and clenching of planking (in Chapelle, 1962: Fig 138) 

 

Figure 7 – Example of riveted boat nail in the hull of the Caprice (n.d. - 1928) 
(courtesy Flinders University, 2011) 
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Figure 8 – Diorama of interior of the hull of the Caprice.  Note the irregular 
distribution of the fastenings.  (n.d. - 1928) (courtesy Zidian James, Flinders 
University, 2011) 

It is important to note with boat and ship building that copper fastenings are rarely hammered 
through timber – thin soft wood planking being one exception141 - as they are too soft. Instead 
they are driven into bored holes of an almost equal diameter of their shank. 

Copper alloy boat nails have little holding power unless clenched or riveted and, generally, 
riveting is considered stronger than clenching.142  Clenching, however, is better for softwood 
and riveting is best for hardwood.143  Chapelle describes two varieties of boat nails, those with 
blunt point and those with chisel point.144  Blunt hold best while chisel ended nails were good 
for clenching.   

Blunt point copper alloy boat nails are well represented throughout the contexts in this 
collection, however, some appear to have had sharp points which had become blunted through 

                                                           
141 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 241 and 246 
142 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 245 
143 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 454 
144 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 242 
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use.  On this site, instead of chisel pointed copper alloy boat nails, sharp pointed nails – that is 
the end of the nail is bought to a point on all four sides of the shank unlike on two opposing 
sides for a chisel point nail – are present across all contexts.  These nails most likely performed 
the same function as those chisel pointed nails described by Chapelle.   

In summary blunt point boat nails are used only for riveting and sharp/chisel pointed nails for 
clenching and usually in softwoods.  Sharp point nails could also be snipped for riveting.   

The copper alloy boat nails had rose and flat countersunk heads.  While the distribution of rose 
to flat head for sharp point nails is almost equal (43 to 49), there is distinct majority of rose 
headed blunt point boat nails over flat heads (97 to 17).  The reason for why there are two types 
of heads is not known.  Certainly only boat nails with counter sunk flat heads would be suitable 
for deck planks, while with rose head nails there is a greater likelihood for planks, especially 
those of softwood, to be pulled over the head of the nail.145  Two square shanked rose headed 
nails without their tips were found with roves under the heads,  perhaps as good examples of 
the way this weakness was overcome (Context 11276). 

Roves were commonly used in boatbuilding for lap strake hulls where the planks are 
overlapped.  A relatively small number of ‘roves’ or ‘burrs’ were recovered (n=15) across all the 
contexts.   

A small number of ferrous nails that had the form of boat nails were found.  Though 19th century 
copper alloys did not have the holding power of iron or steel, their properties, which cause them 
to corrode less than ferrous materials, allowed for the creation of more durable hulls.  This is 
particularly true for small hulls which required smaller fastenings.  The presence of some ferrous 
boat nail types may indicate that the hull was to be built cheaply with an intended short working 
life.  It is, however, more likely that these objects were used in the construction of a terrestrial 
timber structure. 

A number of clench nails were found (n=47) of which 30 were found in one context (Context 
11277).  With round or oval flat heads, circular shanks and a point close to the end of the shank, 
the nails were made for clenching timbers.  They seem to be more suitable if planking was 
softwood or under 5/8” thick as these nails have greater holding power in the head.146  However 
according to Chapelle, clench nails were (in America during the first half of the 20th century) 
used more for riveting and rarely for clenching.147  Nine of these nails (CN 5353) are in excess of 
3” which may indicate that they were used for bigger more heavily constructed boats (see Boat 
spike below). 

Copper tacks – with a circular countersunk head and square shank - are also used for nailing the 
laps in clinker hulls and are clenched over.148  A relatively small number were found (n=17), of 
which 9 had flat heads and the remainder rose heads.  The length of the shanks – around 20 to 
25 mm – suggests that if used for planking then they would only be suitable for thin planks (= 
small boat) and possibly softwood.  It is also very likely that tacks with shorter shanks in the 
collection were to be used for upholstery or other furnishings on a boat. 

                                                           
145 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 242, 322 
146 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 242 
147 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 242 
148 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 241 
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These tacks do have similar characteristics with sheathing tacks, which can be either circular or 

square shanked.149  One tack – Context 11277 CN 5465  appears to have the remains of copper 
sheathing attached, though it can also be the remains of a rove.  CN 5298 (Context 11276) has a 
circular shank, and may have been a sheathing tack.   

Copper alloy screws were found in some contexts, 4 of these have dome heads and 3 with flat 
countersunk heads.  Screws with flat countersunk heads are most commonly used for fastening 
thin planks under 5/8” (16 mm) thick which can be of insufficient thickness to hold a nail.150  
Round or dome headed screws are used where the fastening is temporary or subject to 
occasional withdrawal and are used with washers (such as CN 5296 perhaps) for internal 
joinery.151   

Boat spikes are chisel pointed with conical, oval or flat heads and range in size from 3” (76 mm) 
to 14” (356 mm) and are only used in heavy construction.152  Only 5 copper alloy boat spikes 
were recovered from the excavation, however, in a few contexts what appeared to be 
galvanized ferrous boat spikes proved to be more numerous.  These fastenings may have served 
as an early substitute for copper alloy fastenings.  Chapelle writing in 1941 stated “…Where cost 
and strength are prime considerations, the hot-dipped, galvanized-iron boat nail is 
unsurpassed..” and this could equally apply to the boat spike.153 

Two clench or drift bolts, 1 complete (Context 11276 - CN 5288) would have been used in a 
more substantial vessel.  It has already been through fastened, that is, both ends projected from 
the timbers and were hammered onto a clench ring or rove.  This object had been salvaged from 
a timber hull of a large vessel.  It is perhaps too large to have been used in the construction of a 
boat, perhaps as a keel bolt for a carvel hull.  A third bolt with a rose head may have been used 
for internal timber elements such as a hanging or lodging knee. 

A remarkably small copper alloy pintle (Context 11276 - CN 5290) was recovered which could 
have only been fitted onto the rudder of a small boat.  CN 5468 (Context 11206) may be a 
rudder nail, which fastened the pintle to the rudder.  It appears to have been salvaged.   

A galvanized ferrous pintle was found with an extraordinarily long pin in proportion with the 
arms (CN 5384 – Context 11277).  It is likely that the pin passed through two or more gudgeons, 
representing a cost saving at the expense of providing a strong connection of the rudder with 
the hull.    

 

Fittings 

Fittings – vessel components that would have been fixed to the deck of a boat or its gunnels – 
are not well represented in Lot 2.  The most common fitting, or to be more precise – a derivative 
of, was that of copper alloy sheeting.  The sheeting is mostly in the form of triangular off-cuts 
with no signs of fastening holes.  Apart from antifouling purposes, copper alloy sheets were 

                                                           
149 Staniforth, M. 1985 ‘The introduction and use copper sheathing – a history.’  AIMA Bulletin: 41 and 
Gesner, P. and Campbell, J.  2000  Illustrated catalogue of artefacts from the HMS Pandora wrecksite 
excavations 1977-1995.  Memoirs of the Queensland Museum:57 
150 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 246 
151 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 246 and 522 
152 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 245 
153 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 241 
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used on timber vessels as protection from rubbing – such as from oars and ropes.  One such rub 
plate was recovered from Context 11277 (CN 5361). 

Other fittings included a copper alloy horn cleat (Context 11277 - CN 5416) which is of a small 
size and appears to have been suitable only for tying off thin rope. A small copper alloy eye bolt 
(Context 11277 - CN 5355) recovered from this context could have been fixed on the upper 
portions of the hull or superstructure to take a mooring ring or hook.  A stanchion base plate 
(Context 11277 - CN 5417) may have formed part of a railing around a deck.  

A circular ferrous plate (Context 11209 - CN 5231) with a hole in the centre appears to have 
been a bilge outlet plate.  Such an object was fixed onto the upper part of a hull through which 
water pumped out of the bilge went into the sea.  This piece was most likely installed on a vessel 
which had a steam powered pump. 

Artefacts associated with sail rigging were recovered, such as a pulley wheel (Context 11201 – 
CN 5200) and grommets.  The diameter of the wheel is of a relative small size and was possibly 
used as guides for running lines to move booms, such as what is a common fitting on yachts and 
dinghies.  The grommets (CN 5413 and CN 5467) were most likely an eye for a canvas sheet, 
possibly a sail. 

 

Equipment 

No equipment or tools directly related to boat building were found.  A copper alloy gas nozzle 
(CN 5205) may have had some association with the construction of vessels, supplying gas to a 
tool of sorts.  As it was found in an unstratified context little more can be stated about the 
object. 

Of some interest are two lead sounding weights (CN 5357 and 5289), items which would have 
been a standard piece of equipment in a boat, but something perhaps that would have been 
supplied by the owner of the boat than the builder.  

 

5.2 Individual Context Summaries 

All 

Ten artefacts with some possible association with shipbuilding were found in unstratified 
contexts.  The most common artefact type recovered were roves (n=6).  These artefacts were 
very likely used in vessel construction, as was a small pulley wheel (CN 5200) and a gas nozzle 
(CN 5205).   

The possible zipper tag (CN 5204) does not have a unique maritime connection, though it may 
have been used in a marine environment.  The other marine related object found in an 
unstratified context was a lead fishing weight (CN 5206).   

 

Lot 2 

 

Context 11202 
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The fastenings found within this context are ferrous nails (n=16), a sprig (CN 5457) and a bolt 
(CN 5455).  Their ferrous composition suggests that they were unlikely to have been used in the 
construction of a vessel hull, unless the hull was to be built cheaply with an intended short 
working life.  It is more likely that these objects were used in the construction of a terrestrial 
timber structure. 

The copper alloy rub plate (CN 5454) may have been equally used within a building, possibly to 
protect carpet on stairs, as it could have been on a boat.   

 

Context 11203 

Only 1 fastening was recovered from this context, that of a copper alloy nail (CN 5464).  Its 
round flat head, round shank and its sharp point suggests it was a clench nail.   

 

Context 11206 

The most common boat/ship building artefact types found in this context were boat copper 
alloy nails and spikes of various sizes and types.   

Of the 68 nails, 50 are square shanked with a blunt or blunted point. Of these 13 have flat 
counter sunk heads, the remainder (n=36) having rose heads.  One nail (CN 5506) has had its 
head pinched off.  These are standard boat blunt point nails, though it is possible that some of 
them may have had sharp points which had become blunted through use.  Blunt pointed nails 
were used for riveting planks of clinker hulled boats or fastening planks to frames of carvel 
hulled boats.  CN 5846 is a good example of such a process, as it still has its rove attached.  This 
also provides further evidence that many of the fastenings recovered from this context have 
been recovered from earlier hulls. 

Ten square shanked nails have sharp points.  Six of these nails have flat countersunk heads while 
the remainder (n =4) have rose heads.  The sharp point suggests these fastenings were used to 
clench lap strake planking, planks to frames, or perhaps were hammered (no pre-bored hole) 
through relatively thin softwood. 

Eight nails have round shanks and sharp points.  All but one have round heads – the other being 
a dome head (CN 5488).  These are clench nails, which were used for both riveting and clenching 
lap strake planking as well as fastening planks to frames.   

Two sizable copper alloy fastenings were recovered from this context, which were used in the 
more substantial timbers of a hull, principally those around the keel, stem and stern post.  CN 
5468, though damaged along the shank, appears to have been a dump or drift bolt, though the 
formed domed head suggests it could have been a rudder nail, which fastened the pintle to the 
rudder.154   The other fastening, CN 5469, is the round shank of possibly a dump/drift or clench 
bolt.   

A 286 mm long ferrous bolt with a domed head and round shank (CN 5512) may have also been 
a dump or drift bolt, it being too long to be have been used as a rudder bolt.  The ferrous 
composition of the artefact makes it less likely to have been used in boat building, though its 
thickness could have remained strong enough to last as a secure fastening in a vessel’s hull for 

                                                           
154 McCarthy, M. 1996: 184 and figure 1 
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some time.  However, it is most likely that this fastening was used in a terrestrial timber 
structure. 

Four complete ferrous nails were found within this context.  They, with the exception one 
square shanked nail, are round shanked.  They all have rose heads and sharp points.  Their 
ferrous composition suggests that they were unlikely to have been used in the construction of a 
vessel hull, unless the hull was to be built cheaply with an intended short working life.  It is more 
likely that these objects were used in the construction of a terrestrial timber structure. 

Four pieces copper alloy sheeting were recovered.  They appear to be off-cuts as there are no 
signs of fastening holes.  Apart from antifouling purposes, copper alloy sheets were used on 
timber vessels as protection from rubbing – such as from oars and ropes.  

The two roves (CN 5473) were most likely to be used in conjunction with the boat nails which 
were the most prevalent fastening type found in this context.  The hexagonal nut (CN 5470) 
would have been used with a screw fastening of which no examples were found in this context. 

A grommet (CN 5467) was most likely an eye for a canvas sheet, possibly a sail.   

The remainder of the artefacts from this context, which could be associated with boat building – 
copper wire, remains of a tin, a crude lead weight and spike base for a pole – could have formed 
part of the tools and equipment linked to this activity. 

 

Context 11208 

Boat nails (n= 23) represented the largest group of boat building related artefacts within this 
context.  They are all copper alloy and square shanked with 16 nails having a sharp point.  Such 
nails were used for clenching lap strake planking on clinker hulled vessels.  Of these, three had 
flat counter sunk heads and 13 had rose heads. 

The remaining boat nails (n=5) were of the blunt point variety, all with rose heads.  These nails 
were used for riveting lap strake planking or for attaching planks to frames (carvel built). 

A single boat spike (CN 5222), rectangular shanked, flat headed and with a chisel point, was 
present and could have been used to clench two relatively thick planks for a more heavily 
constructed boat.  A screw with a countersunk head (CN  5208) is of a type which could have 
been used for planking. 

There were two roves recovered of the type that could have been used for riveting lap strake 
planking. 

 

Context 11209 

Four copper alloy square shanked rose head boat nails were recovered from this context.  One is 
a blunt point nail while another is a sharp point nail.  Two long nails – they would qualify for a 
boat spike if they had a chisel point – appear to have had sharp points which had been snapped 
off (CN 5277 and 5288). This indicates that they may have been used for clenching lap straked 
planks as well as fastening planks to frames.  There were also two larger fastenings – boat spikes 
– which would have been used for more substantial boat construction.   

A copper alloy circular shanked nail (CN 5230) with a flat head appears to have a sharp point and 
so may have been a clench nail.   
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A circular ferrous plate (CN 5231) with a hole in the centre appears to have been a bilge outlet 
plate.  Such an object was fixed onto the upper part of a hull through which water pumped out 
of the bilge went into the sea.  This piece was most likely installed on a vessel, which had a 
steam powered pump. 

 

Context 11221 

Twenty three square shanked blunt point copper alloy boat nails were recovered from this 
context.  The majority of these nails (n=18) had rose heads while one (n=1) had a flat 
countersunk head and the remainder had their heads missing – likely to have been snipped off 
during removal (n=4).  There was also one clench nail which had a circular section with a sharp 
point (CN 5236) of the type used to fasten lap strake planks by clenching as well as fastening 
planks to frames. 

Four wrought ferrous rectangular shanked chisel pointed nails were recovered from this 
context.  Though similar to boat nails it is unlikely that there were used in boat construction 
unless the hull was to be built cheaply with an intended short working life.  Three long ferrous 
bolts (CN 5246) similarly may have been used in boat construction however it is more likely that 
these fastenings were used in the construction of a terrestrial timber structure.  

There were six roves recovered of the type that could have been used for riveting lap strake 
planking. 

The remains of a knife or saw blade (CN 5250) and a lid from a pail (CN 5251) may represent 
some of tools and stores used in boat building. 

 

Context 1124 

The ferrous dome headed hand forged bolt from this context most likely had a terrestrial 
application rather than that of a boat building one. 

 

Context 1129 

The remains of pails from this context could represent any domestic or industrial function. 

 

Context 11236 

This context contained a square shanked sharp point boat nail with a rose head, a circular 
shanked flat head sharp pointed clench nail and a screw with a flat countersunk head – all of 
which are of a copper alloy and could have been used to fasten planks on a boat. 

 

Context 11265 

A copper alloy boat nail, square shanked with a rose head and sharp point, along with a rove 
were recovered from this context.  A ferrous boat nail type was also found however it is unlikely 
that it would have been used in boat building. The remains of a pail from this context could 
represent any domestic or industrial function 
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Context 11276 

The most common boat building related artefact type was the copper alloy boat nail (n=43).  
Twenty eight of these nails are square shanked with a sharp point of which 15 have circular flat 
countersunk heads while the remainder (n=15) have rose heads.  Such nails could have been 
used for clenching planks to each other or onto frames.   

There are 13 square shanked blunt point rose headed boat nails.  These nails could have been 
used for riveting planks for a clinker hull or fastening planks to frames as in a carvel hull.   

Two square shanked rose headed nails without their tips were found with roves.  It is possible 
that if these nails were used to fasten planking then, to reduce the chance of a timber pulling 
over the narrow rose head of the nail, a rove may have been added.  Two unused roves were 
also recovered. 

Five circular section copper alloy nails with flat heads appear to be clench nails though four of 
them have blunt points.  However, as they have been used and damaged, the tips may have 
been cut away during removal.  

A short copper alloy boat spike, three screws, two of which have lead washers, and a tack were 
also recovered.  The spike (CN 5385) was most likely used for a heavier build of boat and as it 
has a chisel point it may have been intended to be used to clench lap strake planking or a plank 
to a frame.  Two of the screws have a dome head and lead washers (CN 5295).  It is unlikely that 
these were used to fasten planking and may have been used for more a more temporary 
purpose or were fastened to timbers which were subject to occasional withdrawal.  The third 
screw has a countersunk flat head of the type that could have been used for fastening relatively 
thin planks.   

The tack (CN 5298) has the appearance of a sheathing tack – relatively large flat circular head in 
relation to the short circular tapering shank.   However such tacks were also used for clenching 
the laps in lap strake boats.   

Within this context were found fastenings, which were used on the more substantial timber 
elements of a vessel.  CN 5288 is a clench or drift bolt.  It has been through fastened, that is, 
both ends projected from the timbers where hammered onto a clench ring or rove.  It may have 
been used to fasten frames to a keel and keelson or in the stern or bow section of a vessel.  This 
object had been salvaged from a timber hull of a vessel larger than a boat.  Another copper alloy 
bolt (CN 5294) with a rhomboid head could have been used for fastening internal structural 
timbers of vessel. 

A small copper alloy pintle (CN 5290) was recovered which could have only been fitted onto the 
rudder of a small boat.   

A small rectangular piece of copper alloy with one fastening hole could have been used on the 
hull of a boat as protection from rubbing – such as from oars and ropes.  It does not appear to 
be associated with copper sheathing. 

A sounding lead (CN 5289) from this context may not have been used in the construction of a 
boat however it would have been a piece of equipment carried on a completed vessel. 

A number of ferrous fastenings were recovered from the context.  The collection of nine bolts 
and spikes, 15 nails, one brad, and one screw would have been more suitable for terrestrial 
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timber structures, though it is possible they may have been used for cheaper hulls.  The short 
possibly galvanized ferrous spikes (CN 5297) do appear as boat spikes and served as an early 
substitute for copper alloy fastenings.   

 

Context 11277 

The majority of boat building related artefacts from this context (n=30) are clench nails – circular 
section with flat head and sharp point.  These nails were used for clenching timbers whether 
they are lap strake planking or fastening planks to frames.  They could also be used for riveting 
timbers.   

There are 23 boat nails (square shanked) from this context, 13 being blunt pointed (three with 
flat circular countersunk heads and 10 with rose heads) and 10 sharp pointed (five with rose 
heads and five with flat circular countersunk heads).  The blunt pointed nails were used for 
riveting planks to each other or to frames, while the sharp pointed nails were most likely to be 
used for clenching the aforementioned timbers.   

There were 14 tacks recovered.  Six of these have flat circular countersunk heads and square 
shanks.  They are most likely sheathing tacks – one (CN 5465) having what appears to be the 
remains of copper sheathing attached – though they could have been used for fastening very 
thin lap planking.   

The remaining eight tacks (CN 5334, 5335, and 5341), five of which have rose heads, appear too 
lightweight for fastening planking or sheathing and may have been used with upholstery within 
the cabin of a boat or perhaps had no maritime related function. 

The lower portion of a copper alloy boat spike was recovered, as were 10 ferrous spikes (CN 
5369), which appear to have been galvanized.  They are rose headed and square shanked with a 
chisel point and have the appearance of a boat spike.   

Another galvanized ferrous object that maybe associated with boat building is a pintle with an 
extraordinarily long pin in proportion with the arms (CN 5384).  It is likely that the pin passed 
through two or more gudgeons, representing a cost saving at the expense of providing a strong 
connection of the rudder with the hull.    

A sounding lead (CN 5357) from this context may not have been used in the construction of a 
boat, however it would have been a piece of equipment carried on a completed vessel. 

A small copper alloy eye bolt (CN 5355) recovered from this context could have been fixed on 
the upper portions of the hull or superstructure to take a mooring ring or hook.   

A rectangular copper alloy sheet with regularly spaced nail holes (CN 5361) could have been 
fastened onto the hull of a boat as protection from rubbing – such as from oars and ropes.  It 
does not appear to be associated with copper sheathing.  A small triangular piece of copper 
alloy (CN 5362) could be an off-cut from the manufacture of a rub plate. 

A single copper alloy rove (CN 5354) found in this context could have been used for riveting 
planks to other planks or frames. 

This context contained an assortment of ferrous fastenings – bolts (n=5), nails (n=5), a spike and 

a hook  which most likely were used or to be used on terrestrial timber structures.   
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A number of tool and equipment related objects from this context, such as the remains of tin 
cans and a saw, are not unique to boat building and could have been used in a wide variety of 
domestic and industrial applications.   

A variety of fittings – brass switch, ferrous escutcheon, ferrous hinge and a galvanized iron cover 
– were more likely to be have been used in a terrestrial structure than aboard a boat. 

 

Context 11278 

Within this context there were found 35 square shanked copper alloy boat nails. Thirteen nails 
had blunt points and rose heads. Such nails were used for riveting planks and frames.  The 
remaining 22 have sharp points all with flat round countersunk heads but for two which have 
rose heads.  Such nails would have been used for clenching planks to each other or onto frames.   

A possibly dip galvanized ferrous square shanked sharp point nail (CN 5388) present in this 
context has the characteristics of a boat nail may have been intended for use in boat building. A 
single copper alloy clench nail was recovered from this context (CN 5415).  This type of nail was 
used for both clenching and riveting. 

Two short tacks with square sections and sharp points from this context appear to be too small 
for fastening timbers and may have been used fastening softwood battens or upholstery within 
the superstructure of a boat.   

The single copper alloy rove recovered is of a type that could have been used for riveting planks 
and frames.  A copper alloy screw (CN 5410) with a flat countersunk head may have been 
intended for fastening relatively thin planks.   

This context produced some remains of fittings that would have been fixed to the deck of a boat 
or its gunnels.  The copper alloy horn cleat (CN 5416) is of a small size and appears to have been 
suitable only for tying off thin rope.  The stanchion base plate (CN 5417) may have formed part 
of a railing around a deck.  A small triangular copper alloy piece is most likely a discarded off-cut 
from some sort of repair work.  A small grommet (CN 5413) found was probably used in a sail or 
canvas sheet.      

A number of ferrous fastenings were found – two dome headed screws, two spikes and a sprig – 
which were more likely to be associated with some terrestrial timber structure, as well as a 
ferrous strap fragment and a rectangular galvanized plate with an eyelet.   

 

5.3 Interpretation 

It would appear that the majority of the larger copper alloy fastenings, such as clench bolts and 
the possible rudder pintle as well as some fittings, seem to have been salvaged from derelict 
hulls.  The intact drift bolt (CN 5288) seems to have been cut away from the timbers it fastened 
or perhaps was recovered from the ashes of burnt timbers.  Most of the boat nails – especially 
the sharp point nails - have certainly not been used with a significant minority of these 
fastenings showing signs of having been removed from timbers. 

The chronological distribution of vessel construction artefacts shows no remarkable patterns.  
There is a higher concentration of blunt point boat nails, clench nails and boat spikes in 
demolition contexts (11206 and 11277) of Phase 2 when Hayes’ Boatyard was in operation, 
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while there is a relatively higher concentration of sharp point boat nails in the earlier, pre-1840s 
phase of occupation (Phase 1).   

Before any meaning is attached to the above observations it has to be clearly stated that the 
amount of fastenings recovered across all the contexts would not be sufficient to fasten a single 
small rowboat.  With such a small sample size any conclusions about the nature of the boat 
building that took place on the site must be highly qualified.  Having stated this, from the above 
observations it can be suggested that early boat building on the site may have concentrated on 
small boat construction of the clinker hull variety using possibly softwoods, while towards the 
end of the use of the area as a boat building yard, larger carvel hulled boats with possibly 
greater use of hardwoods may have been built.   

An alternative view of the collection from Phases 2 and 3 is that it represents odds and ends that 
had accumulated on-site either because better quality materials had become available or they 
had been scrounged.  They may have been set aside for their scrap value only to be not 
considered worth removing when the buildings associated with Hayes boatyard were 
demolished in the late 19th century. 

 

6.0 Lot 3 

 

6.1 Variety of fastenings, fittings and other vessel construction related artefacts. 

For reference please refer to Annex 2. 

 

Fastenings  

The most common boat construction related artefact found in Lot 3 was the copper alloy boat 
nail (n=177), which is to be expected given they are used in large numbers for the building of 
any timber boat.  Boat nails are used to fasten planks, either to each other (as in lap strake 
planking) or to frames.  There is hull planking and deck planking, however it is the creation of 
the boat hull that take up the overwhelming majority of boat nails.  Boat nails can also be used 
for fastening floors and frames for a round bottom carvel hull less than 12 m in length.155 

Fastening using boat nails is done in one of two ways – riveting or clenching (see Figure 6).  
Riveting two pieces of timber, such as lap strake planking, involves passing a boat nail with a 
blunt point, into a hole bored through two planks. A rove – of which a relatively small number 
were found in Lot 3 - is placed over the projecting point, which is then snipped leaving enough 
to form a ‘head’ over the rove.  The ‘head’ is then hammered over the rove.  CN 5588 (Context 
11243) is a good example of such a process, as it still has its rove attached.  The hull of the 
Caprice provides some good example of riveted nails used to fasten lap strake planks (see 
Figures 7 and 8).  

                                                           
155 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 367 
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The process of clenching is similar to riveting in that the nail is passed through a pre-bored hole.  
The point of the nail is bent over and driven back into the timber. Sometimes a rove can be 
placed over the point before the nail is bent over.156 

 

It is important to note with boat and ship building that copper fastenings are rarely hammered 
through timber – thin soft wood planking being one exception157 - as they are too soft. Instead 
they are driven into bored holes of an almost equal diameter of their shank. 

Copper alloy boat nails have little holding power unless clenched or riveted and, generally, 
riveting is considered stronger than clenching.158  Clenching, however, is better for softwood 
and riveting is best for hardwood.159  Chapelle describes two varieties of boat nails, those with 
blunt point and those with chisel point.160  Blunt hold best while chisel ended nails were good 
for clenching.   

Blunt point copper alloy boat nails are well represented throughout the contexts in this 
collection, however, some appear to have had sharp points which had become blunted through 
use.  On this site instead of chisel headed copper alloy boat nails, sharp pointed nails – that is 
the end of the nail is bought to a point on all four sides of the shank unlike on two opposing 
sides for a chisel point nail – are present across all contexts.  These nails most likely performed 
the same function as those chisel pointed nails described by Chapelle.   

In summary blunt point boat nails are used only for riveting and sharp/chisel pointed nails for 
clenching and usually in softwoods.  Sharp point nails could also be snipped for riveting.   

The copper alloy boat nails had rose and flat countersunk heads.  The number of rose headed 
(n=52) sharp point nails exceeds those with flat heads (n=9) by almost 6 to 1.  There is a similar 
ratio for the blunt point nails (5 to 1) where there are 79 rose headed nails to 16 flat headed 
nails.  The reason for why there are two types of heads is not known.  Certainly only boat nails 
with counter sunk flat heads would be suitable for deck planks, while with rose head nails there 
is a greater likelihood for planks, especially those of softwood, to be pulled over the head of the 
nail.161   

Roves were commonly used in boatbuilding for lap strake hulls, where the planks are 
overlapped.  A relatively small number of ‘roves’ or ‘burrs’ were recovered (n=17) across all the 
contexts, with the majority (n=13) falling within Phase 2.   

A small number of clench nails were found (n= 9) of which six were found in one context 
(Context 11217).  With round or oval flat heads, circular shanks and a point close to the of the 
shank, the nails were made for clenching timbers.  They seem to be more suitable if planking 
was softwood or under 5/8” thick as these nails have greater holding power in the head.162  

                                                           
156 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 454 
157 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 241 and 246 
158 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 245 
159 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 454 
160 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 242 
161 Ibid.:242, 322 
162 Ibid.:242 
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However according to Chapelle, clench nails were (in America during the first half of the 20th 
century) used more for riveting and rarely for clenching.163   

Copper tacks – with a circular countersunk head and square shank - are also used for nailing the 
laps in clinker hulls and are clenched over.164  A relatively small number were found (n=17), of 
which 13 had flat heads and the remainder rose heads.  The length of the shanks – around 10 to 
33 mm – suggests that if used for planking then they would only be suitable for thin planks (= 
small boat) and possibly softwood.  It is also very likely that tacks with shorter shanks in the 
collection (< 20 mm) were to be used for upholstery or other furnishings on a boat. 

These tacks do have similar characteristics with sheathing tacks, which can be either circular or 
square shanked.165  Three tacks, one each from Contexts 11217, 11275, and 11280, appear to 
have the remains of copper sheathing attached.   

Boat spikes are chisel pointed with conical, oval or flat heads and range in size from 3” (76 mm) 
to 14” (356 mm) and are only used in heavy construction.166   Seven copper alloy boat spikes 
were recovered from the excavation and unlike Lot 2, no galvanized ferrous boat spikes were 
found.   

Two copper alloy screws, with flat countersunk heads, were recovered.  Screws with flat 
countersunk heads were most commonly used for fastening thin planks under 5/8” (16 mm) thick 
which can be of insufficient thickness to hold a nail.167  

Relatively small copper bolts (n=2) with flat hexagonal heads were found from two contexts 
(Contexts 11272 and 73).  These bolts may have been used for internal timber elements such as 
a hanging or lodging knee. 

 

Fittings 

Fittings – vessel components that would have been fixed to the deck of a boat or its gunnels – 
are poorly represented in Lot 3.  Of interest is a painter ring (Context 11217 – CN 5514), which 
would have been fixed to the bow of a timber hull, to which a painter or mooring rope was 

attached.  A small ferrous eye bolt (Context 11222 CN 5578) recovered from this context could 
have been fixed on the upper portions of the hull or superstructure to take a mooring ring or 
hook. 

The only artefact recovered that could have been associated with sail rigging was a pulley wheel 
(Context 11280 – CN 5652).  The diameter of the wheel is of a relative small size and was 
possibly used as guides for running lines to move booms such as what is a common fitting on 
yachts and dinghies.   

 

Equipment 

                                                           
163 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 242 
164 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 241 
165 Staniforth, M. 1985 ‘The introduction and use copper sheathing – a history.’  AIMA Bulletin: 41 and 
Gesner, P. and Campbell, J.  2000  Illustrated catalogue of artefacts from the HMS Pandora wrecksite 
excavations 1977-1995.  Memoirs of the Queensland Museum:57 
166 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962:245 
167 Chapelle, Howard, I.  1962: 246 
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No equipment or tools directly related to boat building were found.  A copper alloy steam dome 

(Context 11272  CN 5419) may have had some association with the construction of vessels, as a 

component of a steam engine.  A possible soldering rod (Context 11217  CN 5526) may have 
been used for finishing work above the deck of a vessel – soldering not usually carried out for 
the construction of a timber hull.  

 

6.2 Individual Context Summaries 

Context 11202 

The fastenings found within this context were mostly square shanked copper alloy boat nails 
(n=16), six of which have rose heads and are blunt pointed.  These are standard boat blunt point 
nails, though it is possible that some of them may have had sharp points which had become 
blunted through use.  Blunt pointed nails were used for riveting planks of clinker hulled boats or 
fastening planks to frames of carvel hulled boats.   

The remaining 10 boat nails have sharp points, with eight having rose heads and the remainder 
(n=2) having flat heads.  The sharp point suggests these fastenings were used to clench lap 
strake planking, planks to frames or perhaps were hammered (no pre-bored hole) through 
relatively thin softwood. 

Larger fastenings, copper alloy boat spikes (n=3) were recovered as were two round shanked flat 
headed nails – clench nails. Boat spikes are found in larger timber vessels of heavier 
construction and were used to clench two relatively thick planks while clench nails were used 
for both riveting and clenching lap strake planking as well as fastening planks to frames. 

Two flat headed tacks represent the smallest type of fastening recovered.  Such tacks were also 
used for clenching the laps in lap strake boats.   

 

Context 11217 

The most common boat/ship building artefact found in this context was the boat copper alloy 
nail (n=95).  Of these 60 have a blunt or blunted point with 47 having rose heads and 11 having 
flat counter sunk heads.  Thirty four boat nails have sharp points of which most (n=21) have rose 
heads and four have flat heads.  Twelve nails (two = blunt point, nine = sharp point and one 
underdetermined) have had their heads pinched off.  This indicates that these fastenings having 
been recovered from earlier hulls.  Accompanying the boat nails were ten roves of the type that 
could have been used for riveting lap strake planking. 

Within this context too were found some larger fastenings such as six flat headed clench nails 
and three boat spikes.  From within this context representing the smaller type of fastening are 
five flat head and two rose head tacks.  One of these tacks (CN 5530) had what appeared to be a 
fragment of copper sheathing attached.  A flat headed screw also recovered from this context is 
of a type, which could have been used for deck planking. 

Ferrous nails and spikes (n=12) from this context are unlikely to have been used in the 
construction of a vessel hull, unless the hull was to be built cheaply with an intended short 
working life.  It is more likely that these objects were used in the construction of a terrestrial 
timber structure. 
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Three pieces of copper alloy sheeting were recovered.  One appears to be an off-cut as there are 
no signs of fastening holes.  Of the remaining two, one (CN 5524) is rectangular and may have 
served as a rub plate around a vertical pipe while the smaller piece (CN 5528) may have been 
part of a hinge or latch. 

The intended function of a single cast copper alloy oval ring bolt with a maximum diameter of 54 
mm was to fasten the painter (tow or mooring line) to the inside bow of a timber hulled boat.  
The recovery of a possible soldering iron (CN 5526) and a ferrous bar which may have been part 
of a stove hinge may represent components of tools that were used in boat building. 

 

Context 11222 

This context contains one ferrous eye bolt which is unlikely to have been used as a fitting on a 
timber hulled boat.  

 

Context 11243 

Within this context are a relatively limited amount (n=9) of copper alloy boat nails.  Three of 
these nails are fragmentary while of the remaining six, two are blunt pointed with rose heads 
and four are sharp pointed with three having rose heads and a single flat head.  There are also 
three roves and two tacks. 

Ferrous nails (n=6) were also found in this context.  They have square sections, are mostly rose 
headed and very likely have no direct association with timber boatbuilding. 

 

Context 11244 

This context contains one ferrous bolt or spike, which is unlikely to have been used as a fitting 
on a timber hulled boat.  

 

Context 11245 

As with the majority of other contexts copper alloy boat nails formed the largest group of 
fastenings (n=8).  All but one of the nails, a blunt point with rose head, are sharp pointed with 
rose heads.  A copper alloy tack with a flat head – which could have been used for deck planking 
– was also recovered. 

Three ferrous nails and a single ferrous screw from this context were most likely used in a 
terrestrial structure.   

 

Context 11251 

A single sharp point rose headed copper alloy boat nail was found within this context, along with 
three ferrous nails which were most likely used in a terrestrial structure.   

 

Context 11272 
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A copper alloy bolt from this context is the only standard boat building artefact recovered.  Two 
ferrous bolts or spikes were also found but are unlikely to be directly associated with boat 
construction. 

Of interest is the finding of a small copper alloy steam dome, 62 mm diameter at the base and 
35 mm high.  This object would have formed part of a steam engine, which may have been 
associated with the construction of wooden vessels. 

 

Context 11273 

This context supplied nine boat nails, of which five were blunt pointed with three having rose 
heads and two have a flat head.  Of the four sharp pointed nails, three have a rose head while 
one has a flat head.  A larger fastening in the form of a copper alloy bolt was also recovered, as 
was a single rove and a flat headed screw.  A coil of copper wire could have formed part of the 
tools and equipment linked with boat building. 

 

Context 11275 

Copper alloy boat nails (n=21) within this context are the most common metal artefact.  Ten of 
these are blunt point rose head nails, while eight have sharp point nails with seven having rose 
heads and one with a flat head.  The remaining three nails were in a fragmentary condition.   

Of the other boat building related artefacts within this context there was a single clench nail, 
three roves, and three tacks – two with rose heads and one with a flat head.  The flat headed 
tack also has what appears to be copper sheathing attached.  A copper alloy brad most likely 
had an upholstery or canvas application rather than having been used in the construction of a 
timber hull.   

The ten ferrous nails and two sprigs found within this context were unlikely used in the 
construction of a timber hull.  Also within this context were the fragmentary remains of 
equipment, which may have been used in the construction of wooden boats.  These fragments 
include copper wire, remains of a tin can, hinge and canister.  A rolled up strip of lead, which 
formed a rudimentary weight may have had a number of applications, one of them being a 
sounding lead. 

 

Context 11279 

This context had a single flat headed copper alloy tack. 

 

Context 11280 

Within this context there were found 18 copper alloy boat nails, of which 12 have blunt points 
with nine having rose heads and three having flat heads.  There are two rose head sharp point 
nails with the remaining four nails having heads their heads snipped off.  There is one boat spike 
which represents the larger class of boat fastening and single flat headed tack which represents 
the other end of the spectrum.  The ferrous nail and sprig also recovered from this context are 
unlikely to have had any direct boat construction application. 
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The only artefact recovered that could have been associated with sail rigging was a pulley wheel 
(Context 11280 – CN 5652).  The diameter of the wheel is of a relative small size and was 
possibly used as guides for running lines to move booms such as what is a common fitting on 
yachts and dinghies.   

 

6.3 Interpretation 

The overwhelming majority of boat fastenings within Lot 3 are unused boat nails.  The presence 
of some nails, which have had their heads removed as well as some tacks with copper sheathing 
attached indicates that this stock of fastenings had been augmented by some salvage of older 
timber hulls.   

When comparing Lot 3 with the findings of Lot 2 there is little difference in the variety and 
proportions of the smaller type of fastenings.  There is however an absence of galvanized iron 
and larger salvaged copper alloy fastenings and fittings.  Given the relative low numbers of these 
objects, little meaning can be drawn from this observation. 

The chronological distribution of vessel construction artefacts shows that the overwhelming 
majority of the fastenings were found in contexts associated with the Bell’s Shipyard and Hayes’ 
Boatyard phase.  With such a small sample size from Lot 3, little more can be said other than the 
fastenings recovered could point to the construction of both clinker and carvel small boat hulls 
within Phase 2.  

An alternative view of the collection from Phases 2 and 3 is that it represents odds and ends that 
had accumulated on-site either because better quality materials had become available or they 
had been scrounged.  They may have been set aside for their scrap value only to be not 
considered worth removing when the buildings associated with Hayes boatyard were 
demolished in the late 19th century. 

 

7.0 Significance of the Collection 

The collection of boat and ship fastenings from the former site of Hayes Boatyard provides 
information on boat building activities in Sydney during the second half of the 19th century.  
Such archaeological information on this industry within the Sydney region is currently rare if not 
unique.  

From the limited sample size it can be seen that the yard stored salvaged fastenings from older 
hulls possibly for re-use or for its scrap value.  If the boat nails and spikes found were actually 
intended for use in construction of boats it can be dimly perceived that both clinker and carvel 
hulls were built using both hard and imported soft woods.  It may be weakly argued too that 
there may have been a shift from small clinker hulls to larger carvel and clinker hulls over time.  
This may represent a shift in the clientele of the yard, skill levels of the boat wrights and/or 
taking advantage of demands in the market.   

This collection has potential for further analysis.  A closer examination of the shank lengths and 
diameters of the boat nails and spikes could lead to more definitive statements about the size of 
vessels that could have been constructed in the yard.  A metallurgical analysis of the fastenings 
could say much about the quality of materials available to a mid-size boatyard in Sydney in the 
second half of the 19th century.  
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Fastenings & Other Vessel Related Artefacts: Annex 1 

 
  Phase 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 

NO 
phase 

  

ALL and LOT 2   Event 
Topsoi

l 
Topsoi

l 
Posthol

e 
Occupatio

n   
Demolitio

n 
Demolitio

n 
Overburde

n Fill Fill? 
    

      11208 11278 11265 11221 
1122

9 11206 11277 11276 
1120

3 
1120

9 11201 
  

Fastenings                           

TOTAL

S 

Boat nails 

blunt 

rose head 5 13 1 18 1 36 10 13   1   98 

flat head       1   13 3         17 

undetermine
d       4   1           

5 

sharp 
rose nead 13 2       4 5 15   3   42 

flat head 3 20       6 5 15       49 

Boat nails 
(fragment) 

  
                2       

2 

Boat nails (Fe) sharp     1 1 4               6 

Clench nail 
  flat head   1   1 1 7 30 5 1 1   47 

  dome head           1           1 

Boat spike     1           1 1   2   5 

Boat spikes (galv)       1         10 3       14 

Tack 
  rose head             8         8 

  flat head   2         6 1     1 10 

Screw 

  dome head   2           2       4 

  flat head   1     1     1       3 

Roves     2 1 1 6   2 1 2     5 20 

Drift bolt               1   1       2 

Drift bolt (Fe)               1           1 

Bolt                   1       1 

Bolts/spikes (Fe)       1   3     6 6       16 

Rudder nail?               1           1 

Pintle                   1       1 

Pintle (galv)                 1         1 

Nails (Fe)                 5 15       20 

Brad (Fe)                   1       1 

Sprig (Fe)       1                   1 

Fittings                             

Bilge outlet plate 
(Fe)                       1   

1 

Eye bolt                 1         1 

Grommet       1       1           2 

Rub plate                 1 1       2 

Sheet offcuts        1       4 1         6 

Hook (Fe)                 1         1 

Cleat       1                   1 



2 
 

 

Stanchion base 
plate       1                   

1 

Pulley wheel                         1 1 

Equipment                              

Copper wire               1           1 

Tin can               1           1 

Lead weight               1         1 2 

Pole base (spike)               1           1 

Knife            1               1 

Sounding lead                 1 1       2 

Nozzle                         1 1 

Pail           1     1 1       3 

 
Fastenings & Other Vessel Related Artefacts: Annex 2 

 
  Phase 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3   

LOT 3   Event 
fill(?) 

burning? 
occupatio

n cuts 
surfac

e 
floorin

g flooring fill? 

disturbe
d 

natural? fill fill? fill fill? 
  

      11280 11217 
1122

2 11243 11244 11245 11251 11272 
1127

3 
1127

5 11279 
1120

2 
  

Fastenings                             
TOTAL

S 

Boat nails 

blunt 

rose head 9 47   2   1     3 10   6 78 

flat head 3 11             2       16 

undetermine
d   2                     

2 

sharp 

rose nead 2 21   3   7 1   3 7   8 52 

flat head   4   1         1 1   2 9 

undetermine
d 4 9   

 
      

  
    

 

13 

Boat nails 
(fragment) 

  
    1   3           3     

7 

Clench nail   flat head   6               1   2 9 

Boat spike     1 3                   3 7 

Tack 
  rose head   2               2     4 

  flat head 1 5   2   1       1 1 2 13 

Screw   flat head   1             1       2 

Roves       10   3         1 3     17 

Bolt                   1 1       2 

Bolts/spikes (Fe)       2     1     2         5 

Nails (Fe)     1 10   6   3 3     10     33 

Brad                       1     1 

Sprig (Fe)     1                 2     3 

Screw (Fe)               1             1 

Fittings                               

Eye bolt (Fe) 
  

    1                   1 



3 
 

 

Rub plate       1                     1 

Sheet offcuts        1                     1 

Pulley wheel     1                       1 

Lock                   1         1 

Plate (hinge? 
latch?)       1                     

1 

Painter ring       1                     1 

Strap (Fe)                       1     1 

Equipment                                

Copper wire                     1 1     2 

Tin can                       1     1 

Lead weight                       1     1 

steam dome                   1         1 

pipe                     1 1     2 

bar (fe) stove 
hinge?       1                     

1 

soldering rod?       1                     1 

Cannister                       1     1 

Hinge (fe)                       1     1 
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Appendix 4: Excavation Registers 
 
Context Register 
 

Context  Lot Str 
Context 

Type 
Description Comments Is Under 

Is 
Above 

Same 
As 

11201 All     
machine excavation and 

clean-up 
artefact 

collection only 
  11209   

11202 3   Fill 
brown, friable, clayey 

sand 
  11203 11217   

11203 3   Fill 
mixed fill, primarily 
crushed sandstone 

  11201 11202   

11204 3 11204 Structure 
two-storey sandstone 

building 
Fenwick & Co. 

Boat Store 
      

11205 3   Structure 
sandtone retaining wall, 

aligned E-W 

associated with 
Fenwick & Co. 

Boat Store 
      

11206 2 11207 Fill 
mix of compact, 

white/yellow sand, 
mortar, and sandstone 

demolition of 
structure 11207 

11209 11221   

11207 2 11207 Structure 
collection of cuts and 

sandstone blocks 
  11209 11246   

11208 2   Deposit 
compact, greyish brown, 

sandy clay loam 
topsoil 11209 11246 11213 

11209 2   Fill 
loose, very dark brown, 

loamy sand 
  11201 11208   

11210 3 11204 Cut 
roughly linear, deep cut, 

aligned N-S 

construction cut 
for Fenwick & 
Co. Boat Store 

11203     

11211 3   Cut 
linear, deep cut aligned E-

W 
construction cut 

for 11205 
11203     

11212 3   Deposit natural, yellow clay   11214 11271 11247 

11213 3   Deposit dark brown sandy loam topsoil 11202 11214 11208 

11214 3   Deposit pale brown sand/clay subsoil 11213 11212 11246 

11215 3   Cut linear cut aligned N-S modern service       

11216 3   Fill white clay modern service       

11217 3 11222 Deposit 
dark brown silt/organic 

layer 

occupation-
related 

accumulation or 
decayed 
flooring 

11202 11212   

11218 3   Structure 
sandtone retaining wall, 

aligned E-W 

associated with 
Fenwick & Co. 

Boat Store 
      

11219 2 11207 Structure 
collection of sandstone 
blocks, often in linear 

arrangements 
  11209 11246   

11220 2 11207 Structure 
two adjacent straight-cut 

sandstone blocks 
  11209 11246   
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11221 2 11207 Deposit 
soft, mottled sand with 
frequent artefacts and 

plaster inclusions 

occupation-
related 

11206 11246   

11222 3 11222 Structure 
rectilinear collection of 
structural impressions 

and cuts 
  11218 11212   

11223 2 11207 Cut 
square posthole cut, SW 

corner 
  11206 11246   

11224 2 11207 Fill compact, light grey sand   11206 11246   

11225 2 11207 Cut 
subcircular posthole, NW 

corner 
  11206 11246   

11226 2 11207 Fill 
cream/yellow clayey sand 

with plaster 
demolition-like 11206 11246   

11227 2   Cut 
sub-rectangular posthole, 

W of 11207 
  11209 11246   

11228 2   Fill friable, brown, sandy clay   11209 11246   

11229 2 11207 
Depression 

& Fill 

shallow depression 
containing sandstone 

rubble, SE corner 
  11206 11246   

11230 2   Cut 
sub-square posthole, W 

of 11207 
  11209 11246   

11231 2   Pipe 
sub-square post-pipe (of 

11230) 
  11209 11246   

11232 2   Fill 
compact, brown, clayey 

sand 
  11209 11246   

11233 2   Fill 
friable, grey brown, 

clayey sand 
  11209 11246   

11234 2 11207 
Impression 

& Fill 

shallow depression 
containing sandstone 

rubble 

impression of 
removed 

sandstone block 
11206 11246   

11235 2   Cut 
sub-rectangular posthole, 

W of 11207 
  11209 11246   

11236 2   Fill friable, brown silty sand   11209 11246   

11237 2 11207 Cut 
circular posthole SE 

corner 
  11206 11246   

11238 2 11207 Fill grey/white clay   11206 11246   

11239 2 11207 Cut 
linear cut along south 

side of structure 
construction cut 

for 11207 
11209 11246   

11240 3 11222 Structure 
3 adjacent sandstone 

blocks in north of area 
  11203 11212   

11241 3 11222 Cut 
linear cut along west side 

of structure 
construction cut 

for 11222 
11203 11212   

11242 3 11222 
Impression 

& Fill 
stake-hole, N end   11203 11212   

11243 3 11222 Fill compact, yellow clay surface 11203 11212   

11244 3 11222 Impression   
linear impression, E-W 

aligned, N end 
flooring 11203 11212   

11245 3 11222 Impression   
linear impression, E-W 

aligned, N end 
flooring 11203 11212   

11246 2   Deposit 
soft, greyish brown sandy 

loam 
  11208 11247 11214 

11247 2   Deposit natural, yellow clay   11246 11271 11212 
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11248 3 11222 Cut 
sub-rectangular posthole, 

NW corner 
  11203 11212   

11249 3 11222 Pipe 
diamond post-pipe (of 

11248) 
  11203 11212   

11250 3 11222 Fill 
compact, brown, clayey 

sand 
  11203 11212   

11251 3 11222 Fill soft, greyish brown sand   11203 11212   

11252 3 11222 Impression 
linear impression, E-W 

aligned, interior 
flooring 11218 11212   

11253 3 11222 Impression 
rectilinear impression, 

interior 
  11218 11212   

11254 3 11222 Impression stake-hole, interior   11218 11212   

11255 3 11222 Impression stake-hole, interior   11218 11212   

11256 3 11222 Impression 
linear impression, E-W 

aligned, interior 
flooring 11218 11212   

11257 3 11222 Impression 
linear impression, E-W 

aligned, interior 
flooring 11218 11212   

11258 3 11222 Impression 
circular impression, 

interior 
  11218 11212   

11259 3 11222 Fill 
small patch of sand/clay, 

interior 
  11218 11212   

11260 3 11222 Impression stake-hole, interior   11218 11212   

11261 3 11222 Impression stake-hole, interior   11218 11212   

11262 3 11222 Impression stake-hole, interior   11218 11212   

11263 3 11222 Impression 
sub-rectangular 

impression, interior 
  11218 11212   

11264 3 11222 Impression 
linear impression, E-W 

aligned, interior 
flooring 11218 11212   

11265 2   Cut 
rectangular posthole, E of 

structure 
  11209 11247   

11266 2   Fill dark brown sandy loam   11209 11247   

11267 2 11207 Cut & Fill square posthole, W side   11206 11246   

11268 2   
Impression 

& Fill 
triangular impression 

within structure 11207 

likely 
impression of 

sandstone block 
11206 11246   

11269 2   Cut 
irregular cut/impression 

NE of 11207 
probably a tree 

bole cavity 
11209 11246   

11270 2   Fill 
dark brown, sandy clay 

loam 
  11209 11246   

11271 2     sandstone bedrock   11247     
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Soil & Pollen Samples 

Sample # Lot Context  Description 
Pollen 

Analysis 
Soil 

Analysis 

1 2/3 11213 sandy topsoil X   

2 2/3 11213 sandy topsoil   X 

3 2/3 11214 sandy clay subsoil X   

4 2/3 11214 sandy clay subsoil   X 

5 2/3 11212 natural clay X   

6 2/3 11212 natural clay   X 

7 2 11221 coloured plaster in soil matrix (orange)   X 

8 2 11221 coloured plaster in soil matrix (green)   X 

9 2 11221 coloured plaster in soil matrix (red)   X 

10 2 11221 coloured plaster in soil matrix (light aquamarine)   X 

11 2 11221 coloured plaster in soil matrix (blue)   X 

12 2 11206 mortar-rich demolition fill   X 

 
Building Materials Register 

Sample # Lot Context # Description 
Sample 

Type 

1 2 11218 Circular brick drain Mortar 

2 3 11251 N wall, 1850s cottage Slag 

3 3 11222 N wall, 1850s cottage (pollen) Wood 
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Appendix 5: Artefact Catalogue 
 

Bone Catalogue 

Lo
t 

# 

A
re

a 

C
o

n
te

xt
 #

 

Cat # Common Name 
Scientific 

Name 
Anatomical 

Name 
Body part 

Body sub-
part 

Handedness Portion 
Butchery 

description 
Condition 

Gnaw 
type 

Epiphyseal 
Fusion 

# 
Fr

ag
s 

B
o

x 
# 

2 3 11221 14051 Sheep/Pig/Cattle   Rib Spine Rib Cage Not Applicable Medial 

Medial, sawn 
(serrated 
mark) and 
chopped 

      1 1 

2 3 11221 14052 Sheep/Pig/Cattle   Rib Spine Rib Cage Not Applicable Medial 
Medial, sawn 

(serrated 
mark) 

      1 1 

2 3 11229 14062 Sheep/Pig/Cattle   Vertebra Spine Vertebrae Unknown Medial         1 1 

2 3 11236 14053 Cattle Bos sp. Rib Spine Rib Cage Not Applicable Medial 
Medial, sawn 

(serrated 
mark) 

  Rodent   1 1 

2 3 11236 14054 Sheep Ovis sp. Femur Hindlimb 
Upper 

Hindlimb 
Left Proximal       Fused 1 1 

3 1 11273 14050 Sheep/Pig NFI   Rib Spine Rib Cage Not Applicable Medial         1 1 

3 4 11202 14055 Sheep Ovis sp. Illium Hindlimb Pelvis Not Applicable Medial 
Sawn 

(serrated 
mark) 

      1 1 

3 4 11202 14056 Sheep Ovis sp. Acetabulum Hindlimb Pelvis Not Applicable Medial 
Sawn 

(serrated 
mark) 

      1 1 

3 4 11202 14057 Sheep Ovis sp. Illium Hindlimb Pelvis Not Applicable Proximal         1 1 

3 4 11202 14058 Sheep Ovis sp. Tibia Hindlimb 
Lower 

Hindlimb 
Left Medial         1 1 

3 4 11202 14059 Sheep/Pig NFI   Rib Spine Rib Cage Not Applicable Medial         1 1 

3 4 11202 14060 Sheep/Pig NFI   Vertebra Spine Vertebrae Unknown Medial 
Sawn 

(serrated 
mark) 

      1 1 

3 4 11202 14061 Unidentified Fish   Fin Ray Body Body Unknown Complete/Total/Whole         2 1 
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3 4 11203 14063 Sheep Ovis sp. Femur Hindlimb 
Upper 

Hindlimb 
Left Medial   Brittle     1 1 

3 4 11217 14064 Sheep Ovis sp. Metacarpus Forelimb 
Lower 

Forelimb 
Left Proximal-Midshaft     Rodent   1 1 

3 4 11217 14064 Sheep Ovis sp. Metacarpus Forelimb 
Lower 

Forelimb 
Left Promimial/Midshaft     Rodent   1 1 

3 4 11217 14065 Sheep Ovis sp. Metatarsus Hindlimb 
Lower 

Hindlimb 
Right Complete/Total/Whole   Flaking     1 1 
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2 3 11206 5192 archit stru brick clay 50% Ss rect buff/or 
110+x107-
108x62-66 

2 2 1937 

Sandstock brick half frags, deep rect frag 
with sloping ends. Poorly mixed & crushed 
sandy buff & white clays, frequent 
ironstones <16m & veget matter. One has 
been heated to orange. Deep divets in 
strike face. Worn surface & arrises. Munsell 
10YR6/3-5YR6-7/8 pale brown to reddish 
yellow. 

c 1840 1860 1 

2 3 11206 5193 archit stru brick clay frag Ss red 49+x42+x33+ 1 1 59 

Sandstock brick frag. Poorly mixed & 
crushed sandy high-fired red clay with 
frequent small lumps. White clay <10mm & 
ironstones <15mm. Very worn/rolled. 

      1 

2 3 11218 5194 archit stru mortar mortar frag Lime 
brn-
grey 

  1 10 87 

Compact grey-brown coarse sandy mortar 
with frequent lime lumps <6mm & charcoal 
frags <12mm. One flat surface.  In small 
bag. Mortar Sample #1. Munsell 10YR6/2 
light brownish grey. 

c 1840   1 

2 3 11224 5195 archit stru cement cement frag   l grey 85+x40+x22 1 1 92 

Hard compact light grey cement frag, poss 
render or paving frag, one smooth surface. 
Part of less compact light grey-brown sandy 
lime mortar on one side, lime frags <4mm. 
Poss poured into hole to support post. 
Mortar Munsell 10YR8/1 white. 

c 1880   1 

2 3 11276 5196 archit finish tile clay frag 
Dust 

pressed 
l blue 31x31x7 1 1 6 

Triangular frag of flat wall tile, poss 
deliberately shaped. Cream dust-pressed 
with light blue glossy glaze. Low ridged 
back. 

c 1860   1 

3 4 11202 5197 archit roof slate slate frag   
ppl-
grey 

55+x25+x3 1 1 6 
Small side frag, purple-grey slate, nibbled 
edge. 

c 1840   1 

3 4 11275 5198 archit roof/stru slate slate frag   dk grey 115+x115+x7 1 1 111 
Thick flat frag, dark grey, coarse grained. 
Roof or damp course. 

c 1840   1 

3 4 11275 5199 service sewer pipe stw frag   l brn 70+x65+x17-28 1 1 101 

Thick walled sewer pipe frag with start of 
raised collar. Coarse light brown stoneware 
with very frequent buff inclusions & 
ironstones. Slipped surfaces, orange-
brown; interior blackened. Munsell fabric 
7.5YR7/4 pink. 

c 1860   1 
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2 3 11206 90160 food tblw plate <10% svfew banded 5   UK 260   1 1 6 
Rim sherd; 1 thick & 1 thin red 
line below int. rim edge. 

c 1860     1 

2 3 11206 90161 food tea saucer <10% bc wgl     UK 
  

  1 1 12 
BD/BS sherd; single foot rim; int. 
cup well. 

c 1800     1 

2 3 11206 90162 unid unid unid <10% few bltp Fibre   UK 
  

  1 1 6 
Misc BD sherd; seaweed type 
plants cover int. & ext. 

  1830     1 

2 3 11208 90163 unid unid unid <10% few brntp     UK     1 1 2 Misc BD sherd & misc TP.   1830     1 

2 3 11209 90164 food tblw plate <10% few brntp     UK     1 1 6 SH sherd; misc TP remains.   1830     1 

2 3 11209 90165 pharm 
med/ 
toilet 

vaseline jar whole svfew blktp 11   UK 40 H=18mm 1 1 34 

Complete lid; pale blue fabric; 
"PURE" / "VASELINE" framed by 
fine scroll border in centre of 
lid; dome-shaped lid. 

c 1840 c 1920 1 

2 3 11276 90253 bev stout btl 25% stw salt gl     UK/Aus     1 1 404 BD/BS sherd; cream glz. c 1830 c 1930 2 

2 3 11276 90254 food tea cup 10% bc gild     UK 
  

  1 1 40 
BD/BS sherd; gilded tealeaf 
motif in centre of BS; raised ring 
BS. 

c 1850     2 

2 3 11276 90255 food tea saucer <10% few banded 5   UK 150   1 1 4 
Rim sherd; 1 thick & 1 thin red 
line below int. rim edge. 

c 1860     2 

2 3 11276 90256 food tea cup <10% few grntp     UK 
  

  1 1 14 
BS sherd; raised ring BS; misc TP 
remains. 

  1830     2 

2 3 11276 90257 food tea cup <10% few bl flow     UK 100   1 1 4 Rim/BD sherd; misc TP remains. c 1830 c 1930 2 

2 3 11276 90258 unid unid unid <10% few bltp     UK     1 1 2 Misc BD sherd & misc TP. c 1830     2 

2 3 11276 90259 food tblw plate <10% few bltp W3   UK 
  

  1 1 6 
Rim sherd; border remains on 
marley. 

c 1810     2 

2 3 11277 90272 food tblw plate <10% few ww     UK 
  

  1 1 22 
BS sherd; single foot rim; pink 
paint adheres to int - evidence 
of secondary use. 

  1830     2 

2 3 11277 90273 h'hold orna vase 10% bc wgl mou     UK 
  

  1 2 46 
BD sherds; in shape of foliated 
scroll; bud vase. 

  1800     2 

2 3 11277 90274 food tea cup <10% svfew wgl     UK     1 1 28 HDL sherd; ring HDL. c 1840     2 
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2 3 11277 90275 food tblw plate <10% few ppl tp   Y UK 

  

  1 1 40 

BS sherd; single foot rim; misc 
TP. remains; TP basemark-
crown with initials "H. N. & Co" 
below; unidentified 
manufacturer. 

c       2 

2 3 11277 90276 food tea saucer 25% svfew hp gild     UK 150   1 2 68 
Rim/BD BS sherds; worn gilding 
and HP remains on rim & 
cavetto. 

c 1850     2 

2 3 11278 90277 food serve platter <10% few bltp 
Eton 

College 
  UK 

  

  1 1 24 

Rim/SH sherd; oval; scalloped 
rim edge; floral border remains 
on marley/SH; manufacturer 
unknown. 

c 1830     2 

3 4 11202 90167 unid unid unid <10% stw salt gl     UK/Aus 
  

  1 1 8 
Misc BD sherd; pale brown glz 
ext. 

c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11202 90168 alch stout btl 10% stw salt gl     UK/Aus 
  

  1 1 266 
BD/BS sherd; cream glz. int & 
ext. 

c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11202 90169 cleric writing penny ink whole stw salt gl     UK/Aus 15 H=50MM 1 0 104 
Whole btl; brown glz; squat 
bodied. 

c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11202 90170 food store bung jar <10% stw salt gl     UK/Aus 

  

  1 5 240 
BD, HDL sherds; HDL terminus 
remains; 2-tone brown glz ext; 
pale creamy grey glz. int. 

c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11202 90171 unid unid unid <10% few lead gl     Aus 
  

Th=14mm 1 1 76 
Misc flat BS sherd; thick cream 
fabric; khaki glz. int. & worn red 
slip ext. 

c 1790     1 

3 4 11202 90172 food serve jug <10% stw glz mou     UK 
  

  1 1 32 
Handle sherd; blue fabric; laced-
up design. 

c 1840     1 

3 4 11202 90173 food tblw plate <10% few banded 6   UK 220   1 1 14 
Rim/SH sherd; 2 blue lines 
below int. rim edge & another 2 
on sh. 

c 1860     1 

3 4 11202 90174 food serve jug <10% few banded 23   UK 
  

  1 1 8 
Rim/NK sherd; 1 thick blue & 1 
thin red line below both int. & 
ext rim. 

c 1860     1 

3 4 11202 90175 food tea saucer <10% few sponge 13   UK/USA/Europe 140   1 1 2 
Rim/BD sherd; purple diamond-
shaped flowerheads remain on 
cavetto. 

c 1840 c 1930 1 
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3 4 11202 90176 food tea saucer <10% few clobb     UK 140   1 2 8 
Rim/BD sherds; black TP floral 
motif with added green, brown 
& orange HP on rim & cavetto. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90177 food tea saucer <10% bc sprigg     UK 140   1 1 6 
Rim/BD sherd; misc purple 
sprigging remains on cavetto. 

c 1830 c 1920 1 

3 4 11202 90178 food tea saucer <10% bc sprigg     UK 150   1 1 8 
Rim/BD sherd; misc purple 
sprigging remains on cavetto. 

c 1830 c 1920 1 

3 4 11202 90179 food tea saucer 25% bc sprigg 10   UK 150   1 1 66 

Rim/BD/BS sherd; single foot 
rim; int. cup well; alternating 
large & small purple floral plant 
sprays remain on cavetto. 

c 1830 c 1920 1 

3 4 11202 90180 food tea saucer 10% bc sprigg 5   UK 

  

  1 1 52 
Rim/BD/BS sherd; scalloped rim 
edge; single foot rim; purple 
thistle remains on cavetto. 

c 1830 c 1920 1 

3 4 11202 90181 food tea/tblw plate, small <10% bc sprigg 9   UK 

  

  1 1 16 
Rim/BD/BS sherd; scalloped rim 
edge; single foot rim; purple 
grapevine remains on marley. 

c 1830 c 1920 1 

3 4 11202 90182 food tea/tblw plate, small 25% bc sprigg 9   UK 

  

  1 4 72 
Rim/BD/BS sherds; scalloped 
rim edge; single foot rim; purple 
grapevine remains on marley. 

c 1830 c 1920 1 

3 4 11202 90183 food tea cup <10% bc gild     UK 
  

  1 1 6 
BD sherd; worn thin gilded line 
remains on ext. 

c 1850     1 

3 4 11202 90184 food tea cup <10% bc gild     UK 80   1 1 8 
Rim/BD sherd; worn thin gilded 
line remains on upper ext BD. 

c 1850     1 

3 4 11202 90185 food tea cup <10% bc wgl     UK     1 2 10 Rim, BD sherds.   1800     1 

3 4 11202 90186 food tea cup 25% bc hp     UK 

  

  1 1 36 

BD, HDL, BS sherd; raised ring 
BS; HDL terminus remains on 
lower ext. BD; pink & green 
floral motif remains on lower 
ext. BD. 

  1800     1 

3 4 11202 90187 pers hygiene ewer <10% svfew gild     UK 

  

  1 2 206 

BD, BS sherds; raised ring BS; 
thin gilded line on ext. foot of 
BS; worn thin gilded line also 
remains on ext BD. 

c 1840     1 
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3 4 11202 90188 food tea/tblw plate, small <10% bc wgl     UK 180   1 1 16 
Rim/BD/BS sherd; single foot 
rim. 

  1800     1 

3 4 11202 90189 unid unid unid <10% svfew wgl     UK     1 1 12 Misc flat BS sherd. c 1840     1 

3 4 11202 90190 unid unid unid <10% svfew wgl     UK     1 1 38 Misc flat BS sherd. c 1840     1 

3 4 11202 90191 food tea saucer 75% few ww     UK 165   1 2 194 
Rim/BD/BS sherds; single foot 
rim; int. cup well. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90192 food tea saucer 25% few ww     UK 140   1 1 36 
Rim/BD/BS sherd; single foot 
rim; int. cup well. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90193 food tea saucer <10% few ww     UK 
  

  1 1 10 
BS sherd; single foot rim; int. 
cup well. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90194 food tea saucer <10% few ww     UK     1 1 20 BS sherd; single foot rim.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90195 food tea saucer <10% few ww     UK 140   1 1 10 Rim/BD sherd.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90196 food tea saucer <10% few ww     UK 150   1 1 14 Rim/BD sherd.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90197 unid unid unid <10% few ww     UK     1 3 22 Misc BD sherds.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90198 food tblw plate <10% few ww     UK     1 1 30 BS sherd; recessed foot rim.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90199 food tblw plate <10% few ww     UK 240   1 1 38 Rim/SH sherd.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90200 food prep bowl <10% few pearl     UK 140   1 1 12 Rim/BD sherd; rolled rim edge. c 1780 c 1870 1 

3 4 11202 90201 food cont jar 10% few ww     UK 
  

  1 1 122 
BD/BS sherd; recessed foot rim; 
straight-sided body; large jar. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90202 food cont jar <10% svfew wgl     UK 
  

  1 1 14 
BD/BS sherd; recessed foot rim; 
straight-sided body. 

c 1840     1 

3 4 11202 90203 unid unid unid <10% svfew wgl mou     UK     1 1 6 Misc BD sherd & misc moulding. c 1840     1 

3 4 11202 90204 food serve jug 10% svfew wgl mou     UK 
  

  1 3 94 
BD/BS sherds; recessed foot 
rim; vertical panels of seashells 
remain on ext. BD. 

c 1840     1 

3 4 11202 90205 food tea saucer 50% svfew wgl mou 
Vintage 
Shape 

Y UK 160   1 1 98 

Rim/BD/BS sherd; single foot 
rim; int. cup well; twisted rope 
below int. rim edge; oval 
medallions with groups of 
hanging leaves between each 
medallion remain on cavetto; 
imp basemark - "E & C 
(CHALLINOR)". 

c 1865 c 1891 1 
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3 4 11202 90206 food tblw plate <10% svfew wgl mou 
Medallion 

Sprig 
  UK 240   1 1 20 

Rim/SH sherd; plant sprig 
remains on marley; pttn. attrib. 
to Powell & Bishop, Hanley. 

c 1865   1878 1 

3 4 11202 90207 food tblw bowl <10% svfew wgl mou 
Medallion 

Sprig 
  UK 140   1 1 46 

Rim/BD sherd; oval medallion & 
plant sprig remains on ext; pttn. 
attrib. to Powell & Bishop, 
Hanley. 

c 1865   1878 1 

3 4 11202 90208 food tblw plate 75% svfew wgl mou 
Bordered 
Hyacinth 

Y UK 220   1 3 400 

Rim/BD/BS sherds; single foot 
rim; flowering stems below int. 
rim edge; 2 basemarks; 1 imp & 
1 black TP, of a royal coat of 
arms with "E & C CHALLINOR" / 
IRONSTONE CHINA" / "FENTON" 
below. 

c 1862 c 1891 1 

3 4 11202 90209 unid unid unid <10% svfew wgl   Y UK 

  

  1 1 20 

Misc flat BS sherd; black TP 
basemark - "IRONSTONE CHINA" 
above a royal-coat-of-arms, with 
"J. & G [MEAKIN]" / 
"[ENGLAND]" below. 

c 1890     1 

3 4 11202 90210 unid unid unid <10% svfew wgl   Y UK 

  

  1 1 10 

Misc flat BS sherd; black TP. 
basemark-remains of a royal-
coat-of-arms above "E & C 
CHA[LLINOR]" / "IRONSTONE 
CHINA" / "FENTON'. 

c 1862   1891 1 

3 4 11202 90211 food tblw plate <10% few blktp Rhine   UK 240   1 1 38 
Rim/SH sherd; ornate foliated 
scroll border covers marley. 

  1845     1 

3 4 11202 90212 unid unid unid <10% few grntp     UK     1 1 18 Misc BD sherd & misc TP.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90213 unid unid unid <10% few grntp     UK 
  

  1 1 22 
Misc rim sherd & misc TP; 
possible oval serving dish. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90214 food tea saucer <10% few brntp Antique   UK 
  

  1 1 12 
BD sherd; castellated band 
remains on cavetto; 
manufacturer unknown. 

c 1860     1 

3 4 11202 90215 food tblw plate <10% few brntp 70   UK 

  

  1 1 24 

BD/BS sherd; dainty hanging 
beaded diamond chains remain 
on cavetto, with leafy sprays & 
netting remaining on BS. 

  1830     1 
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3 4 11202 90216 food tblw plate <10% few bl flow     UK 
  

  1 1 34 
Rim sherd; scalloped rim edge; 
misc TP remains on marley. 

c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11202 90217 unid unid unid <10% few bltp     UK     1 1 24 Misc flat BS sherd & misc TP.   1830     1 

3 4 11202 90218 food tblw plate <10% few bltp     UK 
  

  1 1 28 
BS sherd; double foot rim; misc 
TP remains. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90219 unid unid unid <10% few bltp Fibre   UK 
  

  1 2 10 
Misc BD sherds; seaweed type 
plants remain on both int. & ext. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11202 90220 food tblw plate <10% few bltp 
Asiatic 

Pheasants 
  UK 220   1 1 18 

Rim/SH sherd; floral spray 
border remains. 

  1850     1 

3 4 11202 90221 food tblw plate <10% few bltp 
Asiatic 

Pheasants 
  UK 

  
  1 1 14 

Rim sherd; scalloped rim edge; 
floral spray border remains. 

  1850     1 

3 4 11202 90222 food serve platter <10% few bltp 
Asiatic 

Pheasants 
  UK 

  
  1 1 48 

Rim/SH sherd; scalloped rim 
edge; floral spray border 
remains on marley & SH. 

  1850     1 

3 4 11202 90223 food serve dish <10% few bltp Albion   UK 

  

  1 1 46 

Rim/SH/BD sherd; deep oval 
dish; scalloped rim edge; 
seaweed remains on rim band & 
cavetto, with scenic reserve also 
remaining on  ext. BD; pttn. 
attrib. to Sampson Hancock & 
Sons. 

  1858   1937 1 

3 4 11202 90224 food tblw plate <10% few bltp Albion   UK 220   1 2 24 

Rim sherds; seaweed & scenic 
reserve remains on marley; 
pttn. attrib. to Sampson 
Hancock & Sons. 

  1858   1937 1 

3 4 11202 90225 food tea/tblw plate, small 50% few bltp Rhine Y UK 185   1 1 162 

Rim/BD/BS sherd; single foot 
rim; ornate foliated scroll 
border covers marley; romantic 
river scene remains on BS; TP 
basemark - "Rhine" in a foliated 
scroll cartouche. 

  1845     1 

3 4 11202 90226 food tblw plate <10% few bltp W3   UK 
  

  1 1 18 
Rim/SH sherd; scalloped rim 
edge; border remains on 
marley. 

c 1810     1 
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3 4 11202 90227 food serve platter 10% few bltp W3   UK 

  

  1 2 230 

Rim/BD/BS sherds; large oval 
platter; ribbed ext. BS; border 
on marley & cavetto with scene 
remaining on BS. 

c 1810     1 

3 4 11202 90228 food tblw plate 10% few 
bltp 

pearl 
Floralia   UK 

  

  1 1 64 

Rim/SH sherd; scalloped rim 
edge; row of linking foliated 
scrolls below int. rim edge; floral 
sprays & a bird sitting on leafy 
branches remain on marley/SH; 
manufacturer unknown. 

c 1830 c 1870 1 

3 4 11202 90229 food tblw plate <10% few bltp 292   UK 
  

  1 1 20 
Rim sherd; scalloped rim edge; 
ornate floral border covers 
marley. 

c 1830     1 

3 4 11202 90230 food tblw plate <10% few bltp Brooklyn   UK 240   1 2 34 

Rim/SH sherds; large floral spray 
on background of fine zig-zag 
lines covers marley/SH; pttn 
attrib. to Skinner & Walker, 
Stafford Pottery. 

  1870 c 1880 1 

3 4 11203 90231 h'hold maint black bottle whole stw salt gl     UK/Aus 55 H=127mm 1 0 320 
Whole bottle; brown glz. int. & 
ext. 

c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11203 90232 bev stout bottle <10% stw salt gl     UK/Aus 25   1 1 82 Rim/NK sherd; cream glz. c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11203 90233 bev stout bottle 25% stw salt gl     UK/Aus     1 2 258 BD sherds; cream glz. c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11203 90234 bev stout bottle 50% stw salt gl     UK/Aus 30   1 3 354 Rim/NK, BD sherds; cream glz. c 1830 c 1930 1 

3 4 11203 90235 bev stout bottle 10% stw salt gl   Y Scot 

  

  1 1 200 

BD/BS sherd; cream glz; imp. 
oval mark - "H.KENNEDY" / 
"BARROWFIELD" / "31" / 
"POTTERY" / "GLASGOW". 

  1866   1929 1 

3 4 11203 90236 bev stout bottle 10% stw salt gl   Y Scot 

  

  1 1 406 

BD/BS sherd; cream glz; imp. 
oval mark - "[H. KENNEDY]" / 
"[BARROWFI]ELD" / "15" / 
"POTTERY" / "G[LASGOW]". 

  1866   1929 2 

3 4 11203 90237 bev stout bottle 50% stw bristol gl     UK/Aus 
  

  1 4 346 
BD/BS sherds; honey-brown & 
cream glz. 

c 1835     2 

3 4 11203 90238 bev stout bottle 25% stw salt gl     UK/Aus     1 2 356 Rim/NK, BD sherds; cream glz. c 1830 c 1930 2 
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3 4 11203 90239 bev stout bottle 25% stw bristol gl   Y Scot 

  

  1 1 402 

BD/BS sherd; cream & honey-
brown glz; imp. oval mark - 
"PORT DUNDAS" / "GLASGOW" 
/ "POTTERY [COY]". 

c 1850   1932 2 

3 4 11203 90240 bev stout bottle 25% stw salt gl   Y Scot 

  

  1 1 322 
BD/BS sherd; cream glz; imp. 
oval mark - "PORT DUNDAS" / 
"GLASGOW" / "POTTERY COY". 

c 1850   1932 2 

3 4 11203 90241 bev stout bottle 25% stw salt gl   Y Scot 

  

  1 1 374 

BD/BS sherd; cream glz; imp. 
oval mark - "H. KENNEDY" / 
"BARROWFIELD"/ "30" / 
"POTTERY" / "GLASGOW". 

  1866   1929 2 

3 4 11203 90242 bev stout bottle 10% stw salt gl   Y Scot 

  

  1 1 248 

BD/BS sherd; cream glz; imp. 
oval mark - "H. KENNEDY" / 
"BARROWFIELD" / "10" / 
"POTTERY" / "GLASGOW". 

  1866   1929 2 

3 4 11203 90243 bev stout bottle whole stw salt gl   Y Scot 28 H=210mm 1 0 614 

Whole bottle; cream glz; imp. 
oval mark - "H. KENNEDY" / 
"BARROWFIELD" / "28" / 
"POTTERY" / "G[LASGOW]". 

  1866   1929 2 

3 4 11203 90244 unid unid unid <10% few grntp     UK     1 1 10 Misc BD sherd & misc TP.   1830     2 

3 4 11203 90245 food tblw plate <10% few brntp     UK 
  

  1 1 2 
BS sherd; single foot rim; misc 
TP. Remains. 

  1830     2 

3 4 11217 90246 unid unid unid <10% few bltp     UK     1 1 4 Misc BD sherd & misc TP.   1830     2 

3 4 11217 90247 unid unid unid <10% few bltp W3   UK 
  

  1 1 8 
Misc BD sherd; border remains 
on ext. 

c 1810     2 

3 4 11217 90248 unid unid unid <10% few bltp W3   UK 
  

  1 1 18 
Misc flat BS sherd; scene 
remains on int. 

c 1810     2 

3 4 11217 90249 food tea/tblw plate, small <10% few ppl tp     UK 
  

  1 1 16 
BS sherd; single foot rim; misc 
TP. Remains. 

  1830     2 

3 4 11221 90166 food tea saucer <10% few clobb     UK 160   1 3 26 

Rim/BD, BS sherds; single foot 
rim; int. cup well; black TP floral 
motif, with added blue HP, 
remains on int. 

  1830     1 

3 4 11243 90250 food tblw plate <10% few ww     UK     1 1 8 BS sherd; single foot rim.   1830     2 
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3 4 11243 90251 food tblw plate <10% few 
bltp 

pearl 
Floralia   UK 240   1 1 6 

Rim sherd; row of linking 
foliated scrolls below int. rim 
edge; manufacturer unknown. 

c 1830 c 1870 2 

3 4 11245 90252 food tblw plate <10% few bltp Albion   UK 

  

  1 1 14 
Rim sherd; scalloped rim edge; 
seaweed covers marley; attrib. 
to Sampson Hancock & Sons. 

  1858   1937 2 

3 4 11274 90261 food tea saucer <10% bc sprigg 5   UK 
  

  1 1 14 
BD/BS sherd; single foot rim; 
large purple flower remains on 
cavetto. 

c 1830 c 1920 2 

3 4 11275 90262 food tea/tblw plate, small <10% bc sprigg 11   UK 180   1 1 18 
Rim sherd; purple spray of 
grapes remains on marley. 

c 1830 c 1920 2 

3 4 11275 90263 food tea cup <10% few banded 5   UK 80   1 1 16 

Rim/BD sherd; 1 thick & 1 thin 
blue line below ext. rim edge, 
with another thin blue line on 
upper ext. BD; single blue line 
below int. rim edge. 

c 1860     2 

3 4 11275 90265 unid cont btl <10% stw salt gl     UK/Aus     1 1 14 BD sherd; brown glz. c 1830 c 1930 2 

3 4 11275 90266 food tea saucer <10% few sponge 13   UK/USA/Europe 140   1 1 4 
Rim/BD sherd; purple diamond-
shaped flowerheads remain on 
cavetto. 

c 1840 c 1930 2 

3 4 11275 90267 food tea cup <10% few ww     UK     1 1 28 BD/BS sherd; raised ring BS.   1830     2 

3 4 11275 90268 unid unid unid <10% few bltp     UK 
  

Th=10mm 1 1 28 
Misc flat BS sherd & misc TP; 
very thick fabric. 

c 1830     2 

3 4 11275 90269 food tblw plate <10% few bltp 
Asiatic 

Pheasants 
Y UK 

  

  1 1 36 

BS sherd; double foot rim; large 
floral spray remains on int.; TP 
basemark - "[As]iatic Pheasants" 
within a floral spray cartouche; 
manufacturer unknown. 

  1850     2 

3 4 11275 90270 food tblw plate <10% few bltp Albion   UK 

  

  1 1 10 

Rim sherd; scalloped rim edge; 
scenic reserve remains on 
marley; pttn. attrib. to Sampson 
Hancock & Sons. 

  1858   1937 2 

3 4 11275 90271 food tea saucer <10% few grntp     UK 
  

  1 1 10 
BD/BS sherd; single foot rim; 
misc TP remains on cavetto. 

  1830     2 
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  ALL 11201 90260 food tea saucer <10% bc hp     UK 
  

  1 1 20 
BD/BS sherd; single foot rim; int. 
cup well; worn blue dots cover 
cavetto. 

  1800     2 
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2 3 11206 94954 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2-3mm 1 7 46 Frags.     c 1870 3 

2 3 11206 94955 unid cont btl bd l gr             1 1 8 BD sherd; curved.         3 

2 3 11206 94956 unid cont btl bd br             1 1 12 BD sherd; curved.         3 

2 3 11206 94957 pharm chemist bottle partial cl         24 H=80mm 1 1 120 Flanged lip. c 1820 c 1880 3 

2 3 11209 94958 bev g/schn bottle whole gr Y Holland   

Udolpho 
Wolfe's 
Aromatic 
Schnapps 

25 
H=203mm; 
Bs=55x55mm 

1 0 440 

Single collar, long, tapered; 
round NK; horizontal SH; 
square chamfered BD; emb 
on BD-"UDOLPHO WOLFE'S" 
/ "SCHIEDAM" / "AROMATIC 
SCHNAPPS"; square 
chamfered BS with flat 
concave indentation. 

  1860   1920 3 

2 3 11221 94959 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2mm 1 3 8 Frags.     c 1870 3 

2 3 11221 94960 archit window flat frag cl           Th=3mm 1 1 4 Frag.     c 1870 3 

2 3 11224 94961 unid cont btl bd br             1 2 10 BD sherds; curved.         3 

2 3 11224 94962 bev beer/wine bottle bd/bs gr             1 1 52 Rounded heel.         3 

2 3 11276 94963 cleric writing ink btl whole cl Y UK   

Watson, 
Ferguson & Co., 
Ink 
manufacturers 

25 H=49mm 1 0 58 

Round btl; mould seam; emb 
on BS - "WATSON'S INK Co". 
(Watson, Ferguson & Co. ink 
manufacturers, Brisbane) 

c 1905 c   3 

2 3 11276 94964 cleric writing inkwell whole aqua Y Aus   Angus & Co 20 H=53mm 1 0 80 

Cabin ink type btl; crack-off 
finish; emb on BS - "ANGUS 
& CO" / "INK". (Angus & Co. 
ink manufacturer, Australia 
1890-1970) 

  1890 c 1920 3 

2 3 11276 94965 bev milk bottle whole cl Y Aus   
Dairy Farmers 
Co-op 

33 H=213mm 1 0 428 

Foil top finish; round, 
tapered NK & SH; round BD; 
flat BS; emb on upper BD - 
"THIS BOTTLE ALWAYS 
REMAINS THE PROPERTY OF 
THE" / "DAIRY FARMERS" / 
"CO-OP. MILK CO. LTD.";"1 
PINT" / "PASTEURISED MILK". 

c 1950     3 
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2 3 11276 94966 bev beer bottle whole br Y Aus     25 H=300mm 1 0 720 

Machine made; crown cap 
finish; tapered NK; sloped 
SH; emb on SH - "THIS 
BOTTLE IS THE PROPERTY OF 
"; emb on lower BD - "THE 
N.S.W. BOTTLE COMPANY 
PTY LTD"; emb on BS - 
"1940". 

  1940     3 

2 3 11276 94967 food cond bottle whole cl Y Aus   
Clarence Lewis 
Oyster Service 

40 H=182mm 1 0 188 

Wide-mouthed btl; tapering 
BD; emb shield on SH 
containing letters "C L".; emb 
vertically on BD - "CLARENCE 
LEWIS OYSTER SERVICE"; 
emb on lower BD - "THIS 
BOTTLE IS" / "THE PROPERTY 
OF" / "CLARENCE LEWIS" / 
"CONTENTS FOR SALE ONLY". 
(Clarence Lewis oyster farm 
was at Woolooware Bay, 
NSW). 

c 1960     3 

2 3 11276 94968 pers perfume stopper whole cl         

  

H=34mm; 
Finial 
Dia=30mm 

1 0 20 
Octagonal facet top with 
bevelled edge; tapered & 
ground shank. 

        3 

2 3 11277 94969 bev beer/wine bottle nk ol             1 1 26 NK sherd.         3 

2 3 11277 94970 archit window plate frag cl           Th=5mm 1 1 28 Frag.         3 

3 1 11272 94950 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2-3mm 1 3 18 Frags.     c 1870 3 

3 1 11272 94951 archit window flat frag cl           Th=5mm 1 2 38 Frags.     c 1870 3 

3 1 11273 94952 archit window flat frag cl           Th=3mm 1 1 4 Frag.     c 1870 3 

3 1 11273 94953 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2mm 1 1 6 Frag.     c 1870 3 

3 4 11202 94971 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2mm 1 2 42 Frags.     c 1870 3 

3 4 11202 94972 bev beer/wine bottle bs ol         
  

  1 1 200 
Rounded heel; conical push-
up with capped tool mark. 

c 1820 c 1870 3 

3 4 11202 94973 bev cham bottle bd/bs gr             1 1 138 Round heel; deep push-up.         3 

3 4 11202 94974 bev cham bottle bd/bs ol             1 1 266 Round heel; deep push-up.         3 

3 4 11202 94975 bev cham bottle bd/bs l gr             1 1 336 Round heel; deep push-up.         3 
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3 4 11202 94976 bev g/schn bottle finish ol   Holland     28   1 1 60 
Single collar - flanged & 
irregular; short NK; 
horizontal SH. 

c 1820 c 1860 3 

3 4 11202 94977 food cond stopper whole l gr Y Eng Aire & Calder   

  

Dia=60mm 1 0 94 

Round closure, concave & 
indented; solid rod pontil 
scar; emb around top - "AIRE 
& CALDER BOTTLE CO" / 
"CASTLEFORD & LONDON". 

  1836   1913 3 

3 4 11202 94978 food cont stopper partial l gr Y Eng 
Sykes Macvay 

& co 
  

  

Dia=60mm 1 1 80 

Round closure; flat top with 
central indentation; emb 
around top - "SYKES MACVAY 
& CO" / "ALBION GLASS 
[WORKS CASTLE] FORD"; 
solid rod pontil scar. 

c 1860   1894 3 

3 4 11202 94979 food cond stopper whole l gr         
  

Finial Dia=24; 
L=30mm 

1 0 12 
Raised dots around rim of 
finial. 

c 1850 c 1950 3 

3 4 11202 94980 food o/v bottle whole l gr         22 H=207mm 1 0 244 

Added glass for form tooled 
lip shape with internal ledge 
for stopper; vertical rows of 
half chevrons from NK to BS. 

  1840   1920 3 

3 4 11203 94981 bev beer/wine bottle bd ol             1 1 62 BD sherd; curved.         4 

3 4 11203 94982 bev beer/wine bottle bd/bs ol             1 1 396 Round heel.         4 

3 4 11203 94983 bev cham bottle bd/bs gr             1 1 370 Round heel; deep push-up.         4 

3 4 11203 94984 bev beer/wine bottle whole dk gr         21 H=263mm 1 0 702 

3 part shoulder hinge mould 
with dip mould BD; conical 
pushup with sand pontil scar; 
added glass for flat sided lip 
shape with down tooled 
string rim. 

  1820   1850 4 

3 4 11217 94985 bev beer/wine bottle bd dk gr             1 4 124 BD sherds; curved.         4 

3 4 11217 94986 bev beer/wine bottle bd gr             1 1 32 BD sherd; curved.         4 

3 4 11217 94987 pharm poison bottle whole cobalt         18 H=70mm 1 0 30 
Cup bottom mould; flanged 
lip shape; cylindrical NK; 
octagonal BD/BS. 

c 1850 c 1870 4 

3 4 11243 94988 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2mm 1 1 10 Frag.     c 1870 4 
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3 4 11245 94989 food o/v bottle whole l gr         20 H=245mm 1 0 202 

Post bottom mould; added 
glass for double collar lip 
shape with internal ledge for 
stopper; whirley type. 

  1820   1920 4 

3 4 11274 94990 bev cham bottle bd/bs gr             1 1 264 Round heel; deep push-up.         4 

3 4 11275 94991 pers perfume bottle bd cl Y Eng   Piesse & Lubin 
  

  1 1 22 
Rectangular BD with emb - 
"[P]IESSE" / "AND" / "LUBIN" 
/ "LONDON". 

  1888 c   4 

3 4 11275 94992 food sauce stopper whole l gr         

  

L=37mm; 
Finial 
Dia=28mm 

1 0 22 
Club sauce type; ground 
shank & pontil scar. 

c 1850   1957 4 

3 4 11275 94993 archit window flat frag cl           Th=2mm 1 3 22 Frags.     c 1870 4 

3 4 11275 94994 archit window plate frag l gr           Th=7mm 1 1 94 Frag.         4 

3 4 11275 94995 bev g/schn bottle bd/bs gr Y Holland   

Udolpho 
Wolfe's 
Aromatic 
Schnapps   

  1 1 68 
Square chamfered BD & BS; 
emb on BD - "[SCHI]EDAM". 

  1860   1920 4 

3 4 11275 94996 food o/v bottle fin/nk l gr         28   1 1 90 
Added glass; double collar 
with internal ledge for 
stopper. 

c 1850 c 1920 4 

3 4 11280 94997 archit window flat frag cl             1 1 2 Frag.     c 1870 4 
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  ALL 11201 5200 pulley wheel trans v/fitting aes whole   Dia=29; Th=7 0 1 16 
Small pulley wheel with concave tread & 
central flat boss. Cast. Small FD and fe 
staining. 

        1 

  ALL 11201 5201 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=12; H=3 0 2 2 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Unused.         1 

  ALL 11201 5202 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=10; H=3.5 0 2 2 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Unused.         1 

  ALL 11201 5203 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=20; H=6.5 0 1 5 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Unused.         1 

  ALL 11201 5204 unid trans v/fitting aes whole   L=26; W=6; T=2 0 1 2 
Rectangular flat piece with central slit and 
rivet at one end. Sim to zipper tag. Poss small 
catch. 

        1 

  ALL 11201 5205 nozzle service gas aes whole   
L=56; Max W=38; Min 
W=14 

1 1 104 

Two cast components screwed into each 
other. The upper piece is globular in shape 
with circular apertures at top and projecting 
nozzle. The lower piece has a circular flat 
base with two fastening lug. A circular 
aperture sealed with a metal plate at the base 
seems to be a one way valve.  This suggests 
that gas, or less likely oil, flowed through the 
object. 

        1 

  ALL 11201 5206 weight work fishing pb whole   
L=71.5; W=31; T=13; 
Hole Dia=1.5 

0 1 168 
Elongated oval, flat on one side, and convex 
on the other. Small hole, all one end. Cast. 
Possible net or line sinker. 

        1 

  ALL 11201 5668 tack & rove trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

WD sq 
Rove Dia=9, H=2.5; 
L=12, Hd Dia=3.5, shk 
Dia=2 

1 1 1 
Circular conical rove with bevelled rim. Nail 
hammered rose hd, narrow sq sctn shank. 
Wire drawn. Used. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11202 5454 rub plate trans v/superstru aes nr whole   
49x43x0.7; Hole Dia=2-
3 

1 1 9 

Rect, near sq, thin flat sheet, 1 corner ripped. 
Small sq nail holes in each corner & half way 
along 2 opposite sides. Slightly bent in 
middle. Rub plate or sim. FD. 

        4 

2 3 11202 5455 bolt/spike archit stru fe shank   L=160+ 1 1 84 
Cylindrical shank, poss tapered. Covered in 
encrustation/bad FD.. 

        4 

2 3 11202 5456 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW L=59+ 1 1 25 
Rect poss rose hd, rect shank. Cut & wrought. 
Heavy encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

2 3 11202 5457 sprig archit stru fe whole Cut L=45 0 2 9 
Rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut. Used/bent. Heavy 
encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1805     4 
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2 3 11202 5458 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=44-46 0 3 19 
Rose (?) hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & 
wrought. Heavy encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

2 3 11202 5459 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=40 0 1 5 
Rose (?) hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Heavy 
encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

2 3 11202 5460 nail archit stru fe whole HF? L=53-70 0 5 51 
Rose (?) hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Prob HF. Heavy 
encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

2 3 11202 5461 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF? L=55+, 62+ 2 2 24 
Rose (?) hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Prob HF. Heavy 
encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

2 3 11202 5462 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW L=46 1 1 11 
Hd?, rect sctn. Prob cut & wrought. Heavy 
encrustation/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

2 3 11202 5463 nail archit stru fe shank   L=42+, 53.5+, 64.5+ 3 3 22 
Rect sctn. Poss cut. Heavy encrustation/bad 
FD. 

        4 

2 3 11203 5464 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD  
L=36; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

2 3 11206 5466 weight work tool pb whole   L=16; Dia=9.5 0 1 9 
Small cylindrical weight made from solidly 
rolled pb sheet. Scored line around centre to 
attach line. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5467 grommet trans v/fitting aes whole   
Dia=23; Thread Dia=18; 
H=9 

0 1 6 
Small circular grommet, concave 
tread/circumference. Small FD. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5468 bolt trans v/hull aes whole 
Rudder bolt 

or dump. 
Cast 

L=92.5; Hd Dia=15; Shk 
Dia=10.5 

0 1 61 
Dome hd, circ sctn, rounded pt. 2-piece cast 
vertical mould seam. Rough surface/FD. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5469 bolt trans v/hull aes shank 
Drift/dump 
or clench  
bolt. Cast 

L=64+; Shk Dia=13 1 1 69 
Circ sctn. Filed/smoothed seam/surface. 
Snapped ends/FD. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5470 nut trans v/hull aes whole   
Dia=20; H=11; Hole 
Dia=9 

0 1 18 
Hexag nut, cast, flat base, flat top with 
bevelled edges. Internal thread. 
Fissure/broken through one side. Used. FD. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5471 wire trans v/superstru aes partial   
Dia Coil=21x15; 
Wire=0.6; H Coil=15 

1 1 4 
Tight high elliptical coil of very narrow wire, 
circ sctn. Approx 30 coils. Poss fuse. FD. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5472 offcut trans v/by-prod aes offcut   

Rect=168x71; 
Triang=132x62, 77x41, 
112x7-17; All Th=0.5-
0.8 

4 4 67 
Thin flat aes sheet offcuts. 1 rolled rect, 3 sub 
triangles of diff sizes. Same thickness. FD. 

        1 
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2 3 11206 5473 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=17.5; H=5 0 2 6 
Conical roves with bevelled rims. Small circ 
nail holes. FD. 

        1 

2 3 11206 5474 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=154; Hd Dia=13; Shk 
Dia=5.5 

0 1 38 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5475 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=90; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 8 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5476 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=76; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 7 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5477 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=77; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 10 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn.  Heavier weight than #5476.Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5478 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=56-58; Hd Dia=6.5-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 3 12 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5479 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=58; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 4 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5480 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=57; Hd Dia=8.5-9; 
Shk Dia=3 

0 2 11 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Heavier weight than #5478-9. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5481 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=51; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5482 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=44-46.5; Hd Dia=6.5-
7.5; Shk Dia=2.5 

0 3 7 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5483 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=44; Hd Dia=6-6.5; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 2 4 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5484 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39-40; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 2 4 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5485 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 3 3 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. 
Narrow. Wire drawn. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5486 nail & rove trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=34+; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5; Rove Dia=9.5; 
H=3.5 

1 1 2 

Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, pt broken off 
beyond top hole of upside down small conical 
rove with bevelled rim. Nail size as #5483. 
Wire drawn. Used/sl bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5487 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=72; Hd Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=3.5 

0 1 8 
Circ flat hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused? Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5488 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=23; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Dome hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Used? Notches in hd. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 
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2 3 11206 5489 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=33-35; Hd Dia=3.5-4; 
Shk Dia=1.5-2 

0 4 3 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. 1 Used/bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5490 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=76.5-78.5; Hd Dia=5; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 3 9 
Flat hd, circ sctn, blunt pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Slightly bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5491 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=27; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5492 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33-34; Hd Dia=5.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 3 5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
SmallFD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5493 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=35; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5-3 

0 2 5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Heavier weight than #5492. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5494 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39-40; Hd Dia=5-6; 
Shk Dia=2-3 

0 12 25 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn.1 bent. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5495 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=45-46; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 2 7 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Diff sized hds. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5496 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52-53; Hd Dia=5.5-6; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 3 9 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5497 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52-53; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3.5 

0 3 11 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Bent. 
Heavier weight than #5496. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5498 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=58-59; Hd Dia=6.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 2 6 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5499 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=60-61; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 3 17 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Heavier weight than #5498 & #5500. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5500 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=64.5-67; Hd Dia=6.5-
7; Shk Dia=3 

0 2 8 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5501 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=65.5-67; Hd Dia=8-9; 
Shk Dia=3-4 

0 4 33 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Heavier weight than #5500. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5502 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=93; Hd Dia=8-9; Shk 
Dia=3-3.5 

0 2 17 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5503 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Thick squared rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5504 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=66; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 4 
Thick squared rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5505 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=62; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=7x8 

0 1 6 
Thick squared rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Heavy weight. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 
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2 3 11206 5506 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=61+ 1 1 3 

Sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Tool-pinched 
below broken-off hd. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11206 5507 tin can unid cont fe bd,bs Stamped Bs Dia=140; H=140+ 3 1 260 

Base & part of sides of large cylindrical tin 
can. Lapped side seam, stamped base end. 
Black residue petroleum based, poss sump oil 
(smelly). Bad FD. 

c 1847     1 

2 3 11206 5508 nail archit stru fe whole WD 
L=80; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 2 19 
Rose hd (unid type), circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used. Bad FD. 

c 1853     1 

2 3 11206 5509 nail archit stru fe shank WD L=65+ 1 1 10 Circ sctn shank frag. Wire drawn. Bad FD.. c 1853     1 

2 3 11206 5510 nail archit stru fe whole WD 
L=34; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=3.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd (unid type), circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used? Bad FD. 

c 1853     1 

2 3 11206 5511 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod 
L=37; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=6 

0 1 3 
Rose (?) hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. HF rod. Used, 
damaged hd. Bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 1 

2 3 11206 5512 bolt/spike archit stru fe whole HF 
L=286; Hd Dia=38; Shk 
Dia=29-20 

0 1 599 
Dome hd, circ sctn, blunt pt. Slightly tapered. 
Used. Bad FD. 

c 1788     1 

2 3 11206 5513 pole work equipment fe spike   
H=204; Dia=43; Nail 
L=27, 32 

0 1 468 

Conical hollow fe spike with 2 in situ nails & 
part of wood pole on inner surface. From 
base of ranging/surveying pole, poss tripod or 
sim. Nails hds obscured, prob circ sctn, wire 
drawn, sharp pt. Approx nail L measured. Bad 
FD. 

        1 

2 3 11208 5207 nail archit stru fe shank   L=40+ 1 1 5 Sq sctn. Prob HF. Bad FD.         1 

2 3 11208 5208 screw trans v/hull aes whole Slot 
L=62;Thread L=34; Hd 
Dia=8 

0 1 6 
Woodscrew. Flat countersunk slot hd, wide 
thread on lower half of shank, sharp pt. 
Machine made. FD. 

        1 

2 3 11208 5209 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=11; Hole=3 0 1 1 Conical washer with bevelled rim.         1 

2 3 11208 5210 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=16; Hole=4 0 1 3 Conical washer with bevelled rim.         1 

2 3 11208 5211 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=25-26.5 0 2 1.5 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5212 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=30-33 0 4 4 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 1 heavier weight. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5213 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=38 0 1 1 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5214 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=38+.39 0 3 4 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt (1) and blunt pt (2). 
Wire drawn. Used/1 slightly bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 
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2 3 11208 5215 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=45.5-50.5 0 2 5 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Used? 
Longest with smallest hd unused? Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5216 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=65 0 1 4 

Rose hd, sq stcn, blunt point. Wired drawn. 
Used/bent. Possible plank fastening. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5217 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=65 0 1 5 

Rose hd, sq stcn, blunt point. Wire drawn. 
Used. Possible plank fastening. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5218 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33 0 1 1 

Rose hd, thick sq sctn, blunt point. Wire 
drawn. Used. Possible plank fastening. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5219 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=47 0 1 2 

Rose hd, thick sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused? Possible plank fastening. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5220 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32-37 0 2 4 

Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5221 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=62 0 1 4 

Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Possible plank fastening. Used. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11208 5222 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

Cast 
L=79; Hd Dia=10; Shnk 
Dia=7-8 

0 1 22 
Flat hd with diag mould line, rect sctn, chisel 
pt. Cast. Unused? For thick plank. FD. 

c       1 

2 3 11208 5223 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40-46 0 2 10 

Thick sq/rect rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt, 
Shorter has thicker hd. Wire drawn. Encased 
in hardened deposit. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11209 5224 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

Cast 
L=76; Hd Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=8 

0 1 22 
Irreg rose/flat hd with diag mould line, rect 
sctn, chisel pt. Cast. Unused? For thick plank. 
FD. 

c       1 

2 3 11209 5225 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=44 0 1 3 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11209 5226 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=51 0 1 3 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/slightly bent. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11209 5227 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=76+ 1 1 8 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/snapped point. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11209 5228 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=101+ 1 1 11 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/snapped point. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11209 5229 spike trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat spike L=75+ 1 1 9 
Thick square rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent/snapped point. FD. 

c 1835     1 

2 3 11209 5230 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=76 0 1 3 

Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Used/blunted/bent. FD. 

c 1835     1 
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2 3 11209 5231 
bilge pump 

outlet 
trans v/hull fe plate   

Dia=218; Int Dia=109; 
Th=21 av; Rivet Hole 
Dia=10 approx 

0 1 3585 

Circular fe plate with hole in centre. 4 circ 
rivet holes around hole for fastening to hull. 
Most likely bilge outlet aperture. Heavily 
encrusted. FD. 

        1 

2 3 11221 5232 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=9; H=3 0 2 1 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Used. FD.         2 

2 3 11221 5233 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=12; H=3.5 0 2 2 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Used. FD.         2 

2 3 11221 5234 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=13; H=4 0 1 1 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Used. FD.         2 

2 3 11221 5235 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=19; H=7 0 1 3 Conical washer with bevelled rim. Used. FD.         2 

2 3 11221 5236 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=35 0 1 1 

Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5237 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=54; 53 0 2 6 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used?/1 slightly bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5238 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52 0 1 3 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used?/slightly bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5239 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46 0 2 6 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5240 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=54; 59 0 2 8 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/1 bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5241 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=38 0 4 8 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5242 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=31=33 0 4 6 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5243 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26 0 3 3 

Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5244 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26 0 1 1 

Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Used. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5245 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46+ 1 1 2 Sq sctn, blunt pt. Used. Small FD. c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5246 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=30+ 1 1 3 

Sq sctn, blunt pt. Used/snipped upper shank. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5247 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=22+ 1 1 1 

Sq sctn, blunt pt. Used/snipped upper shank. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11221 5248 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=20+ 1 1 2 

Sq sctn, blunt pt. Used/snipped upper shank. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 
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2 3 11221 5249 bolt/spike archit stru fe shank   L=260+ 1 3 732 
Hd missing, circ sctn shank. Appears HF. 
Encrusted/laminated/bad FD. 

        2 

2 3 11221 5250 knife work tool fe blade   
L=175+; W=24+; 
Th=4.5+ 

1 1 27 
Narrow flat fe blade from knife or saw (see 
11277/#5274). Laminated/bad FD. 

        2 

2 3 11221 5251 pail work equipment fe lid   
Dia=200; H=16; Strap 
Hndl W=25 

20 1 478 
Circular cast lid with flat base, raised rim and 
horiz strap handle riveted at each end. Bad 
FD. 

        2 

2 3 11221 5252 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=35 0 1 5 
Flat hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Bad FD. 

c 1815 c 1870 2 

2 3 11221 5253 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=30 0 1 2 
Clasp hd,  rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11221 5254 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=43 0 1 4 
Rose hd,  rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11221 5255 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW L=44+ 1 1 3 
Rose hd,  rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11224 5256 bolt archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF 
L=132; Hd Dia=31; Shk 
Dia=17 

1 1 161 
Circ dome hd, circ sctn, broken pt with 
narrow thread. HF. Bad FD. 

c 1788     2 

2 3 11229 5257 pail work equipment fe whole   
Dia=153; H=15; Strap 
Hdl W=24 

0 1 517 

Circ cast lid with flat base, raised rim. Horiz 
strap handle riveted at each end & juts out 
from rim. Congealed white paint or similar on 
upper surface. Lid smaller than 11229/#5258 
& 11221/#5251. Residue sim to 11277/#5373. 
Bad FD. 

        2 

2 3 11229 5258 pail work equipment fe partial   
Dia=180; H=20; Strap 
Hdl W=26 

4 1 215 

Circular cast lid with flat base, raised rim and 
horiz strap handle riveted at each end frags. 
Same type as 11229/#5257 but larger & no 
residue. 

        2 

2 3 11236 5259 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=47; Hd Dia=5-6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Some FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11236 5260 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=45; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flathd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Some FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11236 5261 screw trans v/hull aes whole Slot 
L=32; Hd Dia=11; Shk 
Dia=6 

0 1 5 

Woodscrew. Flat countersunk slot hd, wide 
thread on lower 2/3 of shank, sharp pt. 
Unused. Machine made; Small FD. Sim to 
11276/#5295. 

c 1850     2 

2 3 11265 5262 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52 0 1 1 

Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt.. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Unused. FD. 

c 1835     2 
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2 3 11265 5263 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=12; H=4 0 1 1 
Circ conical washer with bevelled rim. Used. 
FD. 

        2 

2 3 11265 5264 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=37; Hd Dia=14 0 1 10 Circ flat hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Bad FD. c 1815 c 1870 2 

2 3 11265 5265 pail work equipment fe seam   L=75+ 2 1 12 
Circ wire with thin sheet frag beside it, from 
seam or poss rim of bucket, pail etc. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5266 catch plate archit door fe whole   75x40x6; Loop=34x39 0 1 84 

Hexagonal plate with 4 small holes for 
nail/screw attachment to door, u-shaped loop 
catch. Prob for padlock or poss hasp. HF. Bad 
FD. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5267 cable unid unid fe fragment   L=73+; Dia=9 1 1 9 Twisted fe cable frag, 6 strand. FD.         2 

2 3 11276 5268 wire unid non-stru fe fragment   L=160+; Dia=4 2 1 20 
Circ sctn fencing wire frags, 1 bent into loop 
to hold other frag. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5269 bolt/spike archit stru fe shank HF L=47+; Dia=19 1 1 61 
Circ sctn shank, poss deliberately cut. Size of 
battery. Bad FD. 

c 1788     2 

2 3 11276 5270 bolt/spike archit stru fe whole HF 
L=205; Hd Dia=34; Shk 
Dia=14 

0 1 203 Dome hd, circ sctn, pt obscured. HF. Bad FD. c 1788     2 

2 3 11276 5271 spike archit stru fe shank HF L=210+; Shk Dia=15 1 1 94 Circ sctn, sharp pt. Bent/used. Bad FD. c 1788     2 

2 3 11276 5272 bolt/spike archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF 
L=105+; Hd=20x20; Shk 
Dia=16 

2 1 78 Flat sq hd, circ sctn shk. HF. Bad FD. c 1788     2 

2 3 11276 5273 spike archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF L=116; Shk Dia=13 2 1 62 Damaged hd, circ sctn, HF. Bad FD. c 1788     2 

2 3 11276 5274 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod 
L=148; Hd Dia=14; Shk 
Dia=11 

0 1 33 Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. HF nail rod. FD. c 1788 c 1890 2 

2 3 11276 5275 nail archit stru fe shank HF rod L=180+; Shk Dia=8 1 1 30 Sq sctn, sharp pt. HF nail rod. Bad FD. c 1788 c 1890 2 

2 3 11276 5276 bolt archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF 
L=80+; Hd Dia=20; Shk 
Dia=14 

1 1 56 
Flat countersunk circ hd, tapered shk lower 
2/3 wide thread, tip broken. HF. Sim to large 
screw. Bad FD. 

c 1788     2 

2 3 11276 5277 screw archit stru fe whole Slot 
L=67; Hd Dia=14; Shk 
Dia=10 

0 1 17 
Flat countersunk slot hd, tapered shk with 
lower 2/3 wide thread, sharp pt. Bad FD. 

c 1850     2 

2 3 11276 5278 brad archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF L=42+ 1 1 5 Sq sctn. Bad FD. c 1788 c 1890 2 

2 3 11276 5279 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod L=79 0 1 14 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. HF nail rod. Bad 
FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 2 

2 3 11276 5280 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=69 0 1 16 
Clasp hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Prob used. Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 
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2 3 11276 5281 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW L=20+; 55+ 2 2 9 
Clasp hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Prob unsed. Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11276 5282 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW L=27+; 62+ 2 2 15 
Rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Prob unused. Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11276 5283 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=65 0 1 20 
Rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Prob unused. Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11276 5284 nail archit stru fe whole WD L=82 0 1 8 
Rose hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Bad 
FD. 

c 1853 c 1890 2 

2 3 11276 5285 nail archit stru fe nr whole WD L=72 0 1 6 
Rhomboid hd (Varman type II cushion), circ 
sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Damaged/FD. 

c 1890 c 1940 2 

2 3 11276 5286 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

WD L=40+; 85+ 3 2 10 
Rhomboid hd (Varman type II cushion), circ 
sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Bad FD. 

c 1890 c 1940 2 

2 3 11276 5287 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

WD L=42+ 1 1 4 
Rhomboid hd (Varman type I or II high), circ 
sctn. Wire drawn. Bad FD. 

c 1890 c 1940 2 

2 3 11276 5288 bolt trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench or 

Drift 
L=327; Hd Dia=22-23; 
Shk Dia=16=17 

0 1 602 
Large circ sctn shk with one slightly domed hd 
(unhammered), the other sim hd, hammered 
(clenched) & warped. Bad FD. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5289 
sounding 

lead 
work tool pb whole   

H=56; Base Dia=22-24; 
Hole Dia=3 

0 1 103 
Conical sounding lead, slightly concave irreg 
base, high narrow pinched top with 
perforated hole for line. Roughly cast. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5290 
rudder 
pintle 

trans v/hull aes nr whole   
L=107; W=25; H=18-20; 
Hole Dia=4; Nail L=25+ 

1 1 107 

U-shaped rudder pintle, cast, broken 
cylindrical pintle shank at wide solid end. Rect 
strap ends have pointed ends, 2 countersunk 
holes with hd/shnk nail in situ. Extant aes flat 
countersunk nails, sq sctn, wire drawn. 
Splashes of white paint. Small rudder 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5291 rub plate trans v/superstru aes offcut   120x128-130x1 1 1 1 
Rect thin flat aes plate, cut edges; one angled 
corner with punched through small rect nail 
hole. FD. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5292 rove trans v/superstru aes whole Conical Dia=10; H=3 0 1 0.5 Conical with bevelled rim. Prob unused. FD.         2 

2 3 11276 5293 rove trans v/superstru aes whole Conical Dia=13; H=4 0 1 1 Conical with bevelled rim. Prob unused. FD.         2 

2 3 11276 5294 bolt trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Cast 
L=53+; Hd Dia=11 Shk 
Dia=7 

1 1 18 
Rhomboid hd (or blunted rose), circ sctn. 2-
part mould line down length whole. Clamp 
marks on upper shk. FD. 

        2 
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2 3 11276 5295 screw trans v/hull aes whole Slot 
L=50; Hd Dia=11; Shk 
Dia=6; Thread L=29 

0 1 7 

Woodscrew. Flat countersunk slot hd, wide 
thread on lower 2/3 of shk, sharp pt. Unused. 
Machine-made. Small FD. Sim to 
11236/#5261. 

c 1850     2 

2 3 11276 5296 
screw & 
washer 

trans v/hull aes/pb 
head/ 
shank 

Slot 
L=48+; Hd Dia=11; Shk 
Dia=6; Washer Dia=22; 
Thread L=29+ 

2 2 25 

Dome slot hd, wide thread on lower 2/3 of 
shk, broken sharp pt. Used. Parts or whole 
circ lead washers now bent. Fe corrosion on 
surfaces./FD.. 

c 1860     2 

2 3 11276 5297 spike trans v/hull fe/galv whole 
Boat spike 

HF rod 

L=66-69; Hd Dia=7x7.5; 
8.5x9.5; Shk Dia=5.5-
7.5 

0 3 42 
Irreg rose hd, sq-rect sctn, chisel pt. HF rod, 
early dip galv? Used. Worn/FD. Same as 
11277/#5369. 

c 1840 c 1890 2 

2 3 11276 5298 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD 
L=22; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 1 
Circ flat countersunk hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused? Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5299 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=23+ 1 1 0.5 

Narrow circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/snipped upper shank/blunted point?. 
Sim to #5300. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5300 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=33; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 3 2 
Flat circ hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/blunted? FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5301 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=77; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 3 
Flat circ hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5302 nail archit stru fe/galv whole WD 
L=65; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Flat circ mesh hd, circ sctn, sharp cut pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Prob steel. Small FD. 

c 1940     2 

2 3 11276 5303 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 2 3 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5304 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=38-39; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 2 4 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5305 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=45; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 3 6 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Thinner but otherwise 
sim to #5306. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5306 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3; Clnch H=28 

0 1 3 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used/bent poss clenched lower 
shank. Thicker than #5305. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5307 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=48; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3; Clnch H=43 

0 1 3 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used/bent poss clenched above 
point. Thicker than #5305. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 
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2 3 11276 5308 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=51-52; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 2 6 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5309 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=58; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 4 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5310 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=91; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 8 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5311 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=100; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 11 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused untrimmed point. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5312 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=25; Hd Dia=4x3; Shk 
Dia=2x1.5 

0 1 0.5 
Rose hd, sq narrow sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Prob furniture. Unused. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5313 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=22; Hd Dia=2; Shk 
Dia=1 

0 1 0.5 
Flat countersunk hd, sq narrow sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Prob furniture. Used?/snapped 
tip. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5314 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26-27; Hd Dia=5-6; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 2 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used?  
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5315 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=34; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5316 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=5-6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 4 8 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/2 bent. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5317 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=41: Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, flat pt. Wire drawn. Unused. 
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5318 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=53-54; Hd Dia=6.5-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 3 10 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/1 slightly bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5319 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=60; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 4 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5320 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=59-60; Hd Dia=7-7.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 2 8 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5321 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=79; Hd Dia=7.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 6 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used? 
Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5322 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=48; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5323 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=23+; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

1 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. Sim to #5315. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 
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2 3 11276 5324 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused?/irreg or snapped tip. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5325 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Used. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5326 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=54; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 3 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused, Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5327 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=58+; Hd Dia=5.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

1 1 4 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn. Wire drawn. 
Used/snapped shank. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5328 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=89; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3.5 

0 1 10 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/snapped tip. Small FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5329 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

CW 
L=47; Hd Dia=7.5-8.5; 
Shk Dia=4-5 

0 1 3 
Rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Unused. FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 2 

2 3 11276 5330 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33, 39 2 2 6 

Sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Used/1 bent. 
FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5385 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

Cast 
L=67 Hd Dia=6x7.5; 
8.5x9.5; Shk Dia=7 

0 1 13 
Irreg rose/flat hd, sq sctn, chisel pt. Cast. 
Worn/FD. 

        2 

2 3 11276 5670 nail & rove trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
Rove Dia=12; H=4; Nail 
Hd Dia=4 

1 1 1 
Circular conical rove with bevelled rim. Nail 
hammered rose hd, narrow sq shank missing. 
Wire drawn. Used. FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11276 5671 nail & rove trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

Rove Dia=10, H=3.5; 
Nail L=11+, Hd Dia=5 

1 1 1 
Circular conical rove with bevelled rim. Nail 
hammered rose hd narrow sq shank snapped. 
Wire drawn. Used FD. 

c 1835     2 

2 3 11277 5331 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=25, 27; Hd Dia=11; 
Shk Dia=4 

0 2 6 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. 2 lengths. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5332 tack trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

WD sq 
L=21; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3.5 

0 1 2 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Full length, damaged tip. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5333 tack trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

WD sq L=22+ 2 2 6 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, snapped pt. 
Wire drawn. Sim #5331. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5334 tack trans v/superstru aes whole WD sq 
L=20, 23; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2-3 

0 2 1 
Oval flat hd, rect sctn, flat pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused/1 slightly bent. Poss furn/shoe. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5335 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=24; Hd Dia=6-7; Shk 
Dia=2-3 

0 1 1 
Oval flat hd, rect sctn, flat pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Poss furn/shoe. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 
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2 3 11277 5336 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. 
Wire drawn. Used. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5337 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used? FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5338 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=44-45; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 4 8 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5339 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=43; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. 
Wire drawn. Used/bent hd. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5340 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=50; Hd Dia=6-7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  
Wire drawn. Used, FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5341 tack trans v/superstru aes whole WD sq 
L=19-20; Hd Dia=3-5; 
Shk Dia=1.5 

0 5 2 
Rose hd sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Slightly irreg manuf. Poss furn. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5342 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=27; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 2 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5343 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=4.5-5.5; 
Shk Dia=2-2.5 

0 4 4 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5344 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=23-25; Hd Dia=3-4; 
Shk Dia=1.5-2 

0 3 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5345 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=31; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5346 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33; Hd Dia=5.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5347 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5348 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=45; Hd Dia=5.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5349 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Unused. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5350 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=53; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5; Clnch H=36 

0 1 3 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Used/bent. 
Poss clenched lower shank. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5351 spike trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=37+ 1 1 8 

Sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Cut upper 
shank, tool marks, blunted tip. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5352 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=32=36; Hd Dia=4; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 21 14 
Flat hd, circ sctn, wire drawn with clamp 
marks, sharp pt. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 
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2 3 11277 5353 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=77; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 9 28 
Flat hd,  circ sctn, wire drawn with clamp 
marks, sharp pt. Unused/1 bent. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5354 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=16; H=5 0 1 3 
Conical with bevelled rim. Small nail circ/sq 
hole. FD. 

c       3 

2 3 11277 5355 eyebolt trans v/fitting aes nr whole   
L=64+; Eye Dia=20; 
Eyehole=7; Band 
Dia=16; Shk Dia=10 

1 1 42 

Small eyebolt, cast, broken lower shank. 
Small regular eye, high band at base, 
cylindrical shank with narrow thread lower 
down. Slightly bent. FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5356 switch service elect brass nr whole   
Dia=51; H=27; Hole 
Dia=19 

1 1 15 

Circ domed thin pressed brass escutcheon 
from probable light switch on wall. Thicker 
bevelled rim, part ridged interior hole. Slightly 
warped, approx measurements. FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5357 
sounding 

lead 
work tool pb whole   

L=95; W=24; Th=16-19; 
Upper Th=10; Hole 
Dia=5.5 

0 1 106 

Cylindrical with flat surface along one face 
where patted-down during single-casting by 
hand. Thick with slumped sides (from mould) 
& impression of cross-woven lining fabric on 
curved surfaces. Thinner upper end, v-shape 
with central hole for line. Scored 

        3 

2 3 11277 5358 collar unid unid aes/pb partial   
Dia=23; Hole Dia=10; 
H=10+ 

1 1 15 
Circ collar on rim of poss narrow lead pipe or 
eyelet. Flat top capped with thin aes. Slightly 
wider at rim. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5359 cap unid cont aes/fe/rubber nr whole   
Dia=67; In Plate=60; 
Th=13 

1 1 99 

Circ cap of prob fuel or water tank. Aes plate 
with degraded rubber seal & aes inner plate 
gasket, low trefoil fe handle with finger 
indents riveted to outside. Poss held in place 
by clips (missing). Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5360 wire unid unid aes fragment   Tot L=370+; Dia=2 4 1 8 
Narrow tightly coiled wire, some pulled out. 
Clock spring type. FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5361 rub plate trans v/superstru aes whole   

165x44x1.1; Hole 
Dia=2.5-3; Nail L=21; 
Hd Dia=3,6; Shk 
Dia=2,3; Clnch H=6 

0 1 49 

Rect thin flat aes sheet rub plate, or similar 
with regularly spaced nail holes along one 
side & 2 ends. 2 extant flat hd, sq sctn, sharp 
ptd wire drawn nails at one end, 
bent/clenched. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11277 5362 offcut trans v/by-prod aes whole   181x39x0.7 0 1 18 
Triangular, right-angled offcut of thin flat aes 
plate. Poss snip marks on sloping edge. FD. 

        3 
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2 3 11277 5363 bolt archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=105+; Hd Dia=23; 
Shk Dia=15; Thread 
below Hd=55 

2 1 137 
Hexag flat hd, circ shank sctn with narrow 
thread on lower broken end. Gap below hd & 
start of thread measured. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5364 bolt archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=82; Hd Dia=18; Shk 
Dia=13.5; Thread 
below=43 

2 1 64 
As #5363 but smaller, slightly tapered shank. 
Poss full length. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5365 bolt archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  

L=117+; Hd Dia=31; 
Shk Dia upper=17; 
lower=15; Thread 
below Hd=10 

1 1 134 
Dome hd, short sq upper shank & circ tapered 
lower shank with thread. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5366 bolt archit stru fe shank   L=113+; Dia=20 7 1 96 
Circ sctn shank with fine thread. Poss lower 
part of #5365. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5367 spike archit stru fe whole HF 
L=128; Hd Dia=19; Shk 
Dia=12 

3 1 77 Rose hd, sq-rect sctn, chisel pt. HF. FD. c 1788     3 

2 3 11277 5368 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=84+; Hd Dia=17; Shk 
Dia=11 

1 1 30 
Hd?, sq sctn, damaged pt. Prob HF rod. Bad 
FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5369 spike trans v/hull fe/galv whole 
Boat spike 

HF rod 
L=66-71; Hd Dia=6-9; 
Shk Dia=6-10 

10 10 149 
Irreg rose hd, sq/rect sctn, chisel pt. HF rod. 
Some used/ends blunted. Early dip galv? Bad 
FD. Same as 11276/#5297. 

c 1840 c 1890 3 

2 3 11277 5370 bolt trans v/hull fe/galv 
head/ 
shank 

MW 
L=52+; Hd Dia=13; Shk 
Dia=8 

1 1 12 

Domed galv hd with flanged rim, circ sctn fe 
core with poss remnant fine thread. Machine 
wrought with galv surface; early dip galv? Bad 
FD. 

c 1860     3 

2 3 11277 5371 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF rod 
L=54+; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=5 

1 1 3 
Rose hd, narrow sq sctn. HF nail rod. Used. 
Bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 3 

2 3 11277 5372 nail archit stru fe whole CW 
L=39; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=4-5 

0 3 8 
Rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut & wrought. 
Used. Bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 3 

2 3 11277 5373 tin can paint cont fe fragment   LxW=130x145; Th=7-15 4 1 318 
Congealed white-light brown paint dried into 
base/side & poss hollow rim of iron tin can or 
container. Lumpy bubbled surface. Fe FD. 

        3 
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2 3 11277 5374 saw work tool aes/fe partial   

L=205+; W=31-15 (or 
less); Bolt & Cap L=24; 
Bolt Hd Dia=11.5; 
Shk=5-4.5; Cap 
Dia=11.5; Bolt Dist=22 

14 1 65 

Narrow tapered straight small saw frags. 
Single even small teeth on straight edge, tip 
of blade missing. Handle (missing) attached 
by 3 (1 missing) short aes bolts with flat 
countersunk hds, upper shank sq, lower 
shank circ sctn with thread & screwed-on f 

        3 

2 3 11277 5375 escutcheon archit/indust door/mach fe plate   
83x47x8; Cent 
Hole=14; Nail Hole=4 

0 1 148 
Thick rect flat plate with central hole for 
knob/handle & one countersunk nail/screw 
hole in each cnr. Door/stove etc. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5376 hook archit fitting fe whole   
L=120; W=95; Curve 
WxTh=21x4 

0 1 80 
Simple curved wall hook. Flat lower curve, 
thicker tapered tang. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5377 cable unid unid fe fragment   L=300+; Dia=9 1 1 64 
Sect of twisted cable, 6-strand. Slightly curved 
like informal hook. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5378 hinge archit/indust door fe whole   
Folded 
LxWxTh=166x52x18 

0 1 934 
Large rect butt, hinge, folded together. 2 
countersunk holes on each plate. Door or 
poss stove, machine. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5379 tin can unid cont fe fragment   Dia=70; H=55+ 2 1 13 
Small cylind can, part of top & side. Double 
rim seam. Ripped open top (used).  Food or 
paint tin. Approx dia measured. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5380 tin can paint cont fe fragment Push-down H=133+ 2 1 43 

Cylindrical paint or similar can with part of 
pushed-down lid & lapped side seam. 
Remnant creamy paint inside. Too bent/small 
for dia measurement, much larger than 
#5379. Bad FD. 

c 1906     3 

2 3 11277 5381 bar unid unid fe fragment   101+x31x11-16 1 1 116 
Narrow straight bar frag, thicker at extant 
end. Poss part of stove hinge. Sim to but 
smaller than 11217/#5523. Bad FD. 

        3 

2 3 11277 5382 cover archit non-stru fe/galv fragment   
60+x33x13; Hollow 
W=22 

1 1 22 
End part of hollow casing u-profile made of 
convex & flat galv fe sheets joined at side & 
end seams. Bad FD. 

c 1860     3 

2 3 11277 5383 base indust mach fe fragment   95+x44+-54+x27-34 1 1 599 
Sub rect thick heavy fe frag with flat faces & 1 
extant side; 1 concave extant end. Prob part 
of base for machinery or stanchion. FD. 

        3 
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2 3 11277 5384 
rudder 
pintle 

trans v/hull fe/galv whole   

H=195; W=162; 
Bracket W=39; Pintle 
Dia=19; Strap W=32; 
Strap Th=5; Hole Dia=4 

0 1 730 

U-shaped rudder pintle, cast, long cylindrical 
pintle shank with slightly bent point at wide 
solid end. Rect strap ends have pointed ends, 
3 countersunk holes. Galv fe. FD. 

c 1860     3 

2 3 11277 5465 
sheathing 

tack & 
sheathing 

trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=31; Hd Dia=9-11; Shk 
Dia=4; Sheath Th=0.5 

0 1 4 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt 
bent into curve. Small sheathing frag 
attached. Wire drawn. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5386 plate archit fitting fe/galv whole   
111x50-55x9; Eyelet 
Dia=16; Eyelet Hole=6 

0 1 150 

Sub rect fe plate with rounded cnrs & off-
centre eyelet with internal thread of fe galv. 
To attach rod or other narrow element at 
right angles. 

c 1860     3 

2 3 11278 5387 spike archit stru fe shank   L=110+, 190+ 6 2 74 
Sq sctn, 1 poss sharp pt. Prob HF. 
Bent/twisted. Bad FD.. 

        3 

2 3 11278 5388 nail archit stru fe/galv whole HF rod 
L=82; Hd Dia=11; Shk 
Dia=9 

0 1 13 
Irreg rose hd with mould line, sq sctn, sharp 
pt. HF rod?. Early dip galv? Same as 
11276/#5297, 11277/#5369. Bad FD. 

c 1840 c 1890 3 

2 3 11278 5389 screw archit stru/non-stru fe whole Slot 
L=27; Hd Dia=7.5; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 1 2 Domed slot hd, sharp pt. Bad FD. c 1850     3 

2 3 11278 5390 screw archit stru/non-stru fe whole Slot 
L=37; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 1 2 Domed slot hd, sharp pt. Bad FD. c 1850     3 

2 3 11278 5391 tack trans v/superstru aes whole HF 
L=18; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. HF. Used?/bent into 
curve. Poss furn. Small FD. 

c 1788     3 

2 3 11278 5392 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5393 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32-33; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 2 2 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused, one still with flanged pt. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5394 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=36-39; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 3 6 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5395 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=45; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 3 6 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5396 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=50-51.5; Hd Dia=6; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 2 5 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 
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2 3 11278 5397 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 7 22 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used?/several blunted points. Larger 
hd than #5396. FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5398 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 2 8 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. Heavier weight than #5397. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5399 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 1 
used. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5400 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=34; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
Heavier weight than #5399. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5401 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39-40; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5-3 

0 3 5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5402 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused/untrimmed point. Heavier weight 
than #5401. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5403 nail trans v/superstru aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=53; Hd Dia=6-8; Shk 
Dia=2.5-3; Clnch H=19 

0 4 11 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. 
Used/2 bent. 1 poss clenched at right angles. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5404 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=59-60; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 2 7 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. 
Used/1 bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5405 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=72; Hd Dia=7.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire drawn. Used. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5406 tack trans v/superstru aes whole WD sq 
L=20; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/slightly blunted/bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5407 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=66; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 4 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt.  Wire 
drawn. Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5408 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=58+; Hd Dia=7-7.5; 
Shk Dia=4 

1 1 7 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn. Used. Plier cut 
marks on upper shank & through lower 
shank. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5409 sprig archit non-stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

FD rod L=30+ 1 1 2 Sq sctn. Bad FD. c 1788 c 1890 3 

2 3 11278 5410 screw trans v/hull aes whole Slot 
L=22; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 1 
Woodscrew. Flat countersunk slot hd, wide 
thread on lower 2/3 of shank, blunt pt. 
Used/slightly bent. Small FD. 

        3 

2 3 11278 5411 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=13; H=4.5 0 1 1 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Small circ hole 
for nail. Small FD. 

        3 
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2 3 11278 5412 strap archit non-stru fe fragment   77+x28x6 1 1 40 
Part of straight rect strap, broken both ends. 
Poss part of bracket or strap hinge. FD. 

        3 

2 3 11278 5413 offcut trans v/by-prod aes offcut   127x23x1 1 1 9 
Cut triangular thin aes sheet/sheeting. Broad 
end folded neatly. FD. 

        3 

2 3 11278 5414 grommet trans v/fitting aes whole   
Dia=25-27; H=11; In 
Dia=15.5-17.5 

0 1 13 
Circular-oval cast grommet, concave 
tread/circumference. Small FD. 

        3 

2 3 11278 5415 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=26; Hd Dia=2; Shk 
Dia=1.5 

0 1 0.5 
Flat countersunk or sprig, circ stcn (clamp 
marks), sharp pt. Wire drawn. Unused. Poss 
furn, escutcheon. Small FD. 

c 1835     3 

2 3 11278 5416 cleat trans v/fitting aes whole Horn 
L=81; H=17; Plate 
Dia=26.5-31.5; Hole 
Dia=4.5 

0 1 31 
Horn cleat, cast. Oval plate with 2 
countersunk nail/screw holes and curved 
horns at each end. Small FD. 

        3 

2 3 11278 5417 
stanchion 
base plate 

trans v/fitting aes whole   

LxWxTh=66.5x27.5x5; 
H=16.5; Circ Hlder Dia 
out=26, in=17; Holes 
Dia=5 

0 1 62 

Staunchion baseplate, rect, roughly hand-
cast, cut & drilled. Central raised support 
around vertical hole. Irreg circ countersunk 
holes at each cnr (asymmetrical). Ripped & 
bent. Small FD. 

        3 

3 1 11272 5418 lock h'hold fitting brass 
catch 
plate 

  
104x24x0.8; Slot=46-
49x11; Circ Hole Dia=9 

6 1 6 

Thin rect plate with central rect slot for lock 
bolts and circ hole for nail/screw at each end. 
One end of slot has semi-circular notch. For 
door lock. Bad FD. 

        1 

3 1 11272 5419 steam dome indust steam engine aes nr whole   
Base Dia=62; In 
Dia=49; H=35; Hole 
Dia=4 

1 1 145 

Hemispherical cast prob steam dome from 
engine. Thick rounded base rim, thinner walls 
with small circ hole either side near bottom. 
Ragged hole at top from prob explosion 
during operation. FD. 

        1 

3 1 11272 5420 bolt trans v/hull aes whole   
L=35; Hd Dia=21; Shk 
Dia=12.5 

0 1 51 

Flat hexag hd, circ sctn, blunt pt. Narrow 
thread starting just below hd. Prob machined. 
Plier marks/notches on 3 edges of hd from 
bolt turning.  Used. Same as 11273/#5423. 
FD. 

        1 

3 1 11272 5421 bolt archit/indust stru/mach fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=73+; Hd Dia=27; Shk 
Dia=16 

1 1 115 
Hexag hd with central dome, circ sctn shk. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

        1 

3 1 11272 5422 spike archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=370+; Shk upper 
Dia=18 

1 1 662 

Obscured hd, tapered circ sctn shk, broken 
near pt. Decayed wood adhering down full 
length plus coal & coke frags. Prob HF. Bad 
FD. 

        1 
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3 1 11273 5423 bolt trans v/hull aes whole   
L=34; Hd Dia=21; Shk 
Dia=12.5; Hd H=10 

0 1 47 

Flat hexag hd, circ sctn, blunt pt. Narrow 
thread starting just below hd. Prob machined. 
Plier mark/notch on edge of hd from belt 
turning. Used. Same as 11272/#5420. Small 
FD. 

        1 

3 1 11273 5424 pipe trans/service v/fitting/unid aes fragment   L=61+; Dia=13 1 1 21 
Narrow cylindrical pipe, 1 extant end with 
lead/zinc solder remnant, other end cut. Neat 
butt seam. Gas/steam? FD. 

        1 

3 1 11273 5425 wire trans v/fitting aes fragment aes 
Wire Dia=1.5; Coil 
Dia=36 

0 1 14 
Coiled wire, circ sctn, twisted tie. 8 coils in 
circle. FD. 

        1 

3 1 11279 5426 tack trans v/superstru aes whole HF 
L=10; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=1 

0 1 0 
Flat hd, rect sctn, sharp pt. HF. Poss shoe or 
furn tack. Used? FD. 

c 1788     1 

3 1 11279 5427 screw trans v/hull aes whole Slot 
L=75; Hd Dia=12; Shk 
Dia=6; Thread begins 
L=30 

0 1 15 
Woodscrew. Flat countersunk slot hd, wide 
thread on lower half of shank, sharp pt. 
Machine made. Unused? Good cond. 

c 1850     1 

3 1 11279 5428 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=11.5; H=3 0 1 1 
Small conical rove with bevelled rim. Small 
circ nail hole. Used? FD. 

        1 

3 1 11279 5429 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=71; Hd Dia=9.5; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 10 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. HF rod.  
FD. 

c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5430 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=47; Hd Dia=5.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. HF rod. 
Sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5431 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Unused. Small FD. c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5432 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46; Hd Dia=5x6; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Thick squared rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5433 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=51; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Thick squared rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Unused. Small FD. 

c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5434 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=51; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Thick squared rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Bent. 
Heavier weight than #5333. FD. 

c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5435 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=65; Hd Dia=7.5; Shk 
Dia=3.5 

0 1 5 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Small FD. c 1835     1 

3 1 11279 5436 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=71; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 6 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. FD. c 1835     1 

3 4 11202 5437 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=27; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=4.5 

0 1 3 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/sl bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11202 5438 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD 
L=33; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=4.5 

0 1 3 
Flat countersunk hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/curved-bent. Notches form 
pliers on upper shank. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5439 spike trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat spike 
WD sq 

L=32+; Hd Dia=14; Shk 
Dia=9 

1 1 19 
Flat sq hd, sq sctn. Large. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent/clamp marks below hd when 
removed for reuse. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5440 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=156; Hd Dia=11; Shk 
Dia=5; Clnch H=105 

0 1 31 

Large nail or spike. Flat hd, sq sctn, blunted 
sharp pt. Filed edges upper shank. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent or clenched lower shank. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5441 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=23.5; Hd Dia=3.5; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used? Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5442 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=45.5; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Used/blunted. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5443 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=51; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Unused. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5444 nail trans v/hull aes whole Boat nail HF 
L=25; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Flat hd, sq sctn, flat pt. Wire drawn, 
Used/bent, poss once clenched. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5445 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26-27; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=1.5; Clnch H=15 

0 5 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. 2 unused? 3 used/2 bent, 1 clenched. 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5446 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32-33; Hd Dia=5-6; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 2 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Diff sized hds. Wire 
drawn. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5447 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=35; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5; Clnch H=25 

0 2 3 
Squared rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn.  1 clenched. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5448 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=41; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Squared rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5449 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=49.5; Hd Dia=6.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5450 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused? FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5451 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=37, Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11202 5452 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=53; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 2 
Thick sq rose hd (tilted), sq sctn, blunt pt. 
Wire drawn. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11202 5453 spike trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=51+ 1 1 1 

Sq sctn, long flat pt. Wire drawn. Used/bent. 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5514 Painter ring trans v/fitting aes whole   
H=70; Ring Dia=50-54; 
Ring Th=7; Base Plate 
Dia=31 

0 1 92 

Single cast ring bolt. Slightly oval ring, circ 
sctn, vertical with rounded base, concave 
neck & circ base plate, flat upper with central 
circ flat tenon on bottom. Small FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5515 bolt archit stru fe whole   
L=310 (12"); Hd 
Dia=43; Shk Dia=24; 
Nut Dia=34 

0 1 720 

Large bolt, double-headed clenched or with 
nut. Dome hd, sq then circ sctn, domed (?) 
clenched hd or nut at other end. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5516 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF 
L=35+; Hd Dia=14; Shk 
Dia=10 

1 1 7 
Rose (?) hd, sq sctn. HF. Thicker than #5517. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11217 5517 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF rod 
L=52+; Hd Dia=13; Shk 
Dia=8 

1 1 9 
Rose (?) hd, sq sctn. HF nail rod. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11217 5518 nail archit stru fe whole CW 
L=40; Hd Dia=8-7; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 4 11 
Rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Narrow. Cut & 
wrought. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

3 4 11217 5519 nail archit stru fe shank Cut L=66+ 1 1 11 
Rect sctn shank, chisel pt. Cut. Encrusted/bad 
FD. 

c 1805     4 

3 4 11217 5520 nail archit stru fe whole WD 
L=36; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 2 4 
Rose hd (unid type), circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1853     4 

3 4 11217 5521 nail archit stru fe shank WD L=46+ 1 1 4 
Circ sctn shank frag. Wire drawn. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1853     4 

3 4 11217 5522 bolt/spike archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  L=83+; Hd Dia=21 1 1 39 
Dome or rose hd (obscured), sq or circ sctn. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5523 bar unid unid fe fragment   135+x36-41x8-27 1 1 196 
Straight bar frag, thicker at one end. Poss part 
of stove hinge. Sim but larger than 
11277/#5381. Encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5524 plate trans v/fitting aes plate   
90x70x0.5; Hd Dia=15; 
Nail Hole Dia=3 

1 1 43 

Rect hand-cut thin sheet/plate prob used as 
door escutcheon. Central hole for 
handle/knob, row of small sub sq holes along 
one side and 2 ends. 1 cnr ripped away, 1 end 
folded over. Poss as rub plate around vertical 
pipe? FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5525 screw trans v/hull aes whole Slot 
L=32; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 1 3 
Woodscrew. Flat countersunk slot hd, wide 
thread on lower 2/3 of shank, blunt or 
damaged pt. Used/bent. FD. 

c 1850     4 
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3 4 11217 5526 rod trans v/fitting aes fragment   L=70+; Dia=4.5 1 1 8 
Narrow cylind rod, cut both ends with 
grooves on side & end from wear/use. Poss 
used in soldering? FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5527 offcut trans v/by-prod aes offcut   70x32x1 2 1 5 Thin sub-rect sheet offcuts. FD.         4 

3 4 11217 5528 plate trans v/fitting aes fragment   22+x16x2.5 1 1 4 

Part of small flat rect plate with countersunk 
nail/screw hole at one end, vertical larger 
hole at broken end. Cast. Poss hinge/latch. 
FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5529 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=32; Hd Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=4-5 

0 2 6 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used/bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5530 
Tack & 

sheathing 
trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 

L=27; Hd Dia=11; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 3 
Sheathing tack and sheathing frag below hd. 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used/sl bent. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5531 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=9; H=2 0 1 0.5 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Small circ nail 
hole. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5532 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=11; H=2.5 0 3 2 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Small circ nail 
hole. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5533 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=13; H=3.5 0 1 1 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Small circ nail 
hole. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5534 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=16; H=4 0 1 2 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Small circ nail 
hole. Used. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5535 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=21; H=6 0 1 5 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Small circ nail 
hole. Used. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5536 rove trans v/hull aes whole Diamond LxW=13x12; H=3.5 0 1 0.5 
Diamond hand-cut rove with conical centre 
beside small circ nail hole. Used. FD. 

c 1788     4 

3 4 11217 5537 nail trans v/hull aes/wood 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=36+; Hd Dia=7-8; Shk 
Dia=4.5; 
Wood=47+x33+x22+ 

1 1 12 
Flat countersunk hd (off centre), sq sctn, pt 
broken. Wire drawn. Used, in situ where 
hammered into wood (frag). FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5538 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=76; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Flat hd (off centre), circ sctn, sharp pt. 
Narrow. Wire drawn. Unused? FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5539 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=49; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Unused? FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5540 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=36; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=1.5 

0 3 1 
Flat hd (off centre), circ sctn, sharp pt. 
Narrow. Wire drawn. Used?/1 bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11217 5541 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Clench nail 

WD 
L=22; Hd Dia=3; Shk 
Dia=1 

0 1 0.5 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5542 tack trans v/superstru aes whole WD 
L=18; Hd Dia=2; Shk 
Dia=1.5 

0 1 0.3 
Countersunk (?) hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Clamp 
marks on shk. Wire drawn. Poss escutcheon 
nail. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5543 tack trans v/superstru aes whole HF 
L=16; Hd Dia=2-4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Rect flat countersunk hd, rect sctn, sharp pt. 
HF. Used/bent. FD. 

c 1788     4 

3 4 11217 5544 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=23; Hd Dia=3; Shk 
Dia=1.5 

0 2 1 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Unused? FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5545 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=24; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Thin flat hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used. Damaged hd/narrow due to FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5546 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=29-31; Hd Dia=2-3.5; 
Shk Dia=1.5 

0 5 2 
Small flat countersunk hd (off centre), sq sctn, 
blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5547 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=30; Hd Dia=3.5-4.5; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 3 2 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. 1 bent. Heavier weight than #5546. 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5548 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33; Hd Dia=3.5-4; 
Shk Dia=1.5 

0 1 1 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/hd bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5549 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=41; Hd Dia=4-5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1.5 
Flat countersunk hd (off centre), sq sctn, 
blunt pt. Wire drawn. bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5550 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=21; Hd Dia=3; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5551 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=23; Hd Dia=3.5-4.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 2 1 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5552 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=25-26; Hd Dia=3-4; 
Shk Dia=1.5 

0 9 3 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 3 sl sq hd. Wire 
drawn. Used/some blunted/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5553 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=28-29; Hd Dia=2.5-4; 
Shk Dia=1.5 

0 8 3 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 4 sl sq hd. Wire 
drawn. Used/some blunted/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5554 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=27-29; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 5 3 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent/blunted. Heavier weight than 
#5553. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5555 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32-33; Hd Dia=3-4; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 4 3 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Small 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5556 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=30; Hd Dia=4-6; Shk 
Dia=2-2.5 

0 4 4 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 2 
bent. Heavier weight than #5555. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11217 5557 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Heavy 
weight as #5556. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5558 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39; Hd Dia=5-6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 3 3 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn.  FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5559 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=35; Hd Dia=3.5-5.5; 
Shk Dia=2-2.5 

0 2 2 Rose hd, sq sctn, flat pt. Used/blunted. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5560 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=36; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1.5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. 
Heavier weight than #5558. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5561 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=4-5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 4 5 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn.  FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5562 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=43-45; Hd Dia=5-6; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 5 8 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5563 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=51; Hd Dia=5-6; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 5 10 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5564 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=52-54; Hd Dia=6-7; 
Shk Dia=2.5-3 

0 2 6 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. 
Heavier weight than #5563. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5565 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=65; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 4 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5566 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=79; Hd Dia=8; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 6 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent pt. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5567 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=65, 67; Hd Dia=6, 8; 
Shk Dia=3.5-4 

0 2 13 
Flat hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 1 bent. 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5568 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=24; Hd Dia=3; Shk 
Dia=1.5 

0 1 0.8 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/ sl bent. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5569 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=31; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5570 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=34; Hd Dia=4-5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Thick rect rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5571 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=37; Hd Dia=4-4.5; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 2 2 
Thick rect rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5572 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39; Hd Dia=4-5.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 1 3 
Thick rect rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Bent. Heavier weight than #5573. 
Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5573 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39-40; Hd Dia=4-5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 4 6 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt pt. Wire 
drawn. Bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11217 5574 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46, 48; Hd Dia=5.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 2 4 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5575 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=17-55+; Shk Dia=2.5-
3.5 

9 9 17 
Sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Used/snipped 
off. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5576 spike trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=26+; Shk Dia=5.5 1 1 5 

Thick sq sctn, snipped both ends/used. Wire 
drawn. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11217 5577 nail trans v/hull aes shank Boat nail 
L=15+, 17+; Shk 
Dia=3.5-5 

2 2 2 
Oval/rect sctn, sharp pt. (Unid type, prob wire 
drawn). Used/snipped off. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11217 5669 tack & rove trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

WD sq 
Rove Dia=9, H=3; Nail 
L=15+; Hd Dia=3.5 

2 2 1 
Circular conical rove (small) with bevelled 
rim. Nail hammered rose hd, narrow sq 
shank. Wire drawn. Used. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11222 5578 eye bolt archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=140+; Eye W=52; Shk 
Dia=16 

2 1 171 
Eyebolt, circ sctn. HF single rod, shk broken. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788     4 

3 4 11243 5579 nail archit non-stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF rod 
L=27+; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=5 

1 1 1 Rose hd, sq sctn. HF rod. Encrusted/bad FD. c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11243 5580 nail archit stru fe shank   L=72+; Shk Dia=7-8 1 1 30 
Thick sq sctn shk. Prob HF. Obscured, 
encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11243 5581 nail archit v/hull fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW 
L=28+; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=5.5-4 

1 1 2 
Flat hd, rect sctn. Prob cut wrought. Bent. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1815 c 1870 4 

3 4 11243 5582 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod 
L=46; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=8 

0 1 8 
Rose (?) hd, sq sctn, sharp (?) pt. Prob HF rod. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11243 5583 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

MW L=60+; Hd Dia=14 1 1 17 
Rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt broken. Prob 
machine wrought, poss Ewbank (lump on hd). 
Obscured, encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1845 c 1880 4 

3 4 11243 5584 nail archit stru fe shank   L=36+ 1 1 6 
Rect sctn, poss chisel pt. Poss cut or machine 
wrought. Encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11243 5585 rove trans v/superstru aes whole Conical Dia=7; Hd =2 0 1 0 
Circular conical rove with bevelled rim. Used. 
Bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11243 5586 rove trans v/superstru aes whole Conical Dia=12; H=4 0 1 1 
Circular conical rove with bevelled rim. Used. 
Bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11243 5587 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=27; Hd Dia=9; Shk 
Dia=4 

0 1 2 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used? Small FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11243 5588 nail & rove trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=49+; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=4; Rove Dia=9; 
H=3.5 

1 1 6 

Rose hd, sq sctn, bent and pt broken off 
beyond base of conical rove with bevelled 
rim. Wire drawn nail. Thick Cu oxide FD in 
hd/rove area, poss sheathing? 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11243 5589 tack trans v/hull aes whole HF 
L=17; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 0.5 
Flat hd, rect sctn, sharp pt curled up. HF. 
Used. FD. 

c 1788     4 

3 4 11243 5590 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 

L=27-29; Hd Dia=3.5-5; 
Shk Dia=2; Clnch H=13-
15 

0 3 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent or clenched at right angles at sim 
distance. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11243 5591 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=29-30; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=1.5-2 

0 2 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Bad 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11243 5592 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46; Hd Dia=6x7; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 2 
Flat countersunk hd (bashed), sq sctn, sharp 
pt. Wire drawn. Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11243 5593 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=26+; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=4x3 

1 1 2 
Flat countersunk hd (off centre), sq sctn. Wire 
drawn. Used/sl bent. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11243 5594 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=19+; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=4 

1 1 1 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn. Wire drawn. Used/sl 
bent. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11244 5595 bolt/spike archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  
L=218+; Hd Dia=34; 
Shk Dia=20 

1 1 546 
Dome hd, sq upper shk, lower shk obscured. 
HF? Prob spike broken near pt. Heavy 
encrustation/bad FD. Approx measurements. 

        4 

3 4 11245 5596 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=35; Hd Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 1 4 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5597 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=25; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 2 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5598 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26.5; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/blunted. Heavier weight than #5597. 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5599 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=29; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5600 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/blunt. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5601 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5602 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=5-4; Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/blunted/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11245 5603 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=36.5; Hd Dia=3; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Small thick sq rose hd joined to sq sctn, blunt 
pt. Wire drawn.  Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11245 5604 sprig/nail archit stru fe whole Cut L=35-42 0 3 11 
Obscured or no hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut 
(and wrought). Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1805     4 

3 4 11245 5605 screw archit stru/non-stru fe whole Slot? 
L=45; Hd Dia=15; Shk 
Dia=8 

0 1 13 
Circ prob slot hd (obscured), sq upper shk, 
threaded lower sharp pt. Encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11251 5606 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=46; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 3 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/blunted. Small FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11251 5607 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

  L=80+ 1 1 31 
Rose (?) hd, rect sctn. Broken near point. Cut 
and wrought or machine wrought. 
Enrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11251 5608 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

CW L=38+ 1 1 10 
Rose (?) hd, rect sctn. Prob cut and wrought. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

3 4 11251 5609 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=70 1 1 23 
Rose (?) hd, rect sctn, sharp pt. Prob cut and 
wrought. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

3 4 11275 5610 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=8; H=2.5 0 1 0 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Very small, 
tiny nail hole. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5611 rove trans v/hull aes whole Conical Dia=17; H=4.5 0 1 3 
Conical rove with bevelled rim. Circ nail hole. 
Used. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5612 
Tack & 

sheathing 
trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 

L=29; Hd Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=4; Sheath Th=1.2 

0 1 3 
Flat circ countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Small attached frag sheathing. Wire drawn. 
Used/blunted hd and pt. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5613 nail & rove trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=49+; Hd Dia=6.5; Shk 
Dia=3.5; Rove Dia=9; 
Rove H=3 

1 1 5 

Rose hd, sq sctn, pt broken off beyond base 
of conical rove with bevelled rim. Wire drawn 
nail. Thick Cu oxide FD between hd & upright 
rove, poss sheathing? 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5614 brad trans v/superstru aes whole HF 
L=29; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=4.5 

0 1 2 
Short rect bill hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. HF. Used. 
Blackened under cu oxide. Poss not boat: furn 
in h'hold? FD. 

c 1788     4 

3 4 11275 5615 tack trans v/superstru aes whole WD sq 
L=20; Hd Dia=4.5x2.5; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Rect rose (?) hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Bashed/narrowed hd, curved shk. Wire 
drawn. Used. Poss furn/shoe. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5616 nail/tack trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=9+; Hd Dia=5; Shk 
Dia=1.5x2 

1 1 0 
Flat hd, sq (?) sctn, fractured shk. Wire drawn. 
Used. Poss furn/shoe. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11275 5617 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=26+; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=3.5 

1 1 2 
Flat countersunk hd, sq shk. Wire drawn. 
Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5618 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD 
L=33; Hd Dia=4; Shk 
Dia=2; Clnch H=22 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, circ sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent hd, clenched (?) lower shank. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5619 tack trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 
L=20; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, flat pt. Small, narrow. Wire 
drawn. Used/blunted. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5620 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=5.5;Shk 
Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Used? 
Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5621 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 

L=25; Hd Dia=4x4.5; 
Shk Dia=2.5; Clnch 
H=16 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/clenched lower shank. Sim size to 
#5620. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5622 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=30; Hd Dia=5x6; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5623 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=28-30; Hd Dia=4.5-5; 
Shk Dia=2; Clnch H=3.5 

0 2 2 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/clenched lower shank. Sim size to 
#5622, #5624. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5624 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=25+; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=2; Clnch H=15 

1 1 0.5 
Rose hd, sq sctn. Clenched lower shk. Wire 
drawn. Used. Sim size to #5622, #5623. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5625 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=29; Hd Dia=3.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 2 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt  pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/sl bent. Sim to #5622-24, but narrower. 
Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5626 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=33-34; Hd Dia=5-6; 
Shk Dia=2-3 

0 4 5 Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt  pt. Wire drawn. FD. c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5627 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=37-39; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 2 4 
Rose hd, sq sctn,  blunt  pt.  Wire drawn. 
Used/sl bent.  FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5628 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=36+; Shk Dia=2; 
Clnch H=24 

1 1 1 
Hd snapped off, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used. Clenched lower shk. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5629 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 

L=41; Hd Dia=4.5-5; 
Shk Dia=2.5; Clnch 
H=27 

0 1 2 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire 
drawn. Used. Clenched lower shk. Sim size to 
#5630. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5630 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=40; Hd Dia=4.5-5; 
Shk Dia=3 

0 1 2 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, blunt  pt.  Wire 
drawn. Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11275 5631 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=95; Hd Dia=6; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 6 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn,  blunt  pt.  Wire 
drawn. Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11275 5632 wire trans v/fitting aes fragment   
L=46+; Dia=0.24; Coil 
Dia=1.6 

1 1 0 
Narrow wire, circ sctn, in tight coiled length. 
Now mostly uncoiled. Clock spring type. Same 
as 11277/#5360. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5633 weight work tool pb partial   LxWxTh=53+x23x9 0 1 76 
Rect weight made from solidly rolled pb 
sheet. Broken at scored line around 
centre/upper end. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5634 tin can unid cont fe partial Stamped Dia=80 5 1 41 
Stamped top or base of cylindrical can. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1847 c 1900 4 

3 4 11275 5635 canister unid cont fe/enamel partial   Dia=180; H=40 1 1 670 

Circ low-domed lid with narrow vertical lower 
rim to rest  inside cylindrical canister or poss 
pot. Part of prob hinge on one side, one rivet 
extant. Prob enamelled fe. Enrusted/bad FD. 

c 1880     4 

3 4 11275 5636 pipe service unid fe fragment   L=16-22+; Dia=16-22 2 1 144 
Slightly tapered pipe or tube. Poss part of 
larger object, sim size to hollow bolt. Heavily 
encrusted/bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5637 hinge archit/indust door fe partial   
H=70-80; W Plate=60; 
Th=3-8 

2 1 78 
Poss butt hinge plate & pin, poss part of hasp. 
Sub rect plate broken into 3 frags. Bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5638 strap unid unid fe partial   L=620+; W=29; Th=2-3 4 1 385 

Narrow rect strap frags, some bent into curve 
with nail hammered from inside, wire drawn 
fe, hd obscured. In corroded clump, poss 
parts of brackets. Bad FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5639 nail archit stru fe whole   L=115 approx 0 1 76 
Hd, poss rect sctn & pt obscured. Bent in 
centre approx 110 degrees. Encrusted/bad 
FD. 

        4 

3 4 11275 5640 nail archit stru fe whole MW L=82 0 1 32 
Rect rose hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Machine 
wrought, poss Ewbank. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1840 c 1914 4 

3 4 11275 5641 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF rod L=80+ 1 1 28 
Rose hd, sq sctn, part of flat pt. HF nail rod. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11275 5642 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod L=65 0 1 12 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt blunted. HF nail 
rod. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11275 5643 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod L=38 0 1 4 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt blunted. HF nail 
rod. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11275 5644 nail archit stru fe 
head/ 
shank 

HF rod L=45+ 2 1 3 Rose ? Hd, sq sctn. HF nail rod. Bad  FD. c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11275 5645 nail archit stru fe whole HF? L=45 0 1 6 Rose hd, sq sctn, chisel pt. HF? Bad FD. c 1788 c 1890 4 
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3 4 11275 5646 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=55 0 1 10 
Rose/clasped, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut and 
wrought. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

3 4 11275 5647 sprig/nail archit stru fe whole Cut L=57 0 2 19 
Rect sctn, sharp pt. Poss countersunk hd. Cut. 
Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1805     4 

3 4 11275 5648 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=35 0 2 6 
Countersunk hd, rect sctn, chisel pts 
damaged. Cut and wrought. Encrusted/bad 
FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

3 4 11275 5649 nail archit stru fe whole CW L=42 0 1 6 
Countersunk, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut and 
wrought. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1820 c 1870 4 

3 4 11280 5650 nail archit stru fe whole HF rod L=51.5 0 1 7 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt damaged. HF nail 
rod. Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1788 c 1890 4 

3 4 11280 5651 sprig/nail archit stru fe whole Cut L=45 0 1 4 
Poss countersunk hd, rect sctn, chisel pt. Cut 
(and wrought). Encrusted/bad FD. 

c 1805     4 

3 4 11280 5652 pulley wheel trans v/fitting aes nr whole   
Dia=45; Th=11; Hole 
Dia=10; Tread Dia=41 

1 1 46 
Circ cast aes pulley wheel concave tread/rim. 
Sunken flat sides, raised rim around central 
hole. Broken/worn through parts of rim. FD. 

        4 

3 4 11280 5653 
Tack & 

sheathing 
trans v/hull aes whole WD sq 

L=29; Hd Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 1 3 
Circ flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. 
Wire drawn. Soft cu oxide below hd poss 
form sheath. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5654 spike trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat spike 

WD sq 
L=37; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=5 

0 1 5 
Thick sq rose hd, sq sctn, chisel pt. Wire 
drawn. Used/bent/blunted. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5655 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=79; Hd Dia=7.5; Shk 
Dia=.3.5 

0 1 7 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Bad 
FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5656 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=7; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 1 
Flat hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. Used/sl 
bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5657 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=42; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2.5; Clnch H=34 

0 1 1 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire 
drawn. Clenched lower shk. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5658 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=23+; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

1 1 1 
Flat countersunk hd, sq sctn. Blunt pt.  Wire 
drawn. Heavier weight than #5657. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5659 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=26; Hd Dia=2.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 0.5 
Small rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5660 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 

L=25-27; Hd Dia=3-4; 
Shk Dia=2; Clnch H=12-
21 

0 6 3 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. Clenched lower shk. As #5659. 
Narrow nail. FD. 

c 1835     4 
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3 4 11280 5661 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=29.5; Hd Dia=4.5; 
Shk Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused? Heavier weight than #5659-60. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5662 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=34; Hd Dia=3; Shk 
Dia=2; Clnch H=20 

0 1 0.5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Clenched lower shk. Narrow. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5663 nail trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=39; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=2 

0 1 1 
Rose hd, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Unused. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5664 nail trans v/hull aes 
head/ 
shank 

Boat nail 
WD sq 

L=22+; Hd Dia=4.5; Shk 
Dia=3 

0 1 0.5 
Rose hd, sq sctn, blunt pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/sl bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5665 brad trans v/hull aes whole 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=32; Hd Dia=3.5-5; 
Shk Dia=2.5 

0 1 1 
Small bill, sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5666 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=30-40+ 2 2 1 

Sq sctn, sharp pt. Narrow. Wire drawn. 
Used/bent. Bad FD. 

c 1835     4 

3 4 11280 5667 nail trans v/hull aes shank 
Boat nail 

WD sq 
L=27-30+ 2 2 1 

Sq sctn, sharp pt. Wire drawn. Used/bent. 
Clenched lower shk. FD. 

c 1835     2 
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  ALL 11201 5130 rec smoking pipe kaolin mth piece     Y Y Scot 
Duncan 

McDougall 
      L=72+; Mpc Dia=7 1 1 5 

Straight trimmed stem frag, broken 
end reused as simple mpce, 
mouthwear. Remnant mpce honey-
brown glaze. Broken at bowl & spur 
junction. Incuse marks on stem LHS: 
'MCDOUGALL'; RHS: 'GLASGOW'. 
(Duncan McDougall, Glasgow). 

  1846   1967 1 

  ALL 11201 5131 rec toy marble clay whole Clay h made or-brn     Aus /Syd     Child   Dia=15 0 1 4 

Small hand-rolled asymmetric clay 
marble. High fired to terracotta 
colour, frequent tiny exploded 
ironstones, rare white clay lump. 
Some surface wear/rolled. Prob 
locally made. 

c 1788     1 

  ALL 11201 5132 rec toy marble glass whole 
Glass alley e 

mach 
olive 

grn/white 
    USA     Child   Dia=18 0 1 7 

Glass marble, irreg swirls of 
translucent olive green & opaque 
white interior & surface.. 

c 1901 c 1926 1 

  ALL 11201 5133 pers cloth button brass whole 
4-hole 

Sunkeneye 
linear 

                Dia=16; Th=3 0 1 2 

Circular thick stamped-out brass 
button. 4-holes in concave 
sunkeneye in face with line around 
inside of flared border. Plain back. 
Early form of trouser? Cast. 

c 1840     1 

  ALL 11201 5134 pers jew pendant glass/au frame   blk           Adult Female W=3; Th=2.5 1 1 0 

Part of opaque black glass moulded 
frame, oval, prob around 
stone/gem. Gilded rope border; flat 
unpolished back. Prob pend. Poss 
brooch. 

c 1860     1 

2 3 11206 5135 economy currency coin bronze whole Halfpenny   Y   UK         Dia=26; Th=1.5 0 1 5 
British halfpenny, Victoria 1889. 
Barely handled/worn. obv. especially 
surface decay. FD. 

  1889   1889 1 

2 3 11206 5136 rec smoking pipe celluloid mth piece   amber               
 L=55; W=11-12; 
Th=6-8 

1 1 3 

Straight component celluloid 
mouthpiece with lenticular section 
pressed & thickened lenticular 
domed mpce tip. Sawn flat end with 
large bore for stem attachment. 
Translucent pale amber with 
mottled tobacco brown staining. 

c 1869     1 

2 3 11206 5137 rec toy marble clay whole Clay h made or-brn     Aus/ Syd     Child   Dia=15 0 1 3 

Small hand-rolled asymmetric clay 
marble. Well fired to light terracotta 
colour, occasional tiny ironstones in 
clay. Occasional poss. battering 
marks. Prob. locally made. 

c 1788     1 
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2 3 11206 5142 economy currency token cu whole 
Halfpenny 

Robert 
Hyde 

  Y   UK         Dia=18; Th=1.8 0 1 8 

Trade token, halfpenny. Obv: 
'ROBERT HYDE & 
CO./GENERAL/MARINE/STORE/SHIP
PERS OF/RAGS 
GLASS/METALS/&c/MELBOURNE'. 
Rev: 'PEACE & PLENTY/1857' with 
emu and kangaroo either side of 
coat of arms with rising sun.  
Same handling/wear; FD. (Made in 
UK for Rob H 

  1857   1857 1 

2 3 11209 5138 rec toy marble stw whole 
Stw alley h 

made 
l grey-brn     Aus/ Syd     Child   Dia=16 0 1 5 

Hand-rolled, fairly symmetric clay 
high fired or stoneware, grey fabric 
with mottled light grey-brown 
surface. Turn linear marks, occas. 
tiny ironstones & poss. battering 
marks. Prob. Locally made. 

c 1788     1 

2 3 11209 5139 rec toy marble porc whole Bennington cob blue     
USA/ 

Europe 
    Child   Dia=16-17 0 1 5 

Hand-rolled asymmetric white 
porcelain marble with mottled & 
pockmarked cobalt blue glossy 
glaze. Main pockmark is pooled 
glaze at bottom when fired in kiln. 

c 1842 c 1914 1 

2 3 11221 5140 pers cloth button brass whole 
4-hole 

concave 
beaded 

                Dia=16; Th=3 0 1 1 

Circular thick stamped-out brass 
button. 4 holes in concave face 
encircled by fine beading. Plain back. 
Small FD. 

c 1840     1 

2 3 11228 5141 pers cloth button aes whole 

4-hole 
trouser 

BEST SOLID 
RING 

  Y             Dia=16; Th=2.5 0 1 1 

Circular thin stamped-out copper 
alley button. 4 holes in sunkeneye of 
face with embossed mark around 
border: 'BEST SOLID/RING'. Plain 
back. FD rim. Same as 11202/#5163. 

c 1850     1 

2 3 11236 5143 rec smoking pipe kaolin mth piece 
Squatters 
Budgeree 

  Y Y UK         L=53+; Mpc Dia=6 1 1 3 

Straight tapered trimmed stem frag, 
broken end with remnant glaze 
reused as simple mpce, mouth & 
teethwear. Broken before bowl. 
Incuse marks LHS: 'SQUATTERS'; 
RHS: 'BUDGEREE'. Crescent relief 
design at bowl end. (Made in UK for 
colonial market, not Thomas 

c 1840 c 1880 1 
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2 3 11276 5145 pers hygiene 
toothbrus

h 
bone handle 

Wire-
trepan 

  Y             
Tot L=120+; Handle 
LxWxTh=100x14x7 

1 1 12 

Polished bone lenticular handle with 
pointed end, gentle narrowing at 
neck, broken at start of head with 
irreg placed 4 rows of drilled holes & 
trepanned channels. Incuse stamped 
mark handle inside: 'THE 
CHAMPION'. Curved/bent back 
profile. 

c 1840     1 

2 3 11276 5146 rec toy marble glass whole 
Glass alley e 

mach 
red/yell/

white 
    USA     Child   Dia=16 0 1 5 

Early machine made glass marble, 
opaque red and yellow divided by 
central white band. Still shiny-barely 
used. 

c 1901 c 1926 1 

2 3 11276 5147 rec toy doll bisque leg         Ger     Child Female L=22 1 1 1 

Moulded bisque porcelain leg with 
black-painted high-heeled shoe & 
groove below flat knee socket from 
small soft-bodied doll. 

c 1860 c 1900 1 

2 3 11276 5148 food tblw knife celluloid/fe partial         UK         
Total L=101+; Hndle 
LxWxTh=81x16x8 

1 1 34 

Knife with part of blade, narrow 
bolster & pin or rat-tail tang in 
straight rect grained celluloid handle 
(grained celluloid patented 1883). 
FD. 

  1883     1 

2 3 11276 5149 h'hold fitting bell brass cover                   Dia=58; H=20 1 1 31 
Domed circular doorbell cover with 
small central hole. Plain. Machine 
cast/pressed. FD. 

        1 

2 3 11276 5150 unid unid 
washer/ 

offcut 
rubber whole                   Dia=39-41; Th=4-5 0 1 4 

Roughly circular backing washer, 
repair patch or offcut of thick black 
vulcanised rubber, one side with 
impressed cross-woven layer. 
Gumboot material. Warped. 

  1839     1 

2 3 11276 5152 
h'hold/in

dust 
power battery 

cu/graphite
/zn 

nr whole 
Leclanche 
dry zinc-
carbon 

                
L=44; Dia=17; 
Elctrol Dia=6 

2 1 17 

Cylindrical A-size zinc-carbon 
battery, no casing present; most of 
narrow cylind electrode within, with 
zinc-copper cap on one terminal. FD. 

c 1900     1 

2 3 11276 5153 
h'hold/in

dust 
power battery 

cu/graphite
/zn 

electrode 
Leclanche 
dry zinc-
carbon 

                L=59; Dia=8 1 1 5 
Intact cylindrical electrode with zinc-
copper cap at one terminal. Larger 
than #5152. FD. 

c 1900     1 

2 3 11276 5154 food oyster oyster organic fragment                     50 1   

Small dried frags of oyster/salt 
water residue inside clear bottle 
marked 'CLARENCE LEWIS OYSTER 
SERVICE'. (See Glass catalogue 
11276/#94967). 

        1 
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2 3 11277 5155 
h'hold/in

dust 
fuel coal coal fragment   blk               89x49x44 1 1 

16
7 

Large cubic frag, black coal.         1 

2 3 11277 5156 indust fuel coke coke fragment   dk grey               72x41x29 1 1 24 
Irregular lump with frequent air 
voids. 

        1 

2 3 11278 5157 rec smoking pipe kaolin bowl                   Bowl HxDia=33x22 1 1 9 
Small plain bowl, carefully trimmed. 
Broken before stem. Mottled light-
brown surface, black int from use. 

        1 

3 1 11272 5144 pers groom comb vulcanite tooth   blk               L=29+ 1 1 0 
Thick tooth from comb, rounded 
point. More commonly made from 
1870s. 

c 1844     1 

3 1 11279 5158 cleric writing 
slate 

pencil 
slate whole 

Mach-
Cylind 

dk grey           Child   LxDia=43x4 0 1 1 
Narrow intact stub with 2 irreg 
points. Some filed/ground facets. 

    c 1930 1 

3 1 11279 5159 cleric writing 
slate 

pencil 
slate fragment 

Mach-
Cylind 

dk grey           Child   LxDia=33-44+x4-5 3 3 5 

Broken pencil frags, all with diff 
filed/ground facets. One long point, 
1 flat butt with facets poss for 
holder. 

    c 1930 1 

3 1 11279 5160 bev wine stopper pvc cap   white Y       Penfolds     Dia=27; H=9 0 1 2 

Circular cap once glued to top of 
cork stopper in wine/spirits bottle. 
Flat stippled top with relief brand in 
script: 'PENFOLDS'. Knurled side. 
White opaque plastic-prob PVC 
(introd 1937). (Penfolds 1844-
present; trademark 1923-). 

c 1937     1 

3 1 11279 5161 work 
sharpenin

g 
whetston

e 
schist nr whole Hone grey               

LxWxTh=122x28-
30x12-13 

1 1 90 

Narrow ground & polished 
rectangular (cuboid) hone. Flat faces 
& sides. One irreg & one broken 
end. Slightly asymmetric. One face 
has long grooves from sharpening at 
slight angle to length. Fine grained 
grey schist. 

        1 

3 4 11202 5162 pers cloth button aes frame 
3-Fold 
Linen 

                Dia=19; Th=2 0 1 0 
Circular frame of 3-fold linen button. 
Small FD. 

  1841     1 

3 4 11202 5163 pers cloth button aes whole 
4-hole 
trouser 

  Y         Adult Male Dia=17; Th=2.5 0 1 1 

Circular button with 4-holes in 
sunkeneye face, partly obscured 
relief marks on border: 'BEST 
SOLID/RING'. Plain back. FD. Same as 
11228/#5141. 

c 1850     1 
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3 4 11202 5164 pers jew brooch aes/au nr whole               Adult Female Dia=33-39; Th=12 1 1 18 

Elaborate brooch with flat oval back 
(hollow plate). Front central oval 
claw setting with missing glass/gem 
and rope frame; encircled by double 
concave border and decorated by 
applied ring of alternating 6-point 
stars and beading. 2 holes in back & 
base o 

c 1850 c 1910 1 

3 4 11202 5165 archit door rose plate brass nr whole                   Dia=47; Th=3.5 1 1 9 

Circular pressed roseplate from 
behind door or cupboard. Central 
knob hole, 2 screw holes either side. 
Front has raised circular ridge & rim. 
Thin brass, chipped. Small FD. Poss 
match with doorknobs 
11217/#5175. 

        1 

3 4 11202 5166 rec smoking pipe kaolin stem     Y   UK   
William 

Aldis 
    L=48+ 1 1 3 

Tapered trimmed stem frag with 
large relief marks on one side LHS: 
'ALDIS'. (Made in UK for William 
Aldis, tobacconist, Sydney). 

  1839   1868 1 

3 4 11202 5167 cleric writing 
slate 

pencil 
slate fragment 

Mach-
Cylind 

dk grey           Child   LxDia=65x4.5 1 1 3 
Slate pencil with worn slightly 
facetted point, snapped shank. 

    c 1930 1 

3 4 11202 5168 h'hold sew pin brass whole EUH                 L=25 0 1 0 Short, fine, tinned. Small FD. c 1809     1 

3 4 11202 5169 h'hold sew pin brass whole EUH                 L=29 0 2 0 Fine, tinned. Small FD. c 1809     1 

3 4 11203 5170 food tea teaspoon epns whole Fiddle   Y   UK         L=137; Bowl H=50 0 1 14 

Fiddle pattern teaspoon. Poss 
etched mark on top of upper handle; 
worn 4 hallmarks down back of 
upper handle top-bottom: unid; long 
star; Gothic 'n'; unid. Bowl slightly 
flattened, handle bent up & 
corroded onto iron frag. All silver 
epns on plate worn of 

c 1840     1 

3 4 11203 5171 rec smoking pipe kaolin bowl Rouletted       
UK/ 

Holland 
        Bowl HxDia=39+x25 1 1 9 

Large navvy/dudeen style pipe, 
trimmed bowl with fine rouletting 
below rim. Front frag. Black int from 
use. 

c 1860 c 1930 1 

3 4 11203 5172 
h'hold/in

dust 
fuel coke coke fragment   dk grey               27x16x16 1 1 2 Small irreg frag, frequent air voids.         1 

3 4 11217 5174 cleric writing 
lead 

pencil 
graphite fragment Lead-Rect dk grey               36+x5x2 1 1 1 

Wide rect pencil lead with worn 
conical point & snapped shank. 

        1 
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3 4 11217 5175 archit door doorknob brass whole                   Dia=48; H=43 0 1 54 

Plain domed hollow cast door knob, 
slightly pushed in. Single-ridged neck 
with one locking screw hole; flat 
base with square hole for spindle. 
Some FD. Poss match with roseplate 
11202/#5165. 

        1 

3 4 11217 5189 rec music jews harp brass partial                   LxWxTh=27+x28x8 1 1 12 

Small jews harp, near circular end, 
broken shanks; impression for 
missing reed. Diamond-square 
section brass rod bent to shape. FD. 

        1 

3 4 11222 5121 trans v/hull plank aes/wood frag                   

Wood=185+x120+x
19; Tack L=21+; Hd 
Dia=10; Shk 
Dia=4.5; Spacing 
Horiz=100; Vert=88 

1 1 86 

Flat rect plank frag from hull, one 
sawn straight end. 2 copper alloy 
sheeting tacks in row parallel (31-
34mm) to one side, another forming 
row with one 49mm from sawn end 
(extant as shank impression at edge 
of opposite side). HF nail rod or CW 
tacks. Flat countersunk HD, sq sctn, 
point missing (through to other 
plank face). Sheeting evident as hard 
residue on flat protected wood 
surface beside tack heads. (Tacks 
sim to those contexts 11277, 
11217). FD. 

        1 

3 4 11243 5173 
h'hold/in

dust 
fuel coke coke fragment   dk grey               26x20x12 1 1 2 Small irreg frag, frequent air voids.         1 

3 4 11244 5177 food tblw cutlery bone handle                   53+x16x8 1 1 6 

Slightly tapered rect polished bone 
handle end frag. Flat faces, sides & 
end. Hole for pin or rat-tail tang. 
Slightly worn. FD. 

        1 

3 4 11245 5178 food tblw fork epns handle King                 70+x6-20x1.5 1 1 6 

Small, poss cake fork, King pattern, 
turn down top of handle but gen flat 
& thin. No evid of hallmarks on back, 
poss worn 3 joining frags. Silver 
worn away, epns or plate. Pattern 
single struck on top face, poss 
Scottish. 

c 1840     1 

3 4 11245 5179 pers 
jew/acces

s 
brooch/ 

clip 
aes fragment                   19x18+x1 1 1 1 

Pressed thin aes into trefoil shape 
with fine decoration in relief. Broken 
both sides. Poss part of brooch or 
hair clip or pin. Poss elaborate catch 
cover. Bad FD. 

        1 
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3 4 11275 5180 pers access purse aes frame                 Female LxHxTh=96x40x5 1 1 6 

One side of pivoting purse frame. 
Gently curved convex shape; pivot 
holes at each end; smaller holes on 
side to attach purse pouch; top stud 
clip; scalloped widows-peak in 
centre on lower edge. Thin pressed 
aes. FD. 

        1 

3 4 11275 5181 pers cloth button aes whole 
4-hole 
trouser 

Moses Levy 
  Y   Eng Moses Levy   Adult Male Dia=17; Th=1.5 0 1 1 

Circular aes trouser button. 4 holes 
in sunkeneye of face, relief marks on 
border: 'MOSES LEVY & 
CO/LONDON'. Flattened. FD. 

c 1850     1 

3 4 11275 5182 pers cloth button fe partial 
2-piece 
covered 

                Dia=19 1 1 1 

Circular flat face of 2-piece button, 
rim damaged. Fe. Impression of 
finely cross-woven material cover. 
Bad FD. 

  1802     1 

3 4 11275 5183 cleric writing 
slate 

pencil 
slate fragment Mach-cylind dk grey           Child   LxDia=52+x4.5 1 1 2 

Narrow slate pencil with worn 
facetted point & snapped shank. 
Irreg filed/ground facets. 

    c 1930 1 

3 4 11275 5184 h'hold light lamp brass burner                   
Tot H=41; Dia=25; 
Key L=62 

1 1 17 

Venus burner from oil or kerosene 
lamp. Simple flat circular top with 
single flame slit, exterior thread, 
tapered hanging clips/catches (for 
collar). Narrow rect wick casing 
inserted vertically up through slit;  
wick was wound up by double star 
studs on s 

c 1860     1 

3 4 11275 5185 h'hold fitting cloak pin brass/fe 
head/ 
shank 

                  Dia=52; Th=7 1 1 20 

Circular 2-piece cloak pin head. Face 
thin pressed brass with relief 6-petal 
rosette design in raised border. Fe 
slightly convex back. Small central 
hole for shank attachment. For tying 
back cords/curtains. Bad FD. 

c 1850 c 1920 1 

3 4 11275 5186 rec smoking pipe kaolin stem     Y   Scot 
Thomas 

Davidson 
      L=22+, 31+ 2 2 4 

Tapered trimmed stem frags, incuse 
marks LHS: 'DAVIDSO[N]; RHS: 
'[G]LASGOW'. One has varied 
surface colour from kiln; other 
blackened interior from use. 
(Thomas Davidson, Glasgow). 

  1862   1911 1 
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3 4 11275 5187 rec toy jug bc rim,bd,bs   white     
UK/ 

Europe 
    Child Female H=40; Bs Dia=24 1 1 10 

Front part of white glazed wheel-
turned bone china jug from teaset. 
Broad spout, carination at shoulder, 
tear-drop body, raised flat unglazed 
base. Worn rim & lower body. 

        1 

3 4 11275 5188 rec game ball rubber whole   buff           Child   Dia=60 0 1 
10
4 

Rubber ball, solid. Now slightly 
warped/shrivelled. 

        1 
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2 3 11209 5122 Tiger Cowry Cypraea tigris   
90-100% complete 

gastropod 
Eroded 

Ornamental/ 
Souvenir 

4-6 cm 1 1 75 
Surface faded and slightly eroded. Prob 
ornament or souvenir, as only found north 
of northern NSW. 

1 

2 3 11229 5123 
Sydney Cockle, 

Mud Ark 
Anadara trapezia Estuarine 

90-100% complete 
half valve 

Well preserved Food? 2-4 cm 1 1 5 
Sydney Cockle. Whole half-valve. 
LxWxH=29x33x12mm. 

1 

2 3 11236 5124 
Sydney rock 

oyster 
Saccostrea glomerata Rocky shore 

90-100% complete 
half valve 

Well preserved Food 4-6 cm 2 2 21 
Sydney Rock Oyster. 2 lower half-valves. Diff 
sizes suggest MNI=2. L=68.5, 56; W=35, 
33mm. 

1 

2 3 11273 5125 
Sydney rock 

oyster 
Saccostrea glomerata Rocky shore 

90-100% complete 
half valve 

Well preserved Food 4-6 cm 1 1 49 
Sydney Rock Oyster. Lower half-valve. 
Adhered dirt where shell probably adhered 
to shore. Int. brown 

1 

3 4 11202 5126 
Cowrie (Not 
Further Id.) 

Family Cypraeidae Varied 
90-100% complete 

gastropod 
Chalky, Slight 

Ornamental/ 
Souvenir 

6-8 cm 1 1 37 
Cowry shell. Larger, but not as heavy as 
#5122. Shell broken on surface. 
LxWxH=83.5x59.5x47.5mm. 

1 

3 4 11202 5127 
Sydney rock 

oyster 
Saccostrea glomerata Rocky shore 

90-100% complete 
half valve 

Chalky, Slight Food 2-4 cm 2 1 37 Upper and lower half of oyster shell. 1 

3 4 11217 5128 
Hard Coral (Not 

Further Id.) 
  Varied 

90-100% complete 
gastropod 

Chalky, Slight 
Ornamental/ 

Souvenir 
6-8 cm 1 1 57 

Hard coral, branching colony. 
LxWxH=81x55x39mm. 

1 

 
 
 
Common abbreviations used by Casey & Lowe (not all were used in this catalogue) 

Function & Shape abbreviations Fabric Abbreviations   Ceramic wares/decorations   Description Abbreviations 

alch alcohol   aes copper alloy   bl flow blue flow   Abbreviations used in other fields PLUS: 

archit architectural   ag silver   bl hp blue handpainted   attrib attributed 

bev beverage   bc bone china   blk flow black flow   BFD bad fabric decay 

btl bottle   charc charcoal   blktp black transfer print   btl bottle 

by-prod by-product   cu copper   bltp blue transfer print   c. circa, approximately 

cham champagne   
epns electro-plated nickel silver 

  bltp pearl blue transfer print pearlware   crn corner 

cleric clerical     bristol gl bristol glazed ware   Cylind cylindrical 

cond condiments   fe iron   brntp brown transfer print   dec decoration 

cont container   few fine earthenware   gild gilded   diag diagonal 

elect electricity   galv galvanised steel or iron   grnflow green flow   emb embossed 

furn/fitting furniture/fitting   pb lead   grntp green transfer print   encr encrusted 
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g/schn gin/schnapps   porc porcelain   hp lustre handpainted lustre ware   ext exterior 

h’hold household   
pvc 

poly vinyl chloride (a common 
plastic) 

  hp pearl handpainted pearlware   FD fabric decay 

hygiene/serve hygiene/serving     
hp tp 

handpainted & transfer print 
[together] 

  frag(s) fragment(s) 

indust industrial   sn tin     freq frequent 

jew jewellery   stw stoneware   hp ww handpainted whiteware   glz glaze 

mach machinery   
svfew semi-vitreous fine earthenware 

  mou ww moulded whiteware   hdl handle 

maint maintenance     ppl tp purple transfer print   HF hand forged 

med medical   zn zinc   provin w provincial ware   HFD high fabric decay 

o/v oil/vinegar   

Portion Abbreviations 

  redtp red transfer print   horiz horizontal 

orna ornamental     salt gl salt glaze   imp impressed 

p/c pickle/chutney   bd body   sponge pearl sponge pearlware   int interior 

pers personal   bdy body   sprigg sprigged   irreg irregular 

pharm pharmaceutical   bs base   wgl white glaze   LFD light fabric decay 

poe poe, chamber pot   dia diameter   wgl mou white glaze moulded   lgst largest 

prep preparation   fin finish (ie rim lip)   ww whiteware   m&c mixed and crushed 

rec recreational   frag fragment   

Colour Abbreviations 

  manuf manufactured 

roof roofing   H height     MFD moderate fabric decay 

serv/hygiene serving/hygiene   hd head   blk black   MoP Mother of Pearl 

sew sewing   hdl handle   brn brown   nth north 

stemwre stem ware   hndl handle   cl clear   orig original 

stru structural   L length   dk dark   prob probably 

synth synthetic   nk neck   gr green   pt point 

tblw tableware   nr near   grn green   pttn pattern 

tele telephone   sh shoulder   l light   Rect  rectangular 

tumb tumbler   th thickness   or orange   reg regular 

unid unidentified   W width   ppl purple   sctn section 

Bone & Shell Abbreviations 

  

Building Materials Abbreviations 

v very   sect section 

  dk grey dark grey   sh shoulder 

MNI 
Minimum Number of 

Individuals 

  DP dry pressed  (a type of brick)   grn-grey green-grey   shk shank 

  lino linoleum   l brn light brown   sim similar 

NFI Not Further Identified   SS sandstock (a type of brick)   l gr light green   smlst smallest 

NISP 
Number of Identified 
Specimens Present 

        v pale brn very pale brown   sq square 

              sstock sand stock 

sp. species               veget vegetation 

                  VHFD very high fabric decay 

 


